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TTI/O.PIECE TWEED SUXTS at 15 Gns.

Woven into finest tlvo-ply yarns
essential to genuine thornproof
Ideal for Town or Country wear

Tailors into hard-wearing crease
resisting suits

A choice of more than fifty patterns

Aslc our Representative
to show a samplc suit

Brilrches ol:
DT.VONPORT CHA.THAIII

l: 'ravistock Road, stokc 22 Raitway strcct
Tcl. 980 -1c1.45422

PORTLAND

MADE TO YOUR MNASURES

at lB Sns.

Also aoailable:

READY TO WEAR TWO.PIECE WEEK.
END SUITS IN FINE'SCOTCH TWEEDS

for as little as 12 Guineas
and SPORTS JACKETS from 7 Guineas

8l and 82 QUEEN STREET
PORTSEA . PORTSMOUTH

Trlspsowr 4240
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to the 77@
v.ll.F e lr.ll.F

Speciallg suited for

Moniloring
FieldTesls
Iaboralorg

-JLca.

hM

o6\UuV excelle"nt electrical characteristics and are

Afa\9s robustly constructed for service in-any cli-

* d@*=' .,Ji::;',X";'J:L i?Til:l:i?il:tYt5U':?[;
Ufa$$? lsO"-.,t to 500 mc;'s. Both incorporate 6 position

.l-9..d\SS"- turret tuning assemblies of unique design and giving

^ ^.4\RNY[ high reliability.-Self-contained when operated from A'C'
(tf0\\ t- maini and with provision for use on external power-supplies'
\)s/- Fully descriptive literature with illustrations and performance

curves available on request.

Manufactured by STRATTON & CO. LTD., BIRMINGHAM' 3l
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Gieves
LIMITED
ESTABLTSHED l7g5

Outfitters to the Roval Nqv.r,
22 THE HARD, PORTST{OUTH Tetephone: 7t388 9

Jewellery for
Christmas

Naval Crown Brooch-many
designs for all Branches of the

Service.

Silver and marcasite or silver
and paste from €5 . l0 .0

May we send you our illus-
trated Christmas and Jewellery

Catalogues.

*strre gtile *a gd sli/ . . .

S. G. BROWN LTD.
incorporatina

The Submarine Signal to. Ltd.
SHAKESPEARE STREET

WATFORD. HERTS
Jel.t 7a4l
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EDITORIAL
The troubles in the Middle East caused a slight

stir in the editorial offices. There were long faces,
would articles and orders reach us here at Leydene
in time? Luckily our prayers were answered and the
response to our cries for material have been
answered in spite of all. It was very gratifying to
know that in the heat of battle we had a special
coriespondent on the scene, who has sent us the
story of the invasion of Port Said. I hope that there
will be some other interesting stories from the
Mediterranean still to come. So if you had any
exciting experiences send them along.

Since our last number we have said goodbye to
Mr. Macey, our art editor. Best wishes to him in his
new appointment in H.M.S. Ganges. The pungent
wit of TED will be missed from the pages of THn
CopruuNrclron.

Our apologies are due to H.M.S. Ledshant for
the error in the summer number, when they were
called H.M.S. Cobham. Their novel way of sending
a very secret, burn before looking at, photograph
of the part they played in taking H.R H. the Duke
of Edinburgh to Shotley caused considerable rnirth.

Articies from R.N.V.R. Communicators are

always welcome, so it is with pleasure that we include
an article from Geoffrey Willans. We are sure that
all readers who have undergone a course at Leydene
cannot fail to be amused at his experiences, which,
though written in 1942 still apply to the Signal
School.

Tsr CorrluuNtclron will be ten years old in the
New Year. During these years the Magazine has
gone from strength to strength. We have doubled
its size and have steadily increased the circulation.
We are sure past editors will join us in thanking
readers for their support. However, it is more than
ever essential that we continue to have your support
and co-operation in producing Tur CouuuNlcAToR.
It is your Magazine and you make it. Criticisms and
suggestions for improvement are always welcome.
We hope that contributions, whether they be articles
or illustrations, will continue to reach the editorial
offices in an unending stream.

Once more, we have taken the liberty of deleting
individual greetings from articles to join them into
one. So on behalf of countless Communicators the
Editorial Staff wish you all a very Happy Christmas
and every success in 1957.

.#.#.*.#.#.#.#.4.4{.#.#.*{.4.fr{.*{.#.#.#.#.#.#.#.#.#,#.#.#.#.# u(.#.4.#.#
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Foreword by CAPTAIN OF THE SIGNAL SCHOOL
Since our Summer number went to press a great

deal has happened, and many Communicators have
unavoidably been drafted out to the Middle East
and other key jobs at extremely short notice. In
fact over 450 Communication ratings were required
to reinforce the Mediterranean with the inevitable
disturbances which went with this drafting. I have
heard nothing but praise for the work of the
Communication Branch in this crisis, upon whom,
as usual, great demands have been placed, and I
know that the Admiralty are very conscious of the
great contribution which has been made by our
Branch.

The affair has inevitably had a disastrous effect
on advancement training. Many men have had to
be removed from courses and thri drafting margin
has been so reduced that the Drafting Authority
is finding it increasingly difficult to make men
available for courses. Consequently, you will no
doubt appreciate the value of the recently revised
rules for taking final examinations for Leading Rate
without a course.

I am glad to say that the new scheme has met with
good support from the Fleet. In the July examina-
tions, we had applications for a total of l7l papers.
For the examinations being conducted in November
we have had applications for no fewer than 452
papers and the Instructional Staff here in Mercurl,
will have a formidable task in correcting the returns.

I am also glad to say that there has been an
encouraging increase in the numbers on the rosters
for courses for both Petty Officer and Leading rate
in both the Signal and Wireless Branches.

As I mentioned in the Summer issue, the numbers
on the advancement rosters are steadily dropping
owing to the exceptionally large numbers of men
reaching the end of their engagements. This trend
continues and it is clear that, with conditions as
they are, we cannot hope to train a sufficient
number of replacements within the next twelve
months. It is therefore very likely that rosters for
Petty Officer Telegraphist and Leading Telegraphist
will run dry in the near future in addition to the
Leading Signalman's roster which has been dry
for some months. lt is also likely that a temporary
shortage of Petty Officer Telegraphists, Leading
Telegraphists and Leading Signalmen will develop.

It is an unlortunate fact that the Suez crisis has
temporarily delayed the benefits which you would
have felt from the recent decision to cenlralise
communication drafting in Portsmouth. A detailed
review of all communication billets carried or.rt by
the new drafting team has made it cleal' that a very
much fairer and smoother dralting cycle can be
achieved once centralised drafting is working
norrnally. The variations in the drafting cycles fron'L

depot to depot have been considerable in the past,
and have often resulted in vastly different treatment
to men of different Port Divisions serving in the
same establishment. I am sure that the new system
will work well once it has got into its stride,

The decision has been made to centralise Leading
Rate training in the Unired Kingdom in H.M.S.
Mercury as from January next, and we at present
hope to start a course for Leading Rate in both
branches every fortnight throughout the year.
Courses for Petty Officer Telegraphist r',ili start
every four weeks and for Yeornan ol Signals every
six weeks. Syllabuses arc being streamlined to
ensure maximuin utilisation of instructional facil-
itics and economic employment of instructors.
Details will be promulgated in an Admiralty Fleet
Order shortly.

To inrprove conditions of scrvice in the Branch.
approval has been obtained to increase the Port
Division numbers which has resulted in the require-
ments to train approxin-rately 300 extra Signalmen
and Telegraphists in the next year.

It is hoped that initially a fair proportion of the
entries required to achieve this will come from the
R.N.V.R. and R.N.V.(W).R., and the remainder
must come from direct National Service entry.

It was the intention that the Devonport and
Chatham Signal Schools should be reduced to the
status of Signal Training Centres but in the case of
Devonport this has had to be delayed to cope with
the new training commitment.

The overall reorganisation of training will mean
a reduction of Instructor billets in Chatham and
eventually in Devonport as well, with a correspond-
ing increase in Mercury.

I know these changes will mean inconvenience to
some, but again once the system is running I anr
sure that we will inevitably feel the benefits.

I am sorry to say that this is the last time I shall
be wliting to you all in Tne CorrrrrluNrcrron, as I
anr due to leave Mercurl'before the next issue goes
to print.

A Happy Christmas and every good fortune to
you all in 1957.

nh*b
Capluin.
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H.M.S. "CRANE''
But for the wiles of Nasser, Crane's staff woulcl

be in Seato '56 and having a'looksee' at Bangkok
and Manila. lnstead we find ourselves either Guard
ship at Aden or taking a steady 'stroll' along the
Arabian or Somaliland coasts, for a change of air.

One thing has however emerged, we have become
the most enthusiastic cryptographers - .everyone

moves with great alacrity hoping to be the first to
know the date of our ffight home.

From Japan, with Modeste in company, we
returned to the happy hunting grounds of Hong
Kong and the usual weekly Communication exercises.
ln Singapore there was little time for exercises, as
we sailed for a short visit to Penang.

Two days out of Penang we were joined by the
lndian Squadron but exercises were cancelled owing
to a health complaint caused by weather conditions.
Modeste, the Indian ships and ourselves were pleased
to pass Superb and settle in our berths. However,
we had managed a few Communication exercises
during the last two days.

"Jet 56" was simplified for Crane by the large
staff carried, eight Tels., six Sigs., five Leading
Hands, one Yeoman and two Chiefs, not forgetting
our Coder (Ed).

Crane has had its share of exercises but we
consider such exercises are worthwhile in spreading
goodwill as well as learning by trial and error.
Trincomalee is not very entertaining but inter-
national sporting events were an excellent respite
from sea exercises.

We wish to pass on to th€ rest of the Squadron
our very best wishes for the future and regret that
our get-together after SEATO did not materialise.

H.M.S. 'OCONCORD''
H.M.S. Concord, commissioned with much

ceremony, in Singapore on 20th June, and after we
had settled down to life on board, we worked up
and did trials for two weeks, then set off to explore
the best Station in the world, that is apart from
Waterloo. Our first stop was Hong Kong, where
for a week or so we clambered all over the 'Peak',
solving the mysteries of the Orient.

FAR

We then sailed North, for a very hush hush
operation with our American cousins, called a
Hunter Killer Exercise (HUK). This proved hard
work for the Communicators but after we got over
the language difficulties, and got used to working
in two watches, we more than managed to hold our
own. The 'Huk' was made more attractive by
visits to Kure, Kobe and yokosuka, and many
tears were shed when we finally left the wonderlul
land ol Nippon, and came South again, narrowly
missing typhoon 'Charlotte', en route.

At the time of writing, the ship is wallowing in
the bottom of the dry dock, minus insides, outsides,
and a great deal of topsides, while Chinese dock_
yard maties, unlike those we remembered from
Pompey, are frantically trying to put us together
again in time for the Christmas festivities.

As regards Communicators at work, we haven't
had a chance to really shine yet. Apart from the'Huk' in which we were the only British ship
taking part, short brushes with the Newcasrli,
Contus, and. a couple of the Third F.S., we have had
a fairly quiet time.

After only four months we have settled down,
and have accepted this strangc life, on the other
side of the world, and the Dockyard have informed
us that we may go back to the ship to find, upright
lockers, tiled bathrooms, with running H. & C.,
and maybe a jukebox in the tiller flat. With all
these modern conveniences, the yeoman still drips
because one has to hoist the N.U.C. lights eaih
night, and wonders il some genius will ever get a
mention in despatches for inventing a fixed N.U.C.
light unit.

Overheard during the 'HUK':
O.O.W. A.C.R. Bridge.
Voice. Bridge, A.C.R.
O.O.W. House the dome.
Voice. Oh, it's O.K. Sir . . .

EIGHTH DESTROYER
SQUADRON

Since our last contribution Concortl and Cockade
have recommissioned and by Christmas two more
of the "Leaky Eighth," which was how we were
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described at a Nev,<'astlc versus 8th D.S. football
match, will have a new set of faces.

In August Cossack left us to undergo an extended
refit in Singapore Dockyard and her company
moved over Io Cheyiot which has been similarly
treated by the sane institution. We were naturally
very sorry indeed to lose sight of a ship with so
famous a name who has led the Squadron since
its forrnation some ten years ago and even sadder
when we now and then caught a glimpse of her
leaning heavily on the support of the floating dock
riddled by avenging maties. The change took longer
than was expected and it wasn't until the end of
September that we were able to get away from
Singapore. The Ram, symbol of our new ship,
wears the disconsolate expression of a rejected
supplicant but it is not thought to be connected
with the ship's recent refit. Artistic licence is not
a charge that can be lightly thrown at a dockyard
paintshop, nor would one accuse even the Avant
Garde Constructor of so "puckish" a sense of
humour.

The main office layout in Cheviot is much
improved and we are the proud possessors of RA.TT
and the first shipborne 618 on the Far East Station.
A great deal has been done to make the best use of
the available space and the equipment has been well
sited round the bulkheads leaving the centre of the
office clear. Unfortunately the air conditioning
plant has been side tracked into the TS and we have
been left out in the heat which is hard to understand
and most unsatisfactory. ln every other respect it
is a good office and we hope that our successors
like it. We expect that Cossack will be similarly
equipped though we hope with air conditioning,
and when she appears in the Spring we should be
able to have a Squadron RATT circuit at sea.

Comus has managed to have a very clear run and
we have hardly seen them in the leader since our
weather reporting days for the Monte Bello tests.
All the ships were down there at one stage or another
station€d miles out in the Indian Ocean releasing
Mct balloons and measuring the force of the wind.
Needless to say we never found the weather very
pleasant so far from land and most of us had a
pretty dull time only relieved by visits to Fremantle
and one or two other Australian ports. Consorl was
probably the longest at it but they will make up for
whatever sufferings they may have experienced
when they go down with the Far East Station
Squadron for the Olympic Games.

Consort was refitted by Singapore Yard and re-
appeared towards the end of October with a few
weeks in hand before leaving for Australia. Cockade,
who with Newcastle is to form the rest of the
Squadron, took part in all phases of the large
SEATO Exercise, "Albatross". This took their new
team from the Java Seas to the Gulf of Siam, to
Hong Kong and in the last phase almost to the
Philippines. They certainly seem to have benefitted
and what was essentially a simple exercise designed

to demonstrate a political accomplishment must
have been a most useful work up. They were joined
for the last phase by Cheviot and both ships returned
to Singapore with Nolcastle rehearsing on the way
our escorting programme for H.R.H. the Duke of
Edinbutgh's visit.

The rioting which took place in Singapore to-
wards the end of October caused the Government
to alter their plans for the Duke of Edinburgh's
visit and in the end H.R.H. visited three ports on
the West coast of the Federation. With the
Conrnrander-in-Chief embarked, Cheviot, Concord,
and Cockade sailed to meet the Royal Yacht on
October 29th and on the 30th having saluted the
Standard took up escot't stations. The Commander-
in-Chief presented the Fleet and subsequently
returned to Singapore in Cockade leaving Chetiot
and Consort to fornl the escort for the remainder of
H.R.H.'s stay in Malayan waters. On November
2nd they were joined by Nev,t'a.trle and Cttckade antl
escorted the Royal Yacht until the following morn-
ing when Cheviot detached saying goodbye sadly
to the rest of the royal escort. Flying her paying-off
pennant, Cheviot t.nanned ship and cheered H.R.H.
the Duke of Edinburgh and then disappeared in
the direction of Sandakan. whilst Cor.rorl and
Cot'kade continued southward for their Australian
cru ise.

FOSIC's FOLLOWERS
If a change of scenery is a MUST on youl list of

requirements for the almost perfect foreign
commission, then this is lT. Since our last article
we have completed quite an extensive programme
whilst being th€ 'guests' of H.M.S. Newcaslle.

we left Hong Kong with no regrets for a wel-
come visit to Japan and Korea. Although many
Communicators regard Hong Kong as the most
welcome of sights in the Far East, a 'r'abbit run'
1o the islands of Japan is always acceptable.
Yokosuka was the first port of call where co-opera-
tion with the American Navy--both ashore and

"I'm chocker! Where do I hand in me notice?"
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afloat-was felt to be most friendly and of great
value. On one occasion during our stay, a few of
the staff had the opportunity to see places like
Kamakura and Enoshin'ra, which are crowded with
temples, shrines, paper houses, etc., set in the style
which we so readily link rvith the kinrono and
geisha girl. Further visits to Kobe and Kure enabled
us to see the beauty of the Inland Sea and the
contrast in design within the now re-built city of
Hiroshima; a city of modern and ancient Japanese
culture and art.

Our next visit was to the lonely island ol Paeng
Yong Do, off the West coast of Korea where the
Newcastle's football teanl was invited to meet the
Republic of Korea Marine Corps tearn. This
challenge was gladly accepted. Only a limited
number of spectators landed, so armed with a 615
one of the staff went ashore to relay events back to
the ship. Much to our amazement, the football pitch
turned out to be a part of the beach that had only
just previously been covered by the receding tide,
After a rather exhilarating display of Arms Drill by
the Korean Marines, the game was commenced;
during which the Korean supporters rendered
inspiring songs to their teanr, but although pleasing
to the ear they proved insuflicient to stir their team
to victory. It was during this visit to PYD that a
heavy fog descended and all boats had to be fitt€d
out with 6l5s and 622s---ably manned by spalkers

-and also radar reflectors. Boats were "talked"
back to the ship by following their track on radar,
to prevent the fast tide carrying them across the
38th Parallel.

The programme, thereafter, was curtailed some-
what by the presence of typhoons "Wanda" and
"Babs" and our return to Singapore was sooner than
anticipated. One certain O/Tel. was heard to admit
that although he cut quite a figure with the girls he
would gladly have sacrificed the company of these
two boistrous females !

The scenery-fortunately--is not the only thing
to change. That stalwart of the "Grippo Kings"
POT Sanders has departed for more favourable
climes and is shortly to be joined by Y.S. Milligan.
Under the new foremanship of Y.S. Cull and
Sutton and P.O. Tels. Gardner and Baker, supported
by the efforts of those pillars of strength the junior
rates-ably headed by L/Tel. Plaskett we are
managing quite well. All the Staff are looking
forward to our coming visit to the Antipodes.--
J.R.B.

HONG KONG M.S.O.
Since last going to press many changes have

taken place on the personnel side and many 'sparkers'
and 'buntings' have left Hong Kong in the luxury
laid on by B.O.A.C. Those who have been "24 on"
on Tuesday have been in U.K. for a short weekend
the same week. The weather is now much cooler
and the sports season is in full swing. We started
off well at the aquatic sports held at the dockyard

swimming pool Hong Kong on Wednesday 5th
September the Conlnlunications aquatic team giving
a good account of themselves. Though not the
winners of the divisional trophy they came in a
very gallant third. In the individual events a number
of Communicators won cLlps or tankards for
either winning their event or be.ing a close runner-
up.

The aquatic teanr consisted of: L/Tels. Munn,
Jackson, Hardy and Moscrop. Tels. Morgan, Mann,
McGeown, Batchelor, Lloyd and Purdie (R.A.N.).
O/Tels. Edgington, Joyce. LiSigs. Haines, Gray.
Sigs. Taylor and Lannigan.

This gallant band betrveen them won: Two
lengths backstroke. Medley relay. Greasy pole.
Obstacle Race.

In the water polo knockout the Communications
team reached the final and rvere to meet the C. &
P.O.s. Unfortunately. u'e lost to the "old men" by
eight goals to one.

Let us hope that next year we will carry off both
the divisional trophy and also a majority of the
individual events. Perhaps the drafting authorities
will kindly note that though our primary aim is to
have good Communicators perhaps they could
oblige us with an additional qualification of being
good swimmers too?

The S.C.O., Lt.-Cdr. Lloyd, is doing fine work
both organising the Navy Rugby team and playing
in it, though to date he has been unable to recruit
any Communicators into the team.

"Port Yardarm Down"



Our soccer tean is at the top of the Tamar
League, the season is however in the early stages

so we nlust not be too optimistic. ln addition to
Tamar League we have two Navy players in Sigs.
Ward and Wilson and we also play in a Hong
Kong League under the title "Tamal Casuals".
We have not been able as yet to field our own hockey
team due to the rigours of watch-keeping, but we
have five Navy players including Yeoman Weston,
L/Sig. Williarns, L/Tel. McCeown, Sigs. Tavlor
and Munt.

Many old "shipmates" have been n-ret in the
China Fleet CIub during the last few months and
we were especially pleased to see the Australian
Squadron in the harbour which consisted of
Melbournc, Sydnel', and Quadrant, and later in the
monlh Queenborough and Quicknntcl. Or-rr old
lriends Anzac and Tobruk have now returned to
Australia and we wish them ltick and hope to see

then-r back again one day. At the tirne of going to
press the R.N.Z.N. is represented at Hong Kong
by Kaniere who has "held the wall up" for the last
few weeks on a self refit. Tainur is also in company.

The rich Chiefs and P.O.s of the station received
a sad blow from N.S.O. recentiy when it was learnt
that further indulgence freight could not be

accepted. We now have a very good line in cheap
cars at Hong Kong Wircless should anyone who
is expecting to come to Hong Kong be interested.

The C.C.O. being crafty sent his on the last ship
out and is now biting his finger nails, hoping it
won't be commandeered bY Nasser'

NAVAL PARTY 2512
This is not a fairy story, we do exist. A first

class trip half way round the world, fussed and
fawned by charn-ring hostesses, eager waiters and
managers at first class hotels, l4-oz. Steaks, Smoked
Salmon. half ol Jumbo Pheasant Chickens, Liquor
unlimited, Fruit, Sweets, Cigarettes, a natelot's
dream. and all at Admiralty expense ! The air
tickets cost L3l7 2s.0d. and are due to be framed'

The flight took in Keflavik, New York. Washing-
ton, Tulsa, San Francisco, Honolulu, Canton
lsland and finally Nandi in Fiji. After a night on
the town at San Francisco, a very weary party
arrived at Honolulu. but after a reception by more
charming females, who adorned us with the
traditional 'Lei's'. we were awake and raring to go

again. Dinner at the Reef Hotel, with its own
exclusive portion of the famed Waikiki Beach,
and speculation upon the rigours of Fiji were soon
put to flight. On arrival at Nandi, the hotel did its
best to liven us up with showers and refreshmenK,
and then a paralysing 120 odd miles across Fiji in
an open bus along roads which put cart tracks in
the first class bracket, though dinner at the Beach-
comber Hotel, and a thirst quenching session at
the bar in the very popular bamboo lounge fortified
us amazingly after the first 40 miles of the trip.

To reach our destination we passed through
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Suva, and had a glimpse of things to come, and
then Luvaluva.

A tenled Camp, with virtually no anlenities, but
also virtually no restrictions, so the scales were
evenly balanced. A week of swimrr-ring, walking,
football and runs ashore into Suva soon passed

the time away. The day prior to our embarkation
in S.S. Delor,rhirc for Christmas Island, was a day
packed lull of colour and age old ceremony as the
Fijians were welcor.ning their regiment horne, and
being spectator to the display of weicome was a
rare occasion. and one 1o be ternembered for a
long time by the handful of British troops.

Christmas Island, a thin stretch of glistening
white coral, topped by palnts growing at a variety
of angles other than conventionally upright, a
paradise for bird watchers, an unparalleled water:
for the angler, but to the matelot just a hot,
uncivilised chunk of Pacific waste inhabited by land
crabs, horse ffies and hornets; br-rt with the passing
of time, electricity, a beer bar, bakery and a laundry,
life is back to nornral. Our job -well we live in an
R.F.A., keep a broadcast, work Ship/Shore, and
sunbathe any one want to swop'l

H.NI.S. "Telemachus" dressed overall at Tonga

H.M.S. 'OTELEMACHUS''
During the recent oceanic gravity survey in the

Pacific, we paid a visit to Tonga. Incidentally we
were the first R.N. ship to visit Tonga for 20 years

and of course the first submarine ever. It was during
the visit that the unusual event of a submarine
dressing overalI took place.

EASTER EDITION 1957
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Closing date for bulk orders, 22nd March 1957.
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Antarctica is almost as large as Australia and
Europe together and has long offered a challenge to
explorers. The knowledge gained by the expeditions
of Scott, Amundsen, Shackleton and others is small
compared wit h the vastness of t he area. I t is t herefore
fitting that the "last Continent" should provide the
setting for one of the few great land adventures still
left to us -the crossing of Antarctica from the
Weddell Sea to the Ross Sea via the South Pole.
This is what is about to be attempted by Dr. V. E.
Fuchs, in conjunction with Sir Edmund Hillary.

While the first aim of the expedition is to accom-
plish a great journey, important scientific objectives
are combined with this and will include

THE COMMUNICATOR

THE BRITISH TRANS.ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION
topographical and geological survey, physiology and
meteorology, which is of such immense importance
to shipping, aviation and whaling activities in the
Southern Hemisphere. These comprehensive meteoro-
logical and glaciological studies, will make important
contributions to the scientific prograrnme of the
International Geophysical Year.

The Expedition's advance party, which left
London on l4th Novenrber. 1955 on board the
m.v. Theron, has successfully established the base
at the head of the Weddell Sea, some 800 miles from
the South Pole.

To reach that point the ship had to penetrate
about 1,000 miles of ice covered sea. At first

ll[ap ond Photturoph h.r' (t)url?.t.t of tha I]ritish Tten.t-Aillor<lit Expedition



considerable difficulty was experienced and, after a
month of forcing a way through ice sometimes 12 or
15 feet thick, the Theron regained the open sea.
Immediately a second attempt was made and
on 29th January, 1956, the ship arrived at the most
southerly point of the Weddell Sea in Vahsel Bay.

In the face ol unpleasant weather conditions,
during which a storm drove the ship from the
landing point for 36 hours, 350 tons of stores and
equipment were unloaded. The rapid freezing of the
sea and the arrival of vast areas of pack ice forced
the Theron to depart, leaving eight men of the
advance party to spend the winter in Antarctica at
the selected base site which has been named
"Shackleton" after the famous explorer.

Their tasks during the year, until the arrival of
the main party, will be to build the huts, carry out a
meteorological programme including upper air work,
and to make a general reconnaissance of the
mountains, which were discovered by air while the
ship was at Shackleton.

The main party, which included representatives
from the United Kingdom, New Zealand, Australia
and South Africa sailed from England in November,
1956, in the Danish Icebreaker Magga Dan, for the
base at Vahsel Bay. The Magga Dan of 1,850 tons
was launched at Aalborg in Denmark on lst June
this year and has been chartered by the British
Government for the expedition.

The first task of the main party on their arrival
in Antarctica will be to erect an advance base camp,
some 300 miles inland from Shackleton Base. The
main party will start on their journey across the
continent, which will be close on 2,000 miles, in the
Southern spring of 1957. For this trip they will use
tracked vehicles as their main source of transport
with dogs and sledges in reserve.

Before the end of 1956 a party led by Sir Edmund
Hillary will leave New Zealand. and establish Scott
Base at McMurdo Sound in the Ross Sea. This
party will also establish depots inland in preparation
for the trans-continental crossing in the southern
spring. The positions of the bases are marked on the
map.

The main responsibility of the New Zealand party
will be to meet Dr. Fuchs and his companions about
500 miles from the Pole and help them on the final
stage of their journey down the Ferrar Glacier to
the sea.

It is interesting to note that the route traverses
British territory throughout and that both parties
will enjoy the benefit of air support from the R.A.F.
and R.N.Z.A.F. during their sea passage and for
subsequent reconnaissance and during the initial
stages when the depots are being established along
the route being taken by the main party.

Communications will, as always, have an impor-
tant part to play and the expedition is taking a large
and varied amount of communication equipment.
Vehicles and aircraft will be linked with Shackleton
Base and the advance base. 300 miles inland. Most
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Dr. V. E. Fuchs, Dr. Rainer Goldsmith and Sir
Edmund Hillary cutting ice from pressure ridges
to replenish fresh water in "Theron" l5th January,

1956.

of the equipment is similar to that in use by the
R.A.F. However, the main transmitter for communi-
cation between Shackleton Base and everywhere else
will be well known to many readers. It is a type 617
(R.A.F. No. T. 1509), which is made by Marconi
and fitted in many shore establishments and Naval
Air Stations. Marconi and G.E.C. will be providing
the receivers at Shackleton Base.

It is interesting to note that untiI recently, one of
the l0 watt portables intended for use in the vehicles
was the only set actually working at Shackleton and
this set maintained satisfactory communications with
the Falkland lslands. Amongst other portable sets
are two hand cranked radios which are available
for use by the sledges and as emergency sets at
base 300.

In addition to the above. a powerful Redifon
aircraft beacon will be set up at Shackleton. Both
the Auster and Otter aircraft will also be fitted with
Sarah Homing Equipment for use with the Sarah
Beacons at Shackleton Base and on the vehicles.

The Commonwealth countries concerned and
Industry have supported the expedition with money
and materials to ensure that the men in the field are
properly equipped for their great journey, which
will take them into 1958.

It only remains for Communicators to wish the
Trans-Antarctic Expedition Bon Voyage and a
successful conclusion to their great venture.

SHORT BREAKS
The Training Staff Assistant walked into his

office and was heard to ask the cat which was
seated in his lN tray if he had joined for a RATT
course.

*f*

How important are Comnrunicators? You nray
well ask if you had seen the following in an
Admiralty letter on complements:

Communication Staff
Reduce: I Senior Commissioned or Commissioned

Communication Officer.
Add: I Admiral.
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W" hfin 'ff oLLr |ra, to...

THE COMMUNICATIONS RACING WHALERS' CREW OF
H.M.S. DUCHESS for vinning the Kedive cup in the Mediterranean
Fleei Reeatta. Crew, batk roxi: L.Sig. Tate. L Tel. Parker'- J ,Sig.

Adami, front ronl: ^fel. Davies, P.O. Tel' Bailev, Tel. Firbank.

C.P.O. Tel. (S) D. COUPER-
THWAITE, on his retirement
after 29 years service. Joined
Ganges 1927 . In 1949 became one
of the founder-members of the
re-established Telegraphist (S)
Branch. Awarded B.E.M. f952.

C.P.O, Tcl. McINNES for
being a*arded the B.E.M..
seen here receiving his award
from Admiral of the Fleet Sir
G. Creas:- on board H,M,S.
Vi(tor).

THE WATER POLO TEAM. H,M.S. MERCURY for winning the
Division II Water Polo Cup 1956 Team, buck rorr. P.O. Tel North-
over. C.P.O. Tel Cannon, Yeo. Statham, Yeo. Benfield, P.O. Tel'
Clapham. Froill rov': Lt. Lees, Capt' Gordon Lennox, Cdr. Sommer-
villa. Mr. Macey, O Tel. Bronn (rcserve).
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Drafting has always been a sore point with most
ratings, right from the days when they first found
themselves in a ship suffering with a headache, after
a brush with the press gang, to these modern days
when, owing to the evil machinations of the Drafting
Office, they have a picrhead jump to a ship going
"foreign". The object of this article is to explain to
you the present arrangement of Centralised Drafting
and to promulgate some information which might
help you to understand the situation a little better,
which in turn will assist the Drafting Officer.

We were all told some time ago that all drafting
was going to be centralised. In other words, instead
of a set of Officers in each Port Division drafting
ratings from that Division to ships and establish-
ments manned by that Division, there would be only
one set of Officers, known as the Naval Drafting
Authority and stationed in a centrally-situated spot,
who would draft all the ratings in the Navy to any
ship or establishment. The advantages of this
system are obvious to most of you. They are, in
short, that since you are all in the same Branch in
the same service your drafting cycle (more about this
later) and your advancement prospects should be
the same. In the past this, of course, has not always
been the case by any neans. To implement this
Admiralty policy the Naval Drafting Authority
(N.D.A.) is establishing itself at the old A.S.R.E. at
Lythe Hill, Haslemere, and it will draft all ratings
frorn there, starting on lst April, 1957.

For various reasons, the principal one being the
Suez Crisis with its big demand for Communications
ratings, the Admiralty decided that the Communi-
cations Branch should centralise in advance of the
rest of the Navy, and this was done on lst October
of this year. A Communications Officer was
appointed to the staff of the Portsmouth Drafting
Office, where all Communication ratings' records
were centralised, to do all Communications drafting.
The exceptions are Coders (Ed.), who remain in
their own Divisions for the present, and Submarine
and Air ratings, who are drafted by Flag Officer,
Submarines, and Combrax, Lee, respectively. For
the present, the advancement Rosters, although all
at Portsmouth, are still being run on a Port Division
basis. These will be centralised at the same time as
those of all other branches. Family Welfare Officers
are remaining in their own Depots and will continue
to advise their respective Commodores on welfare
matters. There is, therefore, no change in the
procedure in force in the past in this respect. One
immediate result of Centralisation is that a review
is being made of ratings, senior ones to start with,
on Home Sea Service, in order that those whose
previous service demands it may be moved to Port
Service.

It has been stated that one object of centralisation
is to give you all a similar drafting cycle, as far as
possible. There is nothing mysterious or difficult

about a drafting cycle. All it means is, given a

certain number of ratings of a certain category, and
the number of billets in the various types of service,
'i.e., Overseas Service, General Service Commission,
Home Sea Service and Port Service, it is possible
to calculate how long each category of rating should
spend in each type of service in order to complete a
cycle bearing in mind that l8 months are laid down
for a General Service Commission and 30 months
for an accompanied billet ashore abroad. This cycle,
however, has to be amended, because for some
categories of ratings, for instance, the period calcu-
lated for Home Sea Service, only comes to, say,
5 rl months. We obviously cannot accept such a short
period in a ship; so, to avoid too nuch moving about
and a more settled ship's company, we arbitrarily
make the period, say, I2 months. This results in 1a)
the Port Service period being reduced and (b) some
ratings home from foreign missing a spell of Home
Sea Service but doing a longel spell in Port Service.
ln such a case, we would ensure that these ratings
go to Home Sea next time round. It is our policy,
from now on, that after Foreign Service, ratings
should go to a Home Sea Service billet, followed by
a Port Service billet before going foreign again, as

amended in the previous sentence.
It must be borne in mind for the future that it is

impossible to work such a thing as a drafting cycle
unless men are available in the drafting pool. The
Drafting Officer is faced with quite a different
situation in continually being obliged to meet
commitments within a certain period of time with
men available who are out of phase in the dra.fting
cycle. He has no option, therefore, but to break the
cycle and put the first man available into the billet
which requires filling most urgently.

Future theoretical average cycles for various
category of rating show that after a period of about
12 months Home Sea Service the period of Port
Service varies from 24 months to about six months,
depending on the category of the rating. Where it is
not possible to fit a rating into Home Sea Service
after return from foreign, he goes straight into Port
Service for 30 reducing to about 12 months, the
period again depending on the category of rating.

The physical amalgamation of the drafting cards
showed a preponderance of Plymouth ratings at the
top of the Foreign Service Rosters. The reason for
this is, of course, that in the past Devonport ratings,
on the whole, had a very much better drafting cycle
than the other two Divisions.

You are advised to forget the old saying of : "Keep
your mouth shut, your bowels open and never
volunteer for anything". Certainly as far as the never
volunteering is concerned! Every effort is always
made to draft ratings to jobs or places they have
volunteered for, providing in the case of U.K.
based billets, they are due for that type of service.
You must, however, put in your requests to volunte€r
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for particular billets in good time. When a ship
recommissions, for instance, her new crew is detailed
some months beforehand. The Drafting Authorities,
having already prepared a crew to recommission a
ship, are not awfully inclined to change their
arrangem€nts at the last minute and thereby upsetting
a rating's arrangements in order to fit in a latecomer
volunteer for this ship. So remember, volunteer in
good time! One further piece of advice is, make
certain your next-of-kin card is up to date.

I would like to conclude this article by assuring
all ratings that the Drafting Authorities spend much
time in trying to be fair and just in their drafting.
They are often handicapped, however', by events
outside their control, for example, th€ Suez crisis.

COMMISSIONING FORECAST

THE COMMUNICATOR

Editor's Note. R?a/(',.r are x'arned tltal this.fbrecu'st
is liable to change due to the erents itt the Middle
Eu.st.

Winning Cartoon bl
Trr-. J. S. Httt, H.M.S. "Carron"

ADVANCEMENT
Various readers have expressed apprehension

concerning the new exams. There is no need for
concern, all the details are laid down in A.F.O.
1522156. The remarks in the Summer Number
referred to:
(i) The exanrs without course.
(ii) The fact that candidates who fail in certain

sr-rbjects nray be re-examined within six months
and still pass professionally for advancement.

(iii) The fact that syllabi at the Signal School have
been revised to bring in a measure of "block"
instruction.

The second item regarding re-examination
requires no further conlment except to state that
the subjects concerned are: L/Sigs. Miscellaneous.
W/T Org. G.S.l.s and Practical Cryptography.
L/Tels. Theory, Technical, Fleetwork, G.S.l.s and
Practical Cryptography.

Finally the course in H.M.S. Mercury; the idea
of "blocking" follows on from the other two
points, the advantages being that failures in the
subjects mentioned above can sit in for the requisite
period of a succeeding course, if they remain
available in the Signal School, and furthermore
candidates taking exams. without course, who may
be available for a short period due to a refit could
sit in for the required subject. lt also enables the
best use to be made of the instructional facilities
and personnel.

Leading Rate courses will start every fortnight
in 1957 and will be the same length as before, viz.
L/Sigs. 9 weeks, L/Tels. I I weeks. Courses will.
however, start on Wednesday, and classes will
conrbine for a three-day Leadership course to
start the ball rolling. The first class lrave reported
cnlhusiastically on this innovation.

P.O. Tels. and Yeomen's qualifying courses
remain at l6 and I I weeks respectively though they
have been "blocked" in a similar way to Leading
Rate course.

'* + *

The second subject under advancenrent is a brief
word on the rosters when they become centralised.
When this centralisation occurs, it nray well happen
that all the men at the top of the centralised roster
will be from one port division. It has, therefore.
been decided that trickle advancenrent will be
introduced for the less fortunate depots in order
that they will not suffer from centralisation. This
will result in overbearing: but this is considered
justified to achieve fair advancement.

P.O.O.W. (C.R.R.) to Yeo. O.W. (M.S.O.), over
the intercom.:
C.R.R. Yeo, ref that signal we didn't receive,
M.S.O. Yes.
C.R.R. Cancel and file it please.
M.S.O. Roger.

January H.M.S.Shackleton
January H.M.S. Salishur.r
February H.M.S. Bulv'ark
February H.M.S. Birningltunt
F-ebruary H.M.S- Arnnda
February H.M.S. St. Kirrs
February H.M.S. Barfleur
February H.M.S. Rasssl/
February H. M.S. Cr,roft

February H.M.S. Consort
February H.M.S. Eagie
March H.M.S. L.r'a-r

March H.M.S. Scarhorttug)t
March H.M.S. U/.rrcr'
April H.M.S. Kez.t'a
April H.M.S. Undine
April H.M.S. U1y55".,
April H.M.S. Ur.ra
April H.M.S. Nt'n'castle
April H.M.S. ktch ln:;lt

Surveying C.S.C.
5rh F.S. C.S.C.
c.s.c.
Home/Med. C.S.C
3rd D.S. G.S.C.
3rd D.S. G.S.C.
3rd D.S. C.S.C.
A.T.T.S.
Surveying F.S.
8lh D.S. Far East
C.S.C.
Home/S. Atlantic

& S. Anrerica
G.S.C.

5rh F.S. G.S.C.
Honre/W.1. G.S.C.
Homei Med. G.S.C'
6rh F.s. c.s.c.
6rh F.S. G.S.C.
6th F.S. G.S.C.
Far East
Home/East Indies

G.S.C,
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CEYLON WpST
WIRELESS STATION

We apologise to readers for our silence .in the
Summer edition. The fact that we failed to make it
can be laid to the charge of heavy rain and an over-
dose of Tiger AIe which resulted in our carrier pigeon
taking to the proverbial path of the Oozlan Bird,
but even pigeons get over it, and we now hasten to
tell the world that the sparks still fly at "Ceylon
West".

Lt.-Cdr. R. A. H. Panter is now firmly established
as Ofncer in Charge, ably assisted by S.C.C.O.
Bloodworth. Among many other new faces are those
of our two wizards'-C.P.O. Tel. Hamblin. of the
snooker table. and R.E.A. Barron.

Colon'rbo, our nearest town, is some nine nliles
away, so we have for the most part to make our own
entertainment with film shows, highland and modern
dancing, as the we€kly highlights which are supple-
mented by a varied sports programme, and it is in
this field that C.W.W.S. has really excelled. Many
tin"les we have represented the Royal Navy in
Ceylon. A team of seven entered the Ceylon inter-
Service Swimming Championships and gave a close
run to the winners. The water polo teanr won the
Colonrbo and District "B" League upsetting many
fancied civilian clubs. Our soccer and hockey teams
have given a good account of themselves. Our
athletics enthusiasts have collected a few cups in
local relay events, and we have had our represent-
atives in all conrbined Services sports teams. For a

sn-rall station just over 100 strong, we don't think
that we've been doing so badly in upholding the high
slandards usually associated with the Commun-
ications Branch.

H.M.S. "LOCH FYNE"
J.M

Loch Fyne commissioned on the l4th February
at Southampton and then proceeded to Portsmouth
for a brief stay before going to Portland for work
up. After a rather hectic period of three weeks the
ship sailed for Devonport amid great sighs of relief
from the staff.

After an enjoyable two weeks leave, the fateful

€--:---:-

day dawned and the ship departed for her commis-
sion in the Persian Gulf and th€ East Indies. After
brief calls at Gibraltar and Malta, during which
time we no doubt reduced the Communications
Staffs to hysterics, we finally arrived at that exotic
outpost -Aden !

There, the locals took one look at our staff, had
a fit, and sr'nt the ship off along the coast as far as
Perim Island chasing gun-running dhows. Needless
to say we caught nothing.

Fronr there we lumbered up into the Persian
Gulf arriving on June l5th. No sooner had we
arrived in the Gulf than we dashed off to the
assistance of the tanker Powell whose engines had
broken down, but finding that she was quite capable
of looking after herself we steamed on to Bahrein
where we were greeted by our "Oggie" oppo ship
' Loch Insh.

Since then we have been doing our fair share of
cruising round the Gulf calling at such places as
Basra, Kuwait, Khor Kuwai, Bu Musa, Dubai,
Umm Al Qaiwain, Khor Fakkan, Lima, Yas, etc.
One real bit ol excitement came while we were at
Khor Kuwai when a call for assistance was received
fronl the Swedish tanker Julius. With visions
of salvage money we steamed forth girded with
high hopes and good intentions. After finally
managing to get her in tow, she nearly succeeded
in putting the pair of us on dry land. Happily all
ended well and we towed the Julius into Bahrein.

Whilst on one of our many trips down the Gulf
a merchant vessel came over the horizon flashing
"AA" "What ship," etc. Upon receipt of our
identity the M/V replied: Srctish Eagle fron La
Plata to Bandar Mashur with a cargo of empty
beer bottles and a crew of repentant sinners!
Obviously dry rot has not settled in onboald the
S.S. Scottish Eagle.

H.M.S. "S[IPERB''
When we posted our Summer entry we were busy

embarking C.-in-C. E.f. and Staff for our cruise 1o
East Africa. After our frequent comings and goings
we were at last on our way, and arrived at our first
port of call, Mombasa, where a very warm welcome
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awaited us. We had a most enjoyable ten days;
homes were thrown open to us. and several of the
staff nranaged to spend a lttxurious three days at the
Kibo Hotel, which lies under the shadow of Mount
Kilimanjaro. We were sorry to leave Mombasa, but
bidding farewell to our nlany f'riends we sailed for
Zanzibar and later Dar Es Salaam, where an enjoy-
able sevcn days u'ere spent before we sailed for our
last dcstination, Seychellesl

A word about this group of islands. The buzz
lront Lot'h Frulu was lhat they were known for their
large tortoises, and that women outnunrbered the
nlen twenty to one; both were found to be true, and
judging by the large patrol ashore on the final day,
we were reluctant to leave to say the least. Arriving
back in Trincornalee on the 24th July, the Staff
disembarked thankfully for their air conditioned
ofices. and we went back to normal. We had three
weeks before Joint Exercises Trincomalee (JET)
in which to train lor Superb's inter-part sports.
This found us combining with the Central Division'
resulting in a strong athletic team, and despite rain
and pulled muscles we nlanaged to deleat the slrong
R.M. teanl and win the cuP!

Here I must mention the valiant efforts of Tel.
Sayce. Lt. (OE) Payne (Long and High Jump) and
L/Tel. Baldry (Discus). We were unfortunately
beaten in the Tug 'o war, yes even with L/sig'
Knight as anchor!

Sports Day behind us, we went whole heartedly
into "Jet". This exercise is carried out by units of the
East Indies Fleet strengthened by units of the Far
East Fleet, the Royal Ceylon Navy, Pakistan and
Indian Navies, with air support by the R.A.F'
and Indian Air Force and the usual Fleet Auxiliary
facilities. For some of us, it was the first tin-re we had
seen Trinco harbour full of ships. Unfortunately
we were handicapped from the start as we felt the
brunt of A.F.O. 1232156 and promptly lost five of
our staff. This resulted in two watches at times in
both dcpartments. Most of our time as flagship was

spent tied to the buoy, but even in harbour we were
pressed.

It was interesting to note the keenness of our
Commonwealth friends, especially when it came to
general drill. During "Jet" there were many fine
sporting activities of which hockey was the high-
light, and the exercise was brought to a close with an
exciting Indian-Pakistan hockey match, followed by
the ceremony of Beating the Retreat and Ceremonial
Sunset.

Once again the harbour was empty and we had
time to think of ten days leave at Diyatalawa for
every member of the ship's company. This included
a day's musketry course with Mr. Argent, S.C.C.O.
as Officer i/c Butts, and to the horror of the Gunnery
Officer, targets manned by 'buntings' and 'sparkers'
shot up and down to the screams of 'Down All'
and 'Hoist'. The S.C.C.O. was last seen running
across the range with a red flag chasing a herd of
water buffaloes that obstructed it.

THE COMMUNICATOR

EARLY PORTABLES
Recently a nunrber of Communicators have

remarked on their prowess with portables and this
has been nrost n"rarked with the frigates of the
Persian Culf Squadron.

I rvonder if any ol the authors have read the
handbook for the portables Types 5 and 6, which
was published in 1914. There are certain amusing
passages in this early B.R. which nray still apply
to lhe latter day Communicator.

Chapter VII of the handbook deals with the
transport of portables in rough country and opens
as follows :

'At present the portable set is designed to be
transported: (a) On hand carts. This method is of
course impracticable in countries where nade
roads do not exist. (b) By hand. The maximum
load that can be carried by hand for any consider-
able time is not much over 80-lbs. and coolies are
not always available for this task.'

'It then becomes necessary to transport the gear
by nreans of pack mules, horse or camels.'

After giving cletails of packing, weight and
balancing the equipment on the animal the instruc-
tions go on to state that gear should be placed so
that it cannot possibly rattle. A mule intensely
dislikes a noisy load and will kick it off at the first
opportunity.

Further instructions are included for the size
of loads, lashings and speed of loading. At this
part of the instrr.rctions there is an urgent note
which reads:

'Canrels and mllles must not be picketed
together in camp as the mules strongly object to
the scent of the camels.'

Finally the chapter ends with a few words of
advice to the Communicator who would like to
try his hand at managing camels; ending with
these instructions: "Camels on the Arabian side
of the Persian Gulf rise up or get down to the
word 'IKH', whereas those on the Persian side
do so at the word '-LISSH.'

Well if you have never tried it before this may
well be the answer for a lively general drill in the
Persian Gulf and the author looks forward to hear-
ing il camels still respond to the dulcet tones of a
Leading Telegraphist murmuring 'IKH' or
.HSSH',

..JKH"



I'll make no bones about the fact, I was frightened,
so frightened that I felt sick to the depths of my
stomach. The situation seemed unreal to the point
of sheer ridicule, but there it was*-horrible mount-
ains of green salt water, rushing nadly' up and
down and around as I trod frantically and worked
my arms to stay afloat. It wasn't unduly cold, or
maybe I was just too frightened to realise it one
way or another, but it was certainly wet and salty.
I tried yelling and splashing but the effect was

negligible with such huge waves thundering and
racing by my head. At the crest of each wave I
could see the ship moving swiftly away from me,
getting smaller and smaller at each successive surge
to the peak.

Oh God, what if no one saw nre go over; what if
the ship doesn't stop; how long can I last--I'm too
young to die. To be lost forever in this watery
expanse! Even if the ship does return how will
anyone find me in this sea. Oh Lord, help me, let
it be that someone saw me, let the ship return,
don't let me down. However did I get into this nless'

One moment I was safely standing on the fo'castle
outside the mess--the usual stand easy cup of tea
in my hand, yarning to Barney, Pete and Reg.
It was quite choppy but seas don't usually bother
Battle Wagons much and we hadn't shipped many
green. All I can recollect is a yell from someone
and as I swung round to see what the noise was

about'-Whoosh! a jumbled topsy turvey glimpse

of cups and bodies and the ship, and the next
second I was sucked and twirled in tons of wat€r
with a nasty crack across the back. My lungs at
bulsting point and my brain frantically urging me
to g€t some air quickly. It took me some seconds

to realise what had happened-to realise I was a
man overboard. Then, as I said, I became frightened,
really frightened. There was only the urge of self
preservation, my head seemed numb and my back
iched terribly. On figuring things out later I
concluded that it was the outboard screw which
had delivered me the crack across the back. Luckily
at the time we were steaming on the inner screws

and just trailing the outer ones.

With my thoughts in a turmoil, my heart gave a

leap of sheer joy; there just a few yards away was

a round life belt. Thank God, someone had seen

rne, someone had the presence of mind to throw a
belt over.

Tears of joy streamed from my eyes, shouts of
delight from my mouth, and waves of thankfulness
flowed across my heart. Suddenly as I paused for
breath I heard another cry borne in on the wind.
Hastily I searched the limited range of rny vision
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and saw a head and splashing arms about thirty
yards to my right. We both reached the belt at
about the same time. Naturally I expected to s€e

one of the other three, but it was a complete stranger
to me. Nevertheless company, whatever the circum-
stances, has a wonderful effect on the morale. He
said he was an ERA 3 and the same wave peeled
him off the waist. Together we clung to our ring of
hope and glurnly read the name so neatly painted
on its white background-H.M.S. .'4lstrz.

When we looked at the ship itself far off to our
right, all our fears returned and we thought of sharks
and the horrors of the deep. We sang and laughed
and joked, but we didn't fool each other for one
second. A yell of terror fronr my companion, "An
octopus, Oh my God". However, it was only the
length of line from the belt that curled round his
leg. The seconds passed like hours -could we
manage to stay afloat, could we reach land-how
far was New Guinea or New Britain. The ship
where was it, why hadn't it stopped. The murderers,
l-reathens, nobody cared-what about us? The ship
suddenly looked different-it was turning! Thank
God, they hadn't left us to drown after all. Tension
gripped us both, what an age she took to turn -

they mustn't miss us, not now. Why didn't they
lower a boat, what the heck were they up to?
Don't just stand there waving and flapping your
arms like a gull Jower a boat. Again, it wasn't
until later that we learned it was too rough to
lower the sea boat. Instead the ship was manoeuvred
to windward of us and we drifted on to her leeward
side. Such a towering mass of steel; a wonderful,
glorious, fantastic mass of steel. Our ship-thanks
lads, we knew you wouldn't let us down. A line
swiftly lowered and secured-haul away, and the
deck feels so comfortable beneath one's feet.

Many hands, lots of questions, a warm blanket
and a tot of rum. What a fuss-and a secret glow
of pride as becoming to a celebrity. How nice to
relax in the Sick Bay bunk, to be safe and alive and
cared for. My back felt sore and was badly bruised,
but I was a hero and it was a wonderful feelingl

You may wonder what happened to Barney,
Pete and Reg. Well Reg was in a bed quite near me

-he really came off worst. The same wave that
lilted me over the side had wrapped him around
the 4-in. gun turret, splitting his head and giving
him a nasty gash on his cheek. Pete found himself
in a heap in the scuppers and Barney finished up
hanging from the guard rail on the outboard side'
We all had many a laugh in the months that passed,

but I for one was certainly glad to be alive.
That's another reason too, why I drink my stand

easy tea in the mess now!!
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RADIO SHOW REVIEW
I was easily persuaded into paying the | 956 Radio

Show an 'official' visit from .\'lercur.r'and when the
Editor offered me his conrplimentary press ticket, I
willingly accepted it as another contribution towards
an enjoyable day in London. However, on my return,
I discovered lhat I was expected to pay for this ticket
with an article lor Tse Cour.ruNrcnron, and so, after
some persistent but gentle bullying, I have at last
been constrained to produce the following remarks
on, what was to me, a very excellent exhibition.

Television
From seemingly every stand a battery of television

receivers glared forth with eit.her BBC or ITA
programmes boldly flashing across their screens.
Apart from the choice of programme there generally
wasn't a great deal of external difference between
one make of set and another and now that television
techniques are well past the experimental slage, there
is also becoming less and less difference between the
type of circuitry enrployed in these various makes.
Remote control units, which can gi\e you fingertip
control of your set lrom the depths ol an armchair,
are slowly becoming popular, and so is the asso-
ciation of a VHF/FM receiver as part of a television
set.

Aerials
The problems of constructing aerials lhat can

receive all varieties of television plus the new BBC
VHF frequencies seem to have been largely solved
and a great variety of luture rooftop ornaments
were displayed in ingenious but expensive contbi-
nalions of dipoles and Yagi urrays.

Sound Receivers
The BBC is making a concerted effort to rnaintain

the popularity of its sound radio prograrnmes by the
development ol its VHF FM stations and anyone
who still doubts that this will mean much irrrprove-
nrent in quality should listen to the astonishing
clarity of reception and freedom from interference
of these stations.

Consequently, nearly all the new models of radio
receiver now include a VHF band in addition to the
usual long. mediunt and short wavebands.

The development ol these new stations, which will
eventually gir,e VHF coverage to 96 per cent of the
populalion, is proceeding rapidly and the South
Hampshire station at Rowridge, Isle of Wight, is
due to commence transnlission early in 1957. Here
are th€ frequencies of the stations along the South
coast: -

Area Slaliort Pntgratrttttt' Data in
L'ht Th'd Home Scrr'ft'tr
( Freq'cies in Mc/s)

Chatham Wrothanl 89.1 9l .3 93.5 215 55
Portsmouth Rowridge 88.5 90.7 92.9 Early '57
Devonport N. Hessary 88.1 90.3 92.5 'l 

18156
Tor

Transistor portables and car radios have appeared
for the first time in conrmercial forn'r and though
they are at present slightly more expensive than their
valve counterparts, they should prove popular on
account of their reliability and very low power
consumption. One portable was reputed to work for
six months normal use off four small torch batteri€s
costing sevenpence each.

Record Players, etc.
People with a keen ear for music are gradually

becoming aware of the limitation of the ordinary
record player and of the realistic reproduction of
music offered by modern high fidelity or Hi Fi
equipment. Although there is no trade definition
of what is Hi Fi equipment and what isn't, the purist
in search of superlative quality should look for an
amplifier which feeds two or possibly three separate
speakers one for bass, one for treble and one for
the high noles and has separate amplifiers and
filters for these speakers. There were several makes of
this true Hi Fi record player on show but also a very
large number of cheaper good quality ones, some of
which were misleadingly labelled as Hi Fi. For the
unfortunate lew with no mains electricity there was
also a considerable choice ofportable record players,
mainly working off torch batteries and transistors.

One last interesting exhibit was a set of excellent
aids to radio theory instruction which have been
developed by one enterprising lirm. These consist
of sin-rple circuit diagrams wired r,rp with their
colnponents and made into practical demonstration
panels. It is hoped that some of these panels may be
obtained for Mer<ury before long.

R.W.G. -C.

"Since when have they laundered complete kitbags?"
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H.M.S. "DEFENDER''
Behind the present Corlmuniczrtions staff of

Defender stretches a G.S.C. that surely has been
one of the most monlentous ones any of us are
likely to see.

A brand nerv officers' slructure, a pay rise and
the beginning of Centralised and Preference Draft-
ing. The first touchcs but a few. The second was
most welcome and induced some to 'Sign On'.
One of our 'sparkers' was cagey though he waited
to see if slop prices would go up before completing
the green form. Of the last two all that can be said
is that we hope On the social side, we have
escorted and carried royalty, had filrn stars onboard
and made filn-rs, been to a few fanrous places and
had many good runs ashore. In achievements a
most successful commission. We even had an
inventor onboard in the form of ir 'sparker' who
invented aerials with 'Uplilts'.

Early in July the staff was reduced. Thc renr,:inder
were looking forward to the event as it would mean
that the cramped conditions in the mess would be
relieved. Some weeks later thor.rgh, for reasons
unknown, they were hastily recal.led with a few new
faces to replace those gone elsewhere meantime.
It was very much a case of '[f your drip tin over-
flows . . . ' Now we await the new commission staff,
to thenl we leave piles of deckcloths. They, being
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the Communicators, hail from the west country, a
sure sign that Centralised Drafting is in operation.
Ex-Guzz Comnlunicators and the rest of the ship
Chatham. Meanwhile the present staff are wonder-
ing what fate, better known as the Drafting Author-
ity, holds in store and if Drafting Preference really
does work.

Before leaving Chatham for the last lime there
was the very unhappy task of saying au revoir
to 'Jim', our Dutchman. This exchanging between
NATO countries seems to be good. Not only did
we learn more about the Dr,rtch than is normally
possible by visiting the Netherlands but exactly
horv far ribaldry can be pushed without tempers
being lost..lim in his turn discovered that it is
possible to havc a good time in London, a fact
which he doubted. During our farewell party, he
was given a lighter. On accepting it he said, "Thank
you for this token of compensation". We were left
wondering exactly how good was his command of
our language.

Recently the ship was pleasantly and happily
steaming fron-r Hamburg to Londonderry where
our last days at sea should have been spent, but
twenty-four hours later she was bound for Malta
at speed. Security was paramount, not even the
galley boiler or steam chest knew what we were
doing or why. Naturally many wild speculations
were made, countless fantastic buzzes spread. In
the end it is a case of if you want to know where
you're going wait till you get there'. Our arrival in
Malta should supply the answers; one of which
musl be answered quickly. Will we be back home
in time to pay off as originally planned') Or is the
CCO's buzz about setting watch on Trinco Port
Wave correct? He doesn't carc. he would have
spent Chrislmas away from home in any case.

H.M.S. "DIAMOND''
Since conrnrissioning in February we have

steamed sonle thousands of nriles around this
delightful sec !'alling, it secms, at some of the
quietest runs ashore in the area. After working up,
a Cyprus patrol u'its one of our first commitnlents
and ue achieved some success both intercepting
suspicious vcssels and at extracting cans of beer
and other refreshments from our R.M. and ArmyCommunications Mess, H.M.S. "Del'ender"
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associatcs at Coral Bay and Lirtrassol. During the
patrol we paid a visit to Tripoli, Lebanon, r,",hcre
we were royally entertained by ntenrbers of the
lraq Petroleunr Conrpany. For those ol yor-r who
may visit Tripoli in the future. the El N4ina area
is particr-rlarly leconrnrended.

Our next visit r.r'as an abortile weekend at Port
Said. We did actually get :rshore only to be hastily
recalled tbr sonte obscure diplontatic rcason
knou n onll to thc iluthorities.

On our return to Maita we wcic f accd with thc
Fleet regalta and ship's acluatic sports. The
Comnrunication rvhaler did not distinguish itsell:
howevcr the great feature of lhe swin.rming was
that Sig. Woods was selected to take part in the
intcr-Service Caia.

Eally in August rve leLlir:ti that our cruise to
Venice and Triestc was calicelled and instead u,e
had to put up with weeks of exercises. Needless
to sa) this wa\ sontewhat annoying.

About this tinle the effect of centraliscd drafting
was felt. P.O. Tel. Pattison lefi us only to i'erurn
to the Med. three weeks later in the lllull ol
Gullowa.t.

Next canre the Fleet Cunncry Contpetition.
which alnrost dlove LiTels. Addington and Hr-rnt
to distraction chasing spotters all round the dial
ol' our 8.40. Their eliciency was rewarded and we
can proudly report that we took second place in
the bonrbardment and canre first in the A.A. shoot.

Other ports of call have been Porto Errrpedocle
in Sicily and Toulon, the latter being so lar the
highlight of the commission, where we had a very
pleasant Medfoba trip to the countryside of
Provence-
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Finally we come to the events which are still
hitting the headlines and in which Dianoncl was
well to the fore. Besides leading in the L.S.T.s at
Port Said, we broughr back to Malta 25 Dutch and
American rel'ugees, who had been stranded there.

H.M.S. 'ODUCHESS''
Although in corr-rntission since February we have

mocl.cstly refrained from contribuling until we had
sonrelhing worth while to talk about.

Soon aftcr a r,vork up period r.,,e had a spell
around the Cyprus arce and thcre was no sport
save bandit hunting. Leading Tel. Parker admits
to being tired after the five rnile trek which involved
a 622, and figures he would have felt less exhausted
had the patroi slo*eti do'*ir to d gallop.

After Cyprus the ship's conlpany looked fbrward
lo the second Summ.er cruise rvhich involved a
regatta plus a visit to Venice during the film lcstival.
Unfortunately the cruise u'as cancelled and visions
of Gina Loren and Sophia La Lollo .or something

rapidly changcd to the nrore fantiliar ligures of
the'Barbaly Coast' b:lles.

The regatta \.\,as a great success for all concerned.
We rvon. in a ntost convincing manner the fleet
trophy and the group one trophy, and among the
many cups was the Khedive Cup for Communica-
tors. Our months of training showed up and we
won the race quitc comfortably. It was good too to
see Lt.-Cdr. Cowlin stroke of a victorious Ward-
roonl crew and C.Y.S. Strachen with C.p.O. Tel.
Jones pulling their weight in the veteran's race.

In other fields of sport the ship has established a
name lhat will take a lot of keeping up. Bright
names in a good collection of sportsmen are,

H,M.S. "Torquay"
olJititt Photosraph



Lt.-Cdr. Cowlin-cricket and hockey; Tel. Ball -
hockey; O/Tel. Carr---soccer; L/Sig. Tate and
J/Sig. Adams-'water polo. We have, in addition,
an excellent collection of sheet pressers.

A certain authority ashore wanted a 'time sheet'
from Communicators in order to assess the work-
ing hours each man did. Many sparkers conjured
up visions of piece-work at the rate of 2d. a dit
and 4d. a dah but we heard northing further.

Best signal of the commission so far came from
a tug skipper after being "straddled" instead of
the target.

"Duchess this is Mediator. Will you pay for rny
laundry?"

Another howler . . . "Who wlls the sparker who
made to 'Diamond' sn nn nilcraft net 'Fly down
my port side'.

FOURTH DESTROYER
SQUADRON

Wars and rumours of wars have considerably
disrupted our programme, but the Squadron,
consisting of Agincourt, Corunna, Alatnein, and
Barrosa, are now over half-way through what we

stilt hope may turn out to be the normal-length
'Med-leg' of our G.S. commission which begqn
at the end of May.

Having achieved the distincrion of being the first
squadron for some time to renain together through-
out our passage and work-up, we then split up and
Banosa returned to Gibraltar for her refit, while
the remainder spent three weeks patrolling around
Cyprus.

Our visits, necessarily limited by the activities
of friend Nasser, have included Tripoli, Homs'
Bierut, Cagliari and several Sicilian ports, usually
just before or after a series of exercises, but they
have all been very successful.

Agincourt and Corunna are now being torn apart
by the dockyard, but will no doubt emerge all the
better for the treatment, with among other things,
a 'new look' about the wireless offices' In the mean-
time Alantein is the sole surviving representative.
conveying tokens of our esteem to our afore-
mentioned friend.

'Drafty' has taken his fill from the ranks of our
Communicators, leaving us with the bare essentials
to keep going, br.rt no doubt we shall pull through.

The Squadron is divided equally between Pompey
and Chatharn, Cuzz being represented solely by
our C.C.O., Mr. Link, who is unfortunately taking
time off at present in R.N.H. Bighi.

Amusing incidents often go unrecorded, bu1 we

still have recollections of one from our first day at

sea this commission, heard on Tactical Primary:
"ABC this is. . . " (r-rnreadable)'
"Unknown Station this is ABC, say again -

over."
"This is Unknown Station, I say again
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Gibraltar M.S. Office comprising the whole of the
first floor of the new wing.

GIBRALTAR. M.S.O.
During the first week in June the M.S.O. made

the long awaited move from the War M.H.Q.
deep inside the Rock, to the new building fronting
the harbour. The new offices, with frontal walls
of glass brick and an uninterrupted view of the
harbour, are indeed a welcome change from the
rather dismal surroundings ol the old M.H.Q.
No doubt ship's orderlies will appreciate the much
shorter walk involved.

Gibraltar generally remains very much the sanle.
The Spanish border unfortunately is still closed to
all our bachelors and grass widowers, but the
married fraternity enjoy some very nice weekends
imbibing the Spanish dishes and excellent wines.

Visiting ships however nlanage to organise an
occasional weekend "Rabbit Run" to Tangier,
Rooke's M.F.V. being borrowed for the trip.

Local Communicators continue to be prominent
in the sports field, and without going into facts
and figures, we nlanage to hold our own rather
comfortably. Sports Sec's of visiting ships please

bear in mind. We can usuaily find enough people
off watch and awake to nanage a team. You iust
nanle the game.

Part of the spacious message handling room.
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A COMMUNICATOR'S VIEW
When the captur€ ol Port Said and Port Fouad,

is receding into history, three main points will
undoubtedly remain in the nrinds of the Comn-runi-
cators involved.

Firstly, the preparatiolts for and the passage
phase of the assault.

Secondly, the assault itself.
Thirdly, the aftermath, dr-rring which no little

improvisation had to be made.
An operation such as this, could not be carried

out without some considerable training and
practice, and of this, those involved certainly had
their full share in concentrated fornr. Even so,
there were shortconrings and delays due to poor
standards of operating. Duling this period strch
terns as "Assault Prin.rary" and "Convoy Escort
Primary" becarne lairly well known terr.tls, and
the Conrmunicaitors were "hotted tlp" to a high
degree of efficiency. No dor.rbt all the quertrlous
ones who conrplained of pcrsistent Dog Watch
V.S. exercises hare by norv appreciilted their
valuel because, of course. as always happens on
these occasions, the Contmunicator had to pUll
out that extra something 1o nlake the whole operation
go wit h a su'ing. The cases when things were
delayed wcre fortunately few, bLrt all could be

directly attriblrted to poor opc|ating rt soltre
slage or other.

On pirssage lronl the berse 1o the actuiil assault
area, the convoy systenl was Lrscd. 10 good effect.
and it was a henrtening sight to see tlle little ships
-there was ev€n an M.L. steadfastly lorging
on. It wars nostalgic to the old-tinters to sec the
special light nlanoeLrvrirlg signals again, and K 7 ans
5 was quite an old fliend. Even the nrodern U.H.F.,
and probably whatever gadgets the "bofiins" ntay
cook up in the future, cannot providc the high
degree of seculity afforded by V.S. If lor no other
reason, this operation has been invaluirble to us
inasmuch as it has emphasised the security valr"re

ol V.S.. and the lalsity of the popr-rlar conception
that V.S. is a "dead dr-rck". The R.A.F. lent us

noble irnd alnrost ofF-hand suppott in the fornl
of long range Shackletons, and altlror:gh every-
body was very much on the "qui vivc" Flag 8 was
seldorn seen, and Flag 4 never. On a couple of
occasions we saw thc Valiants going to or conring
fron.r their targels.

The arrival of the assault force was lirr.red to
coincide with that of the French, and although
the di{Terent forces wcre undel one conln1oi1
comrnand, both aclecl independently. On the day
prior to seabornc assault (L .l) palatroops of
both nations landed. the Flench in Port FoLrad,
and tl-rc Blitish in Port Said. Thc French had little
trouble in capturing their objective, which is
really not much lnore lhan a holiday resort, and
was not very strongly defended, although they
did have 10 earn their victory. The British, whose

OF THE SUEZ OPERATION
task was rlore difficult, nlanaged to get a foothold
and to hang on until the seaborne assault on
L-day. One feature of this particular phase was

the very small numbet'ol casualties suffered by
the invaders, only abor-rt 30 being injured all told.
Prior to. and dLrrirrg, the seaborne assault the
"Darings" and Destroyers gave a nlost effective

display, laying a bart'trge just ahead of the first
wave of the assault craft. As the troops went in,

the largel guns of the "Darings" sought out strong
points and entrenched tanks. and slarted a number

. . ., ;,:liiii:iiariit+:ii1: i .,, . :,1:, .,.r,..,:,- ':;,11i;;:ii!.r:'.;
Ofllriul Pht)1,)gralrh

Blockship in Lake Tirnsah. Reconnaissance
photograph bt' H.M.S. "Eaglc's" aircraft'

11vr+1iilli1;liil
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of fires on the front. The local barracks was
plastered and set on fire. lt burned for a day and
a halfl A solitary mobile gun ashore firing wildly
to seaward, was spotted and finally annihilated
by a Destroyer which then turned its attentions
to a body of enemy troops advancing on our flank,
and "persuaded" them to withdraw in a most
unseemly manner. During this phase as in the
preceding one, considerable traffic was filling the
€ther, although H.F. silence was rigidly enforced
for the greater part of the passage, and staffs did
very well to keep on top. During the whole of the
operation, no six-inch guns were fired, which was
kind to our ears, but veritable anathema to the
"Whaley" boys.

The helicopter transfer of backing-up troops was
unique in history, and presented an inrpressive
sight. Carrying eight soldiers apiece, several heli-
copters fronr two British carribrs standing out to
sea, made numerous runs to land the troops. By
the end of L-day, Port Fouad, and Port Said were
well under control, though desultory street fighting
persisted in Port Said, and some Egyptian units
were making a stand round the Canal Offices
Building. Eventually this resistance was overcome,
and our forces pressed on as quickly as possible
down the Canal. The "cease fire" found then-r
firmly established twenty-five miles down the
Canal, one mile this side of El Kantara, where
the only bridge across the Canal had been toppled
into the water by the Egyptians.- Meanwhile, in the support group laying at
anchor in Port Said Roads, the tasks of shepherd-
ing the supply ships, patrolling the established
anchorage, establishing adequate defences against
air, sea and under water attack, meant a lot of
work for the Comnrunicator. It was at this time
that an erstwhile Communicator of renown evolved
a plan for the patrols which had to be organised.
It called for accurate tin-ring and reference to other'
documents for keys, therefore he called it "Plan
Tick-Tock". During this hectic phase a signal was
received from D.A. Malta addressed to a lot of
ships in or very near Port Said, advising them
that "Hand of officer mail awaits collection at
D.A.'s Office". For once, there were quite a number
of volunteers !

Funny signals remind me ol the one n-rade by
one ol the supporting carrier group, which reported
a U.S. Carrier and Destroyer escort passing right
through oul formation, and reversing course on
arrival at station zero. The U.S. fellow asked the
identity of our carriers, and rvas asked in lurn
whether he would like to be given a station. His
answer was "No tharrks I hale one".

At the nronrent of lvriting, the situalion is easing
daily' it didn't take N.O.l.C. Port Said long to
start making those dreary "Daily Moienlents"
signals--things are settling down gradually to an
even tenor, although we do have our moments of
urgency. The U.N. Police Forces are beginning to

arrive, and never before have I known a policeman
to be so welcome! What's more, the mails are
beginning to flow regularly both ways, and soon
we shall get our British papers only a day late -
we hopel

One final word of warning. If you crave the
quiet, uneventful life, and the drab monotony of
going ashore and returning onboard day in and
day out, do ,r(// come to the Mediterranean. At
least, not for some time yet.

Another funny signal received while convoy was
in passage:
From: CTC 345.5 (i/c Escort of Convoy)
To: U.S. S/M HARDHEAD

Are you coming with us.
Reply: No thanks, I am only holding th€ coats

this time.

H.M.S. "JAMAICA''
For sonre unknown reason we can neatly be

termed as the ship with the 'Suez-Bluez'. How it all
came about was a perfectly innocent visit to
Alexandria -a certain amount ol QRM became
evident and the canal went right off frequency. This
state of QRM has altered the whole of our stay in
the Mediterranean.

Shortly after becoming F.O.2's flagship we paid
a short visit to Palermo followed closely by
'Medtacex' which was an amphibious exercise
with the Turks. This proved to be a good exercise
fronr the Comnrunicators' point of view as many
small mistakes were brought to light and afterwards
rectified. A few days were spent at Ismir where a
shore signal station was set up using a 622 (small
tip . . . 622's work wonderfully well, and for longer
periods using a motor boat's battery, the only mod.
required is a plug socket fixing on the M.B.'s battery
lid.) On to Cyprus for patrols, which although not
heclic are certainly tediousl however good liaison
was made with the Army who looked after us well.
Our next port of call was Alexandria where, as
already mentioned, we got mixed up in 'Nassty'
business. We tactfully withdrew to Cyprus for the
second time and stayed put there until the tension
eased a little, getting back to Malta only just in time
to take our place in the Regatta, Ken)'a got held
up so we missed our chance of sistership competi-
tion, nevertheless even though we still think we have
the best Cor.nmunication's crew, the race and day
went to Duche.ss who really deserves a healty pat-
on-lhe-back for her efforts.

With a change in adn-rinistration we became
F.O.F.'s flagship and in quick succession came
"Folex One and Tu,o". tlren "Septex One and
Tuo". Borlbarclments rvith N.G.G.S., N.G.S.C.N.,
N.G.S.L.O. "Air Spots" and "Pink Spots" if
those gunners still can't fire their guns at least we
can change frequency quickly so perhaps it hasn't
been a waste ol time after all.

A1 last came our chance of a change from Malta
u,ith a visit to Messina; unfortunately it only lasted
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a day, when quite out of the blue we set off again
10 the Eastern Med. In actual fact to stand by whilst
the Canal Committee came into being but someone
'lost' the Empire Chubb on lhe way so we were
delayed, still strange to tell we got to Cyprus again
and marked time in F.O.M.E.'s regime for another
spell. This time a 3-way radio link was set up with
the Army at Kyrenia and it worked well. On our
return to Malta. our self maintenance became
possible and we shook down all the cobwebs in the
offices and were able to relax . . . so much so that
P.O. Tel. Alderson found time to get married and
C.Y.S. Husler and C.P.O. Tel. Chisholm endangered
lhe roads of Malta by taking an E.V.T. driving
course. It ended suddenly hov ever, with 24 hours
notice to get underway and, here we are at Port Said.

The situation here is more fully described in the
article 'A Communicator's View of the Suez
Operation' written by a rnore clever pen, and vve in
Jannica fully realise that the success and smooth
running of the pres€nt communications are due to
tle previous exercises and work ups which at the
time seemed so monotonous.

The Draftie's axe finally got P.O. Tel. Bailey and
Yeo. Edwards who went home, their tate untold.
In the field of sport we still haven't been able to
get our fill and with the Soccer and Hockey season
upon us we are looking for opponents.

ln closing we welcome P.O. Tel. Collins who has
just arrived to relieve P.O. Tel. Shackel, to whom in
turn we offer hearty congratulations on being
selected for the first S/U. (SD) (C) course.

P.A.L.

SIXTH DESTROYER
SQUADRON

Cavendish has now replaced Battleaxe as Leader,
while Contest and Contet soldier on from the last
commission, Our other newconler, Carys.fbrt, has
had difficulty in persuading the Clydeside workers
to finish her. She is now due to conrmission in
December and should join us in January.

The three of us commissioned on 281h August but
instead of rushing off to the Mediterranean, we were
kept at home to work up. lt was no dor.rbt felt that
until we could deal with Nasser effectively we would
be in the way, and the First D.S. have been retained.
This change of programnre was greeied with mixed
feelings varying from those of C.O.6, whose wife
was already in Malta, to those of the C.Y.S. and
olher natives of "Guzz". Everyone agreed, however,
that the weather in the Med. would have been an
improvement on Portland and Invergordon.

Now at last we are deemed efficient and are at this
moment heading East at high speed to solve the
Middle East problem once and for all.

In Cavendish C.Y.S. Edwards has the V.S.
Department under control while C.P.O. Tel. Ryder
wields a big arm over the Telegraphists. Y.S. Cox
and P.O. Tel. Bailey are in charge in Contest and
Y.S. Bryant and P.O. Tel. Clemo look after Coarer.
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Commander Knight, well known in Mercury,has,
exchanged his walking stick for a telescope and is
Captain of Contet, and we are headed by a Com-
municator Captain (D), Captain Kennard.

We have already l'rad several amusing incidents
and some not quite so funny. The prize goes to the
gentleman in Portland who sent us the signal before
a surface shoot, asking that a boat be sent for
"Cakemaking" party. After this had been distri-
buted to a n-rystified Chief Cook, a correction came
through, "for cakemaking" read "rake-marking".

THIRD DESTROYER
SQUADRON

Quite a lot of water has passed under our keels
since our last contribution. Sointe.\ and Sr. Kitts
returned to U.K. for the'Home Leg of their G.S.C.s'
in June, but not before letting the Med. Fleet know
that ".Battles" are still capable of holding their own.
Sa}rte.r won the Fleet A.A. Trophy and took third
place in the Fleet Bombardment Competition,
rvhilst Sl. r(itt.i took second place in the latter.

Before we sailed for home. the C.-in-C. said that
he was proud 1o have us under his wing, and
informed us that he would be 'pleased' to see us
back again. His wishes were to be granted only
too soon.

On arrival home, ,Salnles was deemed to be in
need of a rest, and in August her ship's company
commissioned Arntada. St. Kitts in the meantime,
had a quick check up in Guzz, and then took part
in Exercise "Midnight Sun II" in the Arctic Cjrcle
off the coast of Norway. Barfleur. who joined the
squadron in Malta two days before we sailed, was
left in the Med. under the tender care of Captain D4.

Came September, and the Squadron- -all two of
us.-joinedupwith the HomeFleet allfiveof us -,and
sailed for the Autumn Cruise. As usual in these
unsettled days, events did not proceed according to
plan, and the 3rd D.S. hastily returned to their
home ports to top up with necessary stores, and
proceeded to 'please' C.-in-C. Med. by rejoining
the Mediterranean Fleet.

At last we could have a complete squadron, and
the following was made to Barfleur (who had been
basking in the sunshine with the 4th D.S.)

Altho' thy leader may a cypher be,
The FOURTH no more can covet thee,
I trust I will on FRIDAY see,
The figure on thy funnel THREE.

Within a few hours, back came the reply fitrm
Barfleur;

Dear Sir, we're loyal to the core,
We've never had a flipping FOUR.

However, even though rve've had a pretty busy
commission, it has not been without its pl€asant
'Jollys' to such places as Aqaba, Beirut. Catania,
Cannes, Minorca, and best of all Barcelona, when
it was the first time that the Fleet en masse has
visited Spanish Ports since before the Civil War.
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H.M.S. "Eagle", flagship of Vice-Admiral
Aircraft Carriers, H.N{.S. "Bulrrark"

M. L. Power, Flag Officer offi<iul Phrtr.sraph

and FI.i\|.S. "Albion".

;l

The Navy generally was made very welcome there
and it catered admirably for all tastes!

The last few weeks have been the most eventful
of the commission. A fortnight ago the 3rd D.S.
became part of the Mediterranean Carrier Task
Unit and together we wended our way towards the
Eastern Med. for the operations which made world
headlines, wending speed 26 knots.

For the first five days we screened the carriers
and were kept very busy with continual A/C sorties
and action stations for E Boats, possible submarines,
and bogeys, any resemblance to a W.P.P. was
strictly co-incidental.

The initial strikes were followed by the main air
and seaborne assaults, and once again u'e found
ourselves in the 'orchestra stalls' off Port Said,
backing up the assault commandos as they stormed
the beaches. We saw the air armada of transports
as they neared the Anglo-French Dropping Zones,
and our hearts went with them. After the troops
had settled in we retired to the assault anchorage
where a vast number of ships had collected -D.S.B.,

relay duties, etc. were carried out just as in the books.
We are now back to our first love. that of screen-

ing the carriers. Fleetwork for the 'Buntings' has
had a revision comparable to a twelve-month
course at the school. and all those items we"''e been
told 'You'll never use', have been our daily bread.
As for the'Sparkers', what they don't know about

Crypto and changing wireless plans at the rush.
just isn't worlh knowing.

H.M.S. "TYNE''
On July lgth 1956 lrvre sailed down Southanlpton

Water wearing the flag of the Commander-in-
Chief, Home Fleet, and carrying a large number
of wives and. children, apparently on a pleasure
cruisc. The national and local newspapers carried
such exciting captions as:

"Britain's New NavY"
"What would Nelson have Said?"

"Flagship on Pleasure Cruise"
"Unprecedented Voyage by Flagship"

Die-hards clasped their hands to thcir weaketring
hearts. Three-badgers up and down the land
proclaimed that "Now They had Seen Everything."
The wives who took passage said that it was
"Wonderful". The Conrnrander-in-Chief said. "lt
is an Experinrent".

All very exciling, but a ntost inlportant factor
seems. thus far. to have been overlooked by the
critics. That is that within four short weeks follow-
ing this cruise, this self-same "Pleasure Craft";
this "Welfare Wagon", was capable of proceeding
lbrth to express Britain's displeasure at the Suez
grab. Worthy of note by all in authority, we suggest.

Again, the load has fallen heavily upon the
shoulders of tlre Comnrunicalors who, as always'
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are quite capable of bearing it. Thus we, who
came up the gangway in August still assuring our-
selves that, "They can't draft us, we're Home
Fleet Pool," etc., shortly found ourselves carrying
out some very arduous duties, the details of which
must, for the time being, remain vague in the
interest of security. At least, we like to think that
our travels have not been in vain.

The trip to the Mediterranean has resulted in a
fair share of sea-time and various evolutions, such
as usually arise on those occasions when a Man o'
War is made aware of its main requirements, but
we do have a lighter side. We have renewed our
acquaintance with Malta, only to find, as usual,
that 'That Bar' where we were always a 'Shining
Light' has, with countless others, slid into oblivion,
together with its once charming staff. We have also
managed to find time to send some of the harder

TIOLIDAYS
Old Med. Sailors will be delighted to know that

the Tourist Bureau of Malta has recently issued a
gay colourful brochure asking its readers, "Why
not Malta this Year?"

It offers us Fun and Games, Pretty Girls, Dancing
under the Stars, Gondola trips beneath an Outsize
Moon, and lavish helpings of Romance, all of which
we well know really do exist. That is, for those lucky
few who know where to find them. The brochure,
being up to date, makes flattering mention ol the
"Beautiful Bay at Ghajn Tuffieha", which we are
given to understand is only a beer-bottle's throw
from the "Breathtaking Blue Grotto". Alas, for
some unknown r€ason no mention is made of that
remarkable establishment, The Royal Marine
Training Centre, a sight that would fill the average
tourist with awe, apart from making him determined
to spend his next holiday al home.

All this, however, is by the way, for it was not the
brochure that caused a band of Zyne's Comrrrunica-
tors to set forth eagerly to this colourful spot. That
was achieved by the simple and ever effective
process of "You, you, and you". Assured by
'Those who Know' that they would have a Jolly
Good Time, they were issued with odd little items
in support of this theory, namely, boots, gaiters,
rifles, stens, tin helmets and packs, not forgeiting
a communal pull-through, just in case. Thus assured
of lazy days not far ahead, off they went.

On their arrival they were greeted by the
Commandant, who slowed their thudding hearts
with a dazzling smile and an air of gay nonchalance.
This small comfort was short-lived, however, when
he revealed that he knew how to turn pale-faced
Communicators into real men, in one week flat.

It is said that the ghastly thought of being turned
into a real man at such short notice was such a
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worked members of the staff to spend a week at
that famous traditional 'Health Resort', Ghajn
Tuffieha, where all tired Communicators are put
at ease, sometime or another, with the aid of
muskets, heavy packs, big boots, and for idle
moments, a bikini. We have also managed to play
some football, excelling in the inter-Part, but not
managing any outside matches, although we have
met Meon's Communicators on the hockey field.

By the time this issue of Tnr Cor'avuNrclron is
being read, we earnestly hope to be home and
sorted out into what we like to consider are our
"entitled" appointm€nts, not forgetting a spot of
our lost leave. We regret that we can tell you little
or nothing of the many interesting communication
experiences which we have had, but let us assure
you that both flom T)'ne and from all the ships of
our Force, Mercury has flown well and winged high.

FROM HOME
shock to one particular Bunting, that he developed
tummy trouble.

The holiday began at 0600 to give everyone time
to prepare for the Parade at 0740, not forgetting
the small but comparatively unimportant item of
Breakfast. Parade Inspection was concentrated on
the Boots, this apparently being the only item ol
the Communicators' kit that bore the slightest
resemblance to the Commandant's resident Royal
Marine Commandos. Parade was followed by
intense instructions upon the uses and assemblies
of various assorted cannon, conducted by expert
N.C.O.s. The comparative calm of such instructions
was, however, shattered on two occasions when
the Communicators were invited, whether they
liked it or not of course, to tackle the Assault
Route, which required a few little every-day tricks
such as swinging across chasms, scaling walls, and
scrambling up and down nets. It is surprising that
no bones were broken, although one poor Bunting
did develop a poisoned foot as a result of a slight
difference of opinion with an unco-operative chasm.

At 1300 the real rest began. One was required to
do nothing, other than laze on the truly delightful
beach, or play games, or drink beer. Unfortunately
the beach belongs to the Establishment so there was
a deficiency of Pretty Girls, Romance and Gondolas.
The only Breathtaking Blue Grotto explored by the
visitors was the datk interior of an Empty Blue
Label Beer crate.

It was jndeed a changed band of men that returned
to Ty'ne. Browner, healthier, and ready for anything,
including three watches. Let it be known that they
all thoroughly enjoyed themselves.

So there you are Communicators; you that are
getting a little bored with chilly old United King-
dom. As the Brochure says:

'Why not Malta this Year?"



On June 26th the S.S. Argentina sailed frorn
Malta carrying my wife and me and our Excelsior
122 cc. motor cycle on the first stage of our journey
to England. Two days later we were in Naples
after a very pleasant trip, with a few hours ashore
in Syracuse and having seen Etna, Taormina,
Sorrento, Stromboli and Capri.

Once through the customs I loaded up the bike
whilst my wife cashed travellers cheques and
obtained Tourist Petrol coupons, which enable
travellers in Italy to buy petrol at a cheaper rate
than the normal 9/9 a gallon.

Leaving Naples in the afternoon we soon became
adjusted to driving on the right. Having passed
through beautiful country with views of the sea

and farmland on one side and mountains on the
other, we reached Rome early on 30th June where
we spent three hours sightseeing and visiting the
Coliseum. various monuments and St. Peters.
we found st. Peters crowded with tourists of all
nationalities, and much of the dignity and beauty
of it was spoilt by the guides rushing around.

We left by the Via Aurelia, a fast road
through Civitavecchia to Crosseto which is a

larg€ attractive town, where we were the centre
of great interest. An ltalian found us a pleasant
hotel and after a tour round the town we were
glad to sleep.

Saturday saw us once more on the Via Aurelia
which took us through mountains and over a

cultivated plain to Cecina, thence by the winding
picturesque road to Leghorn, a busy seaport.
After a meal we went on to Pisa, where in company
with many other tourists we clin-rbed the Leaning
Tower. The next part of the trip took us through
Viareggio and the valley of the river Magna, from
whence we could look back over the mountains
and river. At last tired and saddle sore we reached
a comfortable hotel at Pontremoli.

Early Sunday morning we climbed the hairpin
ascent to the Passo del Cisa at 3,415 feet, where
the small cafe was crowded with tourists all feeling
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the keen mountain air, drinking hot coffee and
munching rolls. Pushing on through Piacenza we
joined the Via Emilia, which took us over the
Lombardy Plain. When we reached Milan the
many road diversions were confusing and resulted
in our missing the main road to Como and eventually
the pouring rain and thunder forced us to stay the
night in a small village hotel.

Next morning, still in slight rain, we set off once
more and shorlly afterwards we entered Como by
cobbled streets and passing close to the lake,
covered the remaining sjx kilometres to the ltalo-
Swiss frontier, where we again had to shelter from
a terrific storm for over four hours. Eventually we
rnanaged to cover the last l'ew miles to the rack
railway up Mt. Generoso which, it is said, offers
Iovely views of Lake Lugano and the St. Gotthard
Pass. Unfortunately all we saw was heavy rain
and rnist and we couldn't even leave the train as

it was so rough at the top.
We set off early the next day with the Simplon

Pass as our objective. Crossing Lake Lugano we
joined the main St. Gotthard road which runs
through the Mt. Lenere Pass, round the shores of
Lake Maggiore to Locarno. Here we decided to
take what appeared to be a short cut into
Domodossola. After riding for miles along rough
tracks we enquired the way from a somewhat
bewildered youth who had never heard of it.
Later we discovered that this was like asking some-
one in Trafalgar Square how to find East Meon.
After a bumpy ride back we at last reached
Domodossola, consoling ourselves with the thought
that we had seen some of the wilder parts of the
country that we would otherwise have missed.

After a meal and minor adjustment of the chain
we set off through the Simplon Pass, an indescrib-
able experience. There were towering nlountains,
waterfalls, snow by the roadside, patches ol bright
green grass and flowers. The road was rough and
narrow, with barely room to pass other trafnc
and very slippery in places after the recent rain.
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ACROSS EUROPE BY MOTOR CYCLE

St. Peter's, Rohe Srmplon rass
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However, we made steady progress until we reached
the Hospice at 6, 140 feet, a bleak cold building.
We pressed on to the highest point, 6,574 feel,
where there is a magnificent r.iew of snow-capped
mountains stretching as far as the €ye could see.
It was well worth the long climb. The 39 miles from
Domodossola over the Sinrplon to Brig took us
lbur hours in bottonr gear.

Next day r,r'e decided to make lbr the French
frontier, which took us down through the Rhone
valley leaving the Alps behind. Travelling through
flat larmland we eventually reached Lake Geneva
and stopped for a while at Montreux to get that
important item in the traveller's outfit, more cash.

Following the shores ol Lake Geneva we went
through Lausanne to the Jura mountains and the
Franco-Swiss border. A few more nriles brought
us into Salins les Bains on the main road to Geneva
and the South of France.

The next day was Thursday, 5th July, and we
were well up ol1 our timetable but decided to keep
pressing ahead. We passed through Dijon, centre
of the Burgundy wine trade and the road became
rather hilly so we made somewhat laboured
progress; but the sun and scenery were adequate
compensation. We called it a day at Avallon;
then early next morning set off for Paris. The
road was fast and the countryside flat for miles
and miles so very soon we passed through th€
forest of Fontainbleau, then joined the R.N.7,
lastest of all the Routes Nationals, past Orly
Airport to Paris itself.

We stayed overnight in the outskirts, then early
on Saturday morning w€ toured the city seeing
Notre Dame, Eiffel Tower, the Champs Elysees
and the Arc de Triomphe. After our sightseeing
we decided to try and make Boulogne, a distance
of 153 nriles, that day.

Travelling through wooded country and down-
land we reached Beauvais, passing en roule the
memorial to the Airship Rl0l disaster. Skirting
the forest of Crecy we reached Abbeville in time
to see the Tour de France cycle race pass through.
Soon we saw the English Channel and at four
o'clock were at the A.A. port office in Boulogne,
two days ahead of schedule. We switched our
booking and were soon on board the S.S. Lord
ll'arden due at Dover at 8.30 p.m. However our
adventures were not over, for off Cap Gris Nez
in thick fog we collided with a French cargo ship;
but luckily there was no serious damage and we
were only two hours late at Dover.

With the customs behind us we were glad to
relax in a Dover hotel after a thoroughly enjoy-
able trip.-'D.W.F.

The photographs at the lrcacl of this rti(le hav( been

awarded the prize for tlrc best photograph. -P.O. Tr;-.
D. FOOTE. Malta. M.S.O.
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.ODRAMATICSOO

For those of you who have never thought of
joining or forming a Drama Group in your ship or
establishment, then I advise you to think again.

Last year an ambitious young officer on this
station decided to try and produce a play, and by
the usual 'grapevine' method this news was spread
around and a few volunteers appeared at a casting
meeting. In turn they read out different parts, and
the producer picked out his team. So the rehearsals
commenced. The play was called "Sit Down a
Minute Adrian" and, as some of you may remember,
we won the R.N. Drama Festival with it.

From then on we haven't looked back, we have
since had one pantomime, three and shortly five
Plays to our credit.

During our 'resting' periods, we held a discussion
group, make-up sessions, which caused great
anusement, play reading and also attended lectures
given by visiting members of the British Drama
League.

Before I joined the Drama Group on this station,
I was only very mildly interested in that type of
entertainment .far preferring to be completely
devoid of experience, having only taken part in
one or two junior school productions. Since joining
my interest has grown to such an extent that I'm
almost an addict-for the bright lights of the
theatre have the similar soothing effects of a drug,
and seem to act like a charm.

Many of you probably think that the rather
forbidding title of "Drama Group" sounds incred-
ibly dull and if you are holding a pint in your hand
as you are reading this, you'll probably take a few
hasty gulps and press on with the next article, but
before you do, may I hasten to assure you that it
is, in fact, contrary to your expectations, if you
stick to light-hearted comedies, pantomime, and
variety shows; for as everyone knows, "home-
made" entertainment is by far the best and the
fun is fast and furious.

Please remember that you don't have to have
any outstanding talents in Amateur Dramatics, so
if you can't "sing, dance, act or play a musical
instrument", stage and backstage hands of every
description are always required and are most
important people.

Have we a one track mind in H.M.S. Mercury?
The following extract appeared in the programme
of the visit of The Chaplain of the Fleet, the Vener-
able F. D. Bunt, o.B.E., M.A., R.N.

"0750. Celebrate Holy Communication".***
Have you ever been described in a signal like

this?
"Complexion fresh. Birthmark above right

buttock has marked Irish (Belfast.) accent".



S.T.I.R.C.
Everyone has heard of the Sail Training-Ship

International Race, rnore commonly known as
the Torbay to Lisbon sailing race, which took
place in July of this year. AIso that the winner was
the British kelch Moyanq which later sank in the
English Channel during fierce gales on her return
journey. Much has been written about this first
of such races and of the great sailing ships, but not
a word of the conrnrunications involved.

H.M.S. Venus of the Dartmouth Training
Squadron was the ship fortunate enough to be
selected for guard ship duties during the whole
of the race. This meant seven days at Lisbon and
the best visit ol the sunrnrer cruise.

Whilst the tall ships were gathering in Torbay
during the twenty-four hours prior to the start of
the rlce, we maintained in addition to normal
commitments, a constant voice channel with
Dartmruth College and an hourly routine, using
Type 615s, with a shore station established at
Torquay and five college motor launches. The
latter were employed in Torbay ferrying stores,
mail, officers of the sailing ships and V.t.P.s.

Once the race had started, arrangements had
been for all ships to pass their positions twice
daily, at 08002 and at 20002. Despite a lot of
interference and genelally very weak signals, this
was fairly successful, mainly because all the staff
turned to at these tin'res and took a genuine interest
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Bekcn & Sous. Coxes.

in the progress of the race. Having two gentlemen
of the press on board, there were also press reports
to clear in time for the morning and evening
editions of their respective newspapers.

On the second day of the race, we circled round
and contacted most of the ships visually. We then
headed south for Lisbon and an alongside berth
at the Cais de Rocha. Here we madethe acquaint-
ance of our Portuguese Liaison Officer, who
informed us that clearance had been granted on
all NATO frequencies above four mcs. This of
course finished our communications with the
sailing ships: but permission was obtained from
the Portuguese Maritime Headquarters in Lisbon.
for us to join in on local nets, using C.W. and
voice. Our opposite numbers were the Portuguese
frigates Diogo Gones and Nurut Tristao and lhe
patrol ships Dourada and Terceira, who were
patrolling somewhere on the line between Lisbon
and Finisterre. These ships reported all sailing
ships sighted to Maritime Headquarters and
l/enus. This close Iiaison was essential because,
(a) The sailing conrmittee had their H.Q. in Venus,
(b) We had to keep Admiralty informed as to the
progress of the race and (c) The gentlemen of the
press required early and accurate information for
their respectile papers.

The ship was awarded fifteen commemorative
medals for her part in the race and we were all
pleased to see that one went to the Leading
Telegraphist.. - -A.V.S.
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H.M.S. "Venus" and Portuguese training ship "Sagres"

x
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H.M.S. O'KENYA''

Jr-rne found us still crllising, now round South
Africa, Mozambique, and Madagascar. We hit
Durban for the July Handicap and transferred
the flag of C-in-C S.A. before going on our way,
once more a private ship, to Mombasa, a sort of
home from home for us. There we had great co-
operation from the R.E.A.N. wireless station. This
is run very smoothly by C.P.O. Tel. Ford and an
otherwise entirely locally entered staff.

We left Aden at the end of July bound for Malta.
Then it happened. Half-way up the Red Sea we
executed a neat Turn of 180' and plunged back
into the heat we had so recently left.

Ten weeks later we were still languishing from
heat exhaustion at Aden unrelieved except by a
couple of trips to the Gull which reluctantly
convinced us of the fact that it was possible to get

hotter, and a trip to a remote island of which all
that can be said is that it exists. We question whether
this is an advantage! You never get something for
nothing from the Navy, and our very glamorous
previous programme should have prepared us for
all this !

Then suddenly came the great day when we
awoke from our stllpor and found that we had
been ordered home via the Cape. Pausing only
for whistle stops at Durban, Simonstown, and
Freetown we steamed back to U.K. and are now
looking forward to a spot of leave and Christmas.

S.T.C. KLAVER
This will be the last article from the Royal Naval

Signal Training Centre at Klaver as, at the end of
March, as the notes of "Sunset" drift across the
Bay's still waters (South-easter permitting). the
White Ensign will be hauled down for the last time,
and at "Colours" the next morning the Ensign of
the South African Navy will be hoisted in its stead.
After 50 years or more of occupation the Royal
Navy is moving out and handing over to the South
African Navy, though there will still be an R.N.
Officer in Charge and three R.N. Instructors
remaining on loan.

The roles played by Klaver Camp have been
various since its birth and in the space available it
would be impossible to give full details so we will
just concentrate on the Canrp since its inception
as a Signal Training Centre.

The Signal Training Centre consisted of five
wooden huts built during the 1939-45 war front
two aircraft packing cases. Four were used as

classrooms and one as a Chapel and Quiet Room.
In 1943 the foundations of the present school were
laid, and instructions commenced in 1945. The
wooden classrooms fell into disuse and were
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SOUTH ATLANTIC STATION
consumed in 1950 when a forest fire swept the
mountainside.

From records held, it is estimated that over
1,000 officers and ratings have been trained or
undergone courses at the Signal Training Centre
since its inception. By the time of the turn-over
the number will probably have been increased by
another 50. Courses for the next year number
eleven, so the S.A.N. will be carrying on the good
work commenced by the R.N.

As is usual at this time of the year, all hands
are in readiness to conlbat the ever increasing
danger of bush fires'-we ate keeping our fingers
crossed-it wouldn't do for us to hand over a

burnt out establishment.

SLANGKOP W/T
Van Hunks and the devil must be puffing extra

hard at their pipes on top of Table Mountain this
year, causing that beautiful white table cloth to
hang down low over the slopes of the mountain,
almost into the city itself. The south-easter howls
around street corners, up alleyways, and into every
nook and cranny until its full force is expended
into Capetown harbour causing ships already
berthed there to "double up" and others to lie in
wait in the roadstead.

Slangkop takes its share of the "Cape Doctor",
and indeed, he is often at Slangkop when the
remainder of the Peninsular is waiting in the calm
whilst he gathers his breath.

The Submarine Tally, Ho and units of the British
and South African Navies, together with French
and South African Air Forces, are taking part off
the Peninsular in the annual exercises (CAPEX).

Cape Town is seeing much shipping previously
claimed by the Suez Canal, and many large liners
and troopers have'come our way since the crisis
began. The extra traffic, whilst causing a boom
for ships' chandlers, is causing extra work here;
some days approaching Christmas proportions.
Recent Suez developments point to increased
traffic and with Christmas in the offing we are all
keyed up expectantly for any situation which may
arise.

Mr. Whiffin, the new O/C, has settled in comfort-
ably. He lives at Newlands-the mecca of South
African Rugby and Cricket, where we hope to see
the M.C.C. in action over Christmas.

ln the annual Port Cross Country Race we
came third once again. O/Tel. Fuller, who came
third, had only been on South Aflican soil for a
day and had had no training, neither was he
acquainted with the run of the course. In him, we
believe we possess a prospective naval champion
long distance runner.



H.M.S.

CLYDE DIVISION R.N.V.R.
As 1956 comes to a close, we look back on a

very active Summer, in which both our seagoing
tenders hied themselves off to Denmark, and fron'r
all accounts their crews enjoyed the visit. On their
return to Invergordon, to take part in the annual
M/S exercise, C/,r'rlr, started off well but alas rnanaged
to wind a wire around one of her screws and was
forced to drop out, limping home to dry dock
instead.

She was soon under way once more however,
and formed part of the Escort for the Royal Yacht
on the Western lsles cruise. Both H.M. The Queen
and H.R.H. The Duke ol Edinburgh came aboard
at Loch Boisdale before landing on South Uist, and
a very welcome signal of appreciation \\iils sent
by The Queen as a lesult.

H.M.S. Dtrh.fttrd, our searvard delence cralt,
underlook a trip down to H.M.S. L'crnon for'
exercises, thence on lo the Channcl Islands, and
again all hands seem to have enjoyed thenrselves.

Our Communications Section has now obtained
the new lraining classroonrs long awailed, and is
taking full advantage of thenr, and tlre Coders and
W.R.N.S. Sigs. are now in possession ol a Crypto
room of their own. The division is deeply englossed
in its winter training session, and all the informa-
tion gieaned at Signal School. and aboarcl H.M.
Ships is crupting forth in full spate.

As regards Cornmunications, the 1957 lrattlecry
is for more and yet lnore recruits. We realise that
rve shall doubtless hal'c to wage \\'ar rvith the
Cunnery, T.A.S., Radar and other sectiorls over
this nlatter, but w€ nlaintain we have the nlost to
offer.
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t'Salisbury"

H.M.S. "SUSSEX'' R.N.V.R.
The main divisional Headquarters are situated

at Hove, on the sea front adjacent to the King Alfred,
with a sub-divisional Headquarters at Newhaven.
Most divisions are housed in a Drill ship, but whilst
less fortunate we are having a new Headquarters
erected at Hove on the banks of the canal. We shall
be able to berth our two sea tenders, H.M.S. Curzon
and H.M.S. Axjbrd. alongside the Headquarters.

The Sussex Division has a very strong Communi-
cation background and to mention but a few,
Commander Whittle, D.S.C., V.R.D. (our Executive
Comnrander) was a "bunting". Lt.-Cn-rdr. Hobday.
D.S.C. (Navigation Officer) was a "sparker" and
also served for a time at Leydene as Entertainment
and Transport Oftlcer. Lt.-Cmdr. P. Noel (First Lt.)
and the Conrmunications Officer Lt. Wells, both
have extensive experience in all phases of Communi-
cation activity. One of the Senior Electrical Officers
(Lt.-Crrrdr. Dickson) was in the first R.N.V.R. Long
"S" course at Marcrrry, and remains, like rtrany
others, a Comnrunicator at heart. Our Senior P.O.
Tel. P. Clarke has many active service years of "key
thumping" behind hirn. We have also in our ntidsl
Lt. Crndr. Jezzard, V.R.D.. rvho between wars was
a Signal Boatswain and although now officially
retired, attends us lcgr.rlarly and assists with
instruct ion.

The Permanent Staff Instructors include C.Y.S.
Bailey 1ex-Royal Yacht) and C.P.O. Tel. Jeffrey,
shile the maintenance is done by C.R.E. (ex-C.P.O.
Tel.l Percl Hancock. of whom many of the older
Conrrnunicators rvill have varied recollections !

Wo have a large W.R.N.V.R. contingent of both
officers and ratings, all ol whom take a very active
part in all facets of R.N.V.R. training and social life.
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THE NEXT LOOK IN NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS
THE STRAD

In 1957 a revolutionary st€p forward in
communications automation will take place, when
the first STRAD (Signal Transmitting Receiving
and Distributing) machine is installed in Whitehall
Wireless for trials. When finally working at full
pressure this machine (size 900 square feet ol
floorspace, cost--'tens of thousands of pounds) will
do the work of over 100 human Communicators.

The STRAD can be likened to a vast electronic
brain, with its own built in memory and intelligence.
Its function is to receive messages from up to 50 In
circuits, recognise their routeing and precedence,
and retransmit them on the correct selection of up
to 50 Out circuits, in their right order. The machine
works on the standard t€leprinter 5 unit code, and
so both Out and In circuits are connected to either
line or radio teleprinter systems.

The heart of the STRAD is its "memory", or
storage system. This is a magnetic drum, on which
is deposited every message received, in the forn
of minute charges corresponding to the pulses of
the coded version of the message. By means of an
ele;tronic filing and reference device every message
so deposited can be read off as required for
retransmission.

The intelligence of the machine is provided by
a galaxy of electronic relays, which are preset to
recognise certain standard combinations of letters
and figures as containing instructions for message
routeing. This seemingly miraculous facility in
fact corresponds in a more sophisticated way to
the ability of a normal teleprinter to recognise
standard combinations of the pulses of the 5 unit
code as lc{ters or function characters.

The two main types of instructions that the
machine has to deal with are routeing and prece-
dence. The former is contained in the Routeing
Indicators, and the latter in double letter precedence
prosigns. Besides these executive instructions, a
number of other functional instructions are
necessary in order to operate the machine. Examples
of these are "Beginning of routeing" and "End of
message", etc.

If STRAD does not recognise a message fed
into it, or the instructions are either garbled or
impossible to perform, it rejects the message. The
rejected message is retransmitted on the reject
circuit, and arrives at a teleprinter where it is dealt
with by a human being.

Messages which the machine recognises, and
can be dealt with according to their instructions,
are stored in the nemory, until their turn for
retransmission comes up. They are placed in the
queue on each Out circuit according to their
precedence and time of receipt, and when due for
transmission, the message is read off the magnetic
drum and transmitted. When all transmissions
necessary to clear the message have been made,
it is then automatically wiped off the drum, and
the space is available for another.

Distribution is effected by passing messages for
internal delivery to the M.S.O. by teleprinter,
using one of the Out circuits. This means that
the M.S.O. can be remote from the Traffic Centre.

The procedure used with the STRAD is basically
the same as for Tape Relay at present. Minor
modifications are necessary in order to include
the functional instructions mentioned above.
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Some of these modifications have been fore-
shadowed in the Tape Relay procedure book to
be introduced in the new year, the Commonwealth
Naval Tape Relay Supplement to ACP 127. This
may explain some otherwise puzzling alterations
in this supplement.

A machine of this complexity will raise queries
concerning its reliability, and the maintenance
effort needed to keep it running. This has been
kept constantly in mind, and it is hoped that by
means of careful design a very high degree of
reliability will be obtained.

The final plan is for STRADS to be fitted at all
major communications centres where the volume
of message handling justifies it. Smaller or larger
models can be produced to suit the size of the job
to be done, which depend chiefly on the number of
lines terminated at the centre.

A final point which touches'us all. Automatic
machines like STRAD work fast and accurately.
However, they rely on an accurate human input
for their operation. We shall all have to become
very accurate at taping, teleprinting and in message

layout, if the advantages of communication auto-
mation are to be exploited.-W.T.T.P.

(Editor's note.-/t is hoped to produce a fitrther
article on STRAD in the Easter N'umber).

HONG KONG-OCTOBER 1956
As you have no doubt read in the Press, rioting

broke out in Kowloon on October l0th, but thanks
to the prompt and very efficient action taken by
the Hong Kong Police Force and British Military
Authorities the disturbances had ceased by the l4th,
and the last of the curfews was lifted on l6th
October'.

Casualties numbered about 50 dead and 380
detained in hospital, including 18 policemen and
4 servicemen. During this period some 5,000 arrests
were made for various offences such as curfew
breaking, loitering, rioting. This alone shows the
high standard of efficiency of the Hong Kong
Police in dealing with this situation.

Mobs at times numbered about 4,000 and when the
Police were unable to keep the situation completely

under control the Military were then brought in
and they cordoned off the area, but it was not
necessary for them to open fire.

Our Married Quarters were in the middle of the
trouble area but fortunately no attack was made
on them. M.Q. residents at Argyle Street had a
grandstand view of Army Headquarters which was
set up about 100 yards away. The dockyard mateys
were recruited into a watch-keeping organisation
with naval ratings and a continuous lookout was
organised to give warning of the approach of mobs
and whether it had become necessary to evacuate
the M.Q. personnel to safety. Fortunately the latter
was not necessary; it is rumoured that the organisa-
tion of this watch-keeping caused C.Y.S. Spence to
keep his first middle watch in ten years. lt was
apparently necessary for the Commodore's Cox-
swain to have the watch-keeping system explained
to him.

Several families living in private accommodation
had to be evacuated to the China Fleet Club.

The watch-keeping organisation at H.Q.B.F. was
maintained throughout the trouble period and the
Chinese staiT showed great initiative in getting to
work from Kowloon.

Camp beds were provided for thenr and several
slept at H.Q.B.F. for a few days.

Ratings living in M.Q. at Jubilee Buildings were
brought over direct by M.F.V. and those living at
M.Q.s at Argyle Street were brought to Kowloon
Dockyard by naval armed escorts (composed of
ratings from H.M.S. Concord) and thence by M.F.V.
to Hong Kong.

All public transport in Kowloon ceased and the
Star Ferry was stopped; this action prevented the
trouble spreading to Victoria Island.

Marine Police assisted by Naval Patrol vessels.
patrolled the harbour and kept a careful check on
such sampans and boats that ventured the crossing.
Many inhabitants ol Hong Kong were stranded in
Kowloon and vice versa when the Ferry stopped
at very short notice.

No difficulties were experienced over food as
NAAFI mobile shops, heavily protected by military
escorts, visited the married quart€rs daily. Bread
was however in short supply as the premises of the
Carden Company, one of our main suppliers, was
gutted by fire in the early stages of the disturbances.

All cinemas, cabarets, restaurants, etc. on the
Kowloon side were closed and all leave (except to
bona rtde natives) was stopped.

The children were, of course, delighted when all
schools were closed, this announcement made on
Rediffusion and Hong Kong Radio, was really the
first indication we had that the situation was so
serious.

However all is well now and once again the rich
whites are back to normal riotous living in Hong
Kong.- -W.G.D.
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SIGNAL
Every so often, in words dripping with honey, the

Admiralty invites officers to apply for Courses, and
all the officers who have had a row with the Captain
that morning invariably apply. Courses usually
require a knowledge of higher mathematics, calculus,
a sound knowledge of physics, astronomy and
modern Greek. Or, failing that, they invite the
ambitious to learn how to dispose of unexploded
bombs. It is only very rarely that a Course demands
"no technical knowledge whatsoever", and when this
happens there is a tendency to apply rashly without
further thought.

Which, roughly speaking, was how twelve of us
came to be learning Morse at Basegrarn Hall.

Morse, as you know, is a series of dots and dashes
inextricably mixed. You can make Morse with a
light, which is called Flashing: or you can make it
on a little n'rachine screwed to a table, which is
called Buzzing. ln certain circumstances you can
make it on a ship's siren, when you get a series of
bubbles and a rush of gurgling hot water that
.drenches everyone on deck.

TFIE COMMUNICATOR

CELIBATES
In any case, Morse is useless unless you can read it.
Every morning at Basegram Hall they make us

put on our headphones and they buzz for us. The
great thing in learfling to read Morse is not to worry
if you miss a lett€r. You must dismiss it from your
mind and concentrate on the next one. In this way
you progress in certain well-worn stages. To begin
with, when you look at what you have written it is
something like this:

'\...............2.........ptq..................e"
This may be depressing, but it is astonishing what

stubborn application can do. After a few days, as if
by magic, you reach:

"it was nil emplishment was in wirts".
This is very satisfactory, but at Basegram Hall it is

unwise to congratulate yourself too soon. For if you
give the least sign of being able to read Morse it is
immediately made a great deal faster and you can't
read it again for a week.

Petty Officel Postagram gives us our buzzer
exercise. For years Petty Omcer Postagram has been
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making Morse, and he can actually read it faster
than he can write it down. When he makes Morse
he sits with one hand on the key and with the other
he scratches his nose while gazing wistfully out of
the window. Occasionally he becomes convulsed
lvith laughter at our tortured faces' He is a kind and
friendly nran, however, and sometimes you can get

him to read out a little bit of the exercise after it is
over.

Not so our Instructor, Lieutenant Lumping' When
Lieutenant Lumping makes Morse he really means

business. He grits his teeth and hammers the key
like a n-ran possessed. Not only does he expect you
to read what he makes, he actually wants you to
reply. This is fairly easy, actually, because after a
few minutes' silence you are awale that Lieutenant
Lumping is glaring at you and you know it is your
turn to answer.

It has not taken our Course long, in fact, to realize
that there is more in attaining proficiency at Morse
than merely making stern efforts to read it. You can,

for instance, look at what the man next to you has

written. This is all right because you know he is

looking at what you have written and that the
chances are that both of you are wrong.

There is something too in knowing what kind of
prose is favoured by the person who sets the exercise.

If the piece is selected by one of the Wrens it is all
about dukes, moonlight, the mail-boat back fron-t
China, and handsome men with quizzical eyes.

Petty Ofncer Postagranr, a nran who can face facts'
usually likes a bit culled from old newspapers about
Singapore the impregnable. On the other hand, his
relief, a lugubrious man, positively enjoys anything
about a good funeral. "It isn't easy", he taps, "to
see your wife die inch by inch before your eyes".

Or, "Colours will be half-masted from 1700".

We do our exercises on a special printed sheet

with neat spaces for our names and for that of the
corrector of the exercise. Our exercises are always
corrected by G. Glossing, and it has not taken some
of us long to discover that G. Glossing is a Wren.
We know that it is as well to be on the right side of
G. Glossing.

The ways ofapproach have been varied. LieLrtenant
Playfair. for instance, favours the old method of
trying to discover the Christian nane' He puts

Gertrude'l???? on his sheet one morning and

Gladys????? the next. This method is good for a lew
marks, but Sub. Lieutenanl Crir-r'rp is mot'e pushful
and has laken G. Glossing to a dance at the village
hall. He claims that by this means he can even get

her to write in correct words for him' He also says

heL name is Criselda, but no one believes him.
But you lt-tust not think we do not take out' Morse

ser iously or that we are all equally inellicient.
Lieutenant Lanyald fot' instatrce, has been able to
read Morse for years, ever since he was a Boy Scout,
and each mistake he makes is like a drop ol blood
1o him. He even remembets particular letters that
have been n-tade early in the exercise and says to

himseli "That's funny". When he makes a mistake
there is nothing underhand about hin'r. He takes the
direct line.

"Look here," he says, "yolt gave me dar-dar-dee-
dar". "No Sir", says the Pctty Olicer. "Dee-dar-
dee-dee- that's what it was".

" Dee-dar-dee-dee?"
"Yes, sir".
"l could have been certain", says Lieutenant

Lanyard, "that it was the dee-dar-dee-dee just before
the dar-dar-dar".

He makes the alteration firmly but regretfully. I
don't suppose it natters, because Lieutenant Flake
says we have only been selected for the Course for
social reasons. He doesn't suppose we shall need
Morse to arrange an Admiral's dinner-party or dance
attendance on his daughter.

"Not that I'm here for social reasons", he says to
me, "or you, for that matter"

Which is rather unflattering, because sometimes'
in view of my Morse, I wonder why I am at Base-

gram Hall. I'm sure Lieutenant Lumping wonders
too.

(Ectitor's Nole:-'-The author lakes no responsibility
Jbr the topicality of this atticle whiclt was written
during his wartinrc Long Course. However it bears

a striking resentblance to llle present day.)
Reproducetl by perntission of "Punch".

CEREMONIAL GUIDE
The ceremonial guide (printed on separate

enclosure) has been produced with the hope that
it will prove a useful tool to our readers. It is

believed to conform with the forthcoming Chapters
12 and 13 of the Q.R. and A.l. To prepare the
guide for use, cut out the disc and cursor and
paste them on to stoLlt card. Paste the notes onto
the back of the disc and pin the disc and cursor
together with a bifurcatcd paper clip; as an irltern-
ative to the cursor, readers nray like 1o make a

cardboard disc of the same dianreter as the thick
ruled circle on the guide and cut out a segment
to rnake a window, the appropriate labels being
printed on one side of the window. To make a

more durable job it is recommended that the
bootmaker be asked to insert a brass eyelet at the
centre-hole of the disc and cursor.

HARDSHIPS, BY A YEOMAN
Yeoman to OiSig.: "You don't know what it's

like to be cold. I renrember the tir-ne when it was so

cold that it requir:ed lwo of us to operate the i0
inch".

O Sig.: "Why trvo of you, Yeo ?"
Yeoman: "Well it was like this, rrry pal began to

operate the 10 inch, but it was so cold that the beam
froze, so I had to get an axe and cut the beam into
dots and dashes."
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FINDING
Hugo Dunn-Meynell served as a coder from 1944

to 1947. He tells us that his career was undistin-
guished, but this is not quite accurate: he is, so
far as we know, the only rating ever to have appeared
on Divisions in a top hat. He had attended a wedding
aboard one of H.M. Ships the previous night and,
having forgotten all his promises to Aggie Weston,
had fallen asleep on board: in the morning, he put
on the only clothes he had with him and staggered
on deck at a moment when his presence was least
required. After various unsuccessful attempts to
become "something in the City", he is now Managing
Director of Finders Ltd.-or, as he puts it, "a sort
of glorified civilian barrack-master". Recently the
firm which employs him sent him to the U.S.A.,
and when we asked him to let us have his impression
of his visit, this is what he wrote:

"These are the impressions of a Communicator
who went out to have a 'dek' at 'God's Own
Country'. I covered over 13,000 miles, visited 19

States and lived for days on hamburgers, only to
discover on arrival in Hollywood that Miss Monroe
was in England all the time.

"New York has much to offer rabbitwise: the
tailors show wares from the finest English manu-
facturers, and identical articles with identical labels
at a quarter the price from the best Japanese houses.
Antique shops are so bursting with the spoils of
Crosvenor House that it is hard to understand why
people cross the Atlantic in search of Victorian
chamber pots and Georgian back-scratchers. Nor
are the people of that noble city reluctant to part
with their treasures; a fairly common shop-window
slogan is -'Don't just stand there, buy some-
thing I'

"Most memorable experience in New York was
a visit which restored my faith in the movies. We
sat on two broken chairs at the end of a vast room
full ol serious-looking men with green eye-shades,
frantic youths clasping bits of ticker-tape, and cool
young women harnmering electronic typewriters
to pulp. At the same desk (aln-rost on n]y knee in
fact) sat a man with a telephone growing out of his
ear, asking 'And can I quote you Senator, as say-
ing . . . ?' My host was smoking an execrable and
wet cigar and was charn-ring. This was indeed an
American nervspaper office.

".After finding the office of my New York business
friends on merely the 62nd floor of their office
blockl the New York Public Library whose trainees
were threatening to strike because their salaries
just after leaving school stood at only €25 per week;
Macy's ('Nobody undercuts Macy's') and Gimbel's
('Nobody, but nobod1,, undercuts Gimbel's l'), I
voyaged west to Washington, where I discovered
that there are 3 girls to every one man. It is possible
that I hit upon the solution to a problen-r which
has worried the Administration for years: why it
takes two clerks in the Capitol as long as it takes
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AMERICA
one clerk anywhere else to get through a particular
job. I visited the White House and spent a long
time being conducted around the Congressional
Library and playing with a delightful toy, a
compressed-air gun for shooting bundles of books
about 300 yards into the next building.

"While travelling in my host's car in Washington
I ren-rarked that surely it had everything: electric
folding hood, automatic tipping seats, electronically-
controlled window-raising, automatic light-dipping.
At that moment, the t€lephone rang.

"In Washington, I was asked by the Secretary of
its gourmet society to advise them on all the details
necessary to hold a real old-fashioned un-American
English dinner. They listened and made attentive
notes while I described smoked salmon, roast beef,
asparagus, strawberries and delicious cheeses. Then,
in my honour, they said that fhey had arranged a
really typical, old-fashioned American dinner. The
nlenu was smoked salmon, roast beef, asparagus,
strawberries and delicious cheeses !

"My next stop was Chicago, where the traditional
honours of the city were done for my benefit: that
is to say, a corpse was discovered where I was stay-
ing shortly after I arrived. It was something of a
disappointment however, when I visited Cicero,
haunt of the late lamented Al Capone, to be asked
to discuss with a drug-store proprietor an obscure
point relating to Raphaelite art. The CHrcnco
Dnrry Nrws came out with a tremendous scoop
when they discovered that t had never tasted a real
hot dog, and a large photograph of myself negoti-
ating my first, adorned the pages of that scholarly
journal. I also made rny television debut, sand-
rviched between breakiast cereal and a brand of
aspirin.

"Now for the Middle West and the romantic
names of lllinois and Missouri and Kentucky
and Tennessee. In St. Louis I found that my fame
had gone ahead. At the local University, local
that is in the American sense for it is 80 miles from
the town centre, the Professor of English Literature
was waiting to meet me, doubtless because of my
connection with Tse CouruuNrcnron. I had a
thrilling day touring this rapidly developing cultural
centre; new student's quarters, new professor's
houses, new Iibraries, new research laboratories,
new Coca-Cola machines. As a result I missed the
last bus into St. Louis and decided to hitch-hike.
I was picked up by a bright young thing, who told
me as we sped along at a steady 65, that I was in
luck as it was her l6th birthday and the first time
she had been allowed to drive a car.

"Down the Mississippi, through Davy Crockett
country to Little Rock, Arkansas. I had always
pictured Arkansas as the home of hill-billies with
lengthy beards and revolting daughters. It is in
fact a clean open town, run by Baptists (not a drop
in the place) with magnificent public buildings
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and, a great rarity, respectable politics. My coming
was heralded by the Anxnusls Gazprrr which
devoted a paragraph to my "English eyebrows"
and elevated me to the peerage.

"Louisiana next: alligator-infested swamps: the
deep, deep South: everything in its place as it
should be: 1Sth century French wrought-ironwork:
creole cookery; coal-black mammies sitting in their
rocking-chairs at dusk hurnming the tunes of
Stephen Foster as they watch their portable tele-
vision sets. New Orleans is a city ol tremendous
strength of character, though it would hate to
admit it. It has successfully withstood the onslaught
of generations of tourists and has remained truly
the sleepy romantic southern capital that the
French and their negro retainers made so distinct-
ively their own.

"I have read my Frances Parkinson-Keyes, so I
went to have 'Dinner at Antoines's'. When they
presented me the bill of fare they pointed out that
it was the same as in 1840; that, however, did not
apply to the bill for the fare. It was a truly memor-
able meal but no less well remembered was the visit
afterwards to the Old Absinth House to hear
Oscar Celestine roar 'Where's that Tiger?' and
then a saunter down the delta of the Mississippi
where, with perfect timing, the only surviving
paddle-boat was disembarking its passengers.

"I looked for the 'streetcar Named Desire'; but
they have done away with the streetcars now.
However, with proper regard for tourists, they
have christened one of the buses 'Desire', so that
no one will be too disappointed.

"Then West, through the tremendous State of
Texas; mile upon mile of open prairie, with stops
where one might refuel the engine and oneself.
Plenty of cowboys, but each with his Chevrolet or
Oldsmobile somewhere near.

"Pressing west still, to El Paso where the gigantic
statue of Christ looks South: into Arizona over
hundreds of miles of perfect desert roads with
never a soul in sight; to Phoenix where suddenly
there are shops, hotels and drug-stores; then by
plane to the fabulous Las Vegas.

"Briefly, the Nevada legal system is based on
the fact that there are no laws at all. You can
(apparently) commit murder as long as it is inten-
tional and you pron-rise not to do it again to the
same person. You can drink what you like, when
you like. You can get married after 24 hours'
residence and divorced after 48 hours' (there is
some question as to whether you can do both
inside two days). There are no restrictions on
gambling. Once inside a casino, its proprietor will
resort to almost anything to keep you there.
Hungry? He sends round a trolley from which you
can help yourself. Thirsty? Just order it: no charge.
A nice lounge is waiting, or you can stay very
cheaply at his hotel attached, the only snag being
that it is impossible to leave without passing

again through the Casino. Bored? A star-studded

performance awaits you in his private theatre:
nobody ever charges you to get in; just keep
feeding the fruit machines from time to time.

"I arrived at San Marino, California (I never
discovered whether this was the one 'I dream of'
or not) on the Fourth of July and I was promptly
invited to a celebration barbecue-which seemed a
nice, forgiving gestur€.

"We grilled steaks over a barbecue-an open
air, charcoal-fed griddle---and ate thern with
superb salads and (this is true) fruit jellies. After-
wards, we had superlative ice cream, which the
American children all rejected as being too boring.
Fireworks are traditional but forbidden by law:
we had a wonderful display.

"A few days later I made the flight to San
Francisco which surely must be the most beautiful
city of the States. There T was invited to appear on
television by a charming lady, who quite suddenly
and without warning invited me to tell the house-
wives of America how they should make a York-
shire pudding. When I had muddled through this,
she demanded an authorative dissertation on silver
hallmarks; I left the studio a sadder, wiser man.
I also appeared in a local radio show in company
(heaven knows why) with a celebrated prima donna.

"Americans save up all their lives to visit Los
Angeles and Hollywood, but when they get there
they find smog and suburbia, drearily reminiscent
of parts of Outer London. Here and there is an
oasis of glamour such as Grauman's Chinese
Th€atre with the footprints and handprints (even
sometimes the noseprints) of the stars set in its
concrete forecourt, the Moulin d'Or, the Brown
Derby, one or two sumptuous filmland hotels-
but for the most part it is not a thrilling place.

"I went to see Art Linkletter who in partnership
with Groucho Marx tuns one of the most successful
television programmes in the country. The partners
sit at either end of an immensely long desk, and
set dead centrally between them is a large placard
'l an-r the Boss'. Art, whose off-stage charm
explains how he graduated in weeks from being a
schooln-raster to one of the best paid television men
in America, invited me to appear on one of his
shows. Unknown to me he had also invited a very
old man with a very long beard (for the benefit of
the uninitiated, I should explain that I am a very
young man with a very short beard.; to take part
in a commercial immediately before my entry.
The commercial consisted of a short playlet in
which Lipton's Iced Tea banished Old Man
Depression, played by the bearded one. I leave to
your in'ragination the reaction of the audience to
my appearance irnmediately after this incident.
The timing was so successful that the producer of
another programme called 'Panorama Pacific'
went one better and on the following day invited
as his guests myself and a goat.

"Another remarkable encounter was with a
television personality who appears to occupy the
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role of Cilbert Harding of America. After a few
seconds of general conversation, he bursts into
song, the gist of the lyric being that it was time the
English learned to speak English. I referred him to
the paragraph of the Anterican Constitution
decreeing that English should be the official
language in the United States and I asked when
it was likely that this would be put into effect.
After that we go1 along much better.

"There really is a place called Disneyland. It is
a 160-acre park for children with every conceivable
type of adventure. Its car park holds 20,000 vehicles
and has its own railroad to take you out to your
car. Children like the place, strangely enough.

"One of the film companies very kindly invited
me to go and see their studio. They apologised for
there being little doing as most of the staff were
away on vacation-only about 1,900 of them were
at work that day. I was gratified by the banner
displayed at the main entrance saying in huge
letters 'Welcome' and the great baskets of flowers
waiting all over the place. Then I saw another
banner 'Welcome Miss Dors!'

"All of a sudden, a nasty voice inside me said- -
'In four days' time you'll be back in London'.
So, I jumped into an aeroplane and it flew for 12

hours. Then we stopped, had some food and
climbed into another aeroplane and it flew for
another l2 hours and presto-here we are. Every-
thing looks much the same and, between ourselves,
it is rather nice to be back."

(Reproduced by kind permission of FINDERS
LTD., I l4 Wigmore Street, London).

..95 AORRA"
The 95th Amphibious Observation Regiment,

Royal Artillery, are the army gunners trained to
spot for naval gunfire against shore targets. They
also provide liaison officers in bombarding ships.

Regimental headquarters is at Frenrington, in
North Devon, with batteries in Malta and Hong
Kong. Since they enrploy naval 'sparkers' in some
of the jobs they do, we feel it is time to enlighten
the branch about one more of those 'quiet nunrbers'.

At Regimental H.Q. our staff consists of a P.O.
Tel., a Ldg. Tel., and a Tel., who help to train arn-ry
recruits in morse and allied communications
procedure. During their training here they must
also gain a good working knowledge of the portable
and vehicle sets with which they will have to work,
and also learn to drive Champs and Land Rovers
to qLralify irs Driver/Operators.

Their course lasts l9 weeks, after wlrich they
must be able to read morse at 12 w.p.rl. Although
they are not required to reach the norse standard
of naval tels., as regards procedure -especially
voice -they are often better.

Training exercises include setting Llp n-robile and
ground stations and dummy landings on the local
beaches. Our Tels. recently accornpanied an

42 Commando H.Q. and N.G.S.F.O. party lrom
95 A.O.R.R.A. landing on Zeeland, Denmark, for

exercise "Strong Enterprise."

observation post team on Exercise "Runaground", a
bombardment at Cape Wrath to spot for the Home
Fleet and NATO ships, and an exercise with the
Marines in Denmark.

It's good fun to be with the army for a change.
Their officers and N.C.O.s are grand people to
work with, but we wouldn't swop with the normal
soldier.

If you find yourself drafted to the Observation
battery in Malta, you may well take part in an
amphibious exercise. Since there will be Naval
Gunfire Support Forward Observers with each
assaulting unit, '95' will occupy some of the seats
in the front row of the stalls.

Sometime before the landing there is a final
check on equipnrent and wireless sets are tested and
sealed up in their waterproof bags. The team consists
of a Royal Artillery officer, who is the forward
observer, his N.C.O. assistant, a naval tel., and a
driver/operator to communicate with the bombard-
.ing ship and keep in touch with the army unit we
are supporting and with the arn-ry gunners.

Those in the darly waves will have to land with
portables on their backs and possibly in the dark
after a run-in of some five rriles from seaward: they
are joined later by their vehicles with nrore powerful
sets. With the new assar-rlt landing craft Mk 2, now
corning into service, there is more chance of getting
in the Chanrp or Land Rover with the heavier sets
earlier, and the added advantage of not having to
walk so far.

If the unit with wlrich we are working gets held
up, it may ask for naval gunfire sllpport. The ship,
already in conrnrunication with its support teanr,
then passes fire orders, engages the target, and
keeps the ship in touch with events ashore. While
doing this we nrust stay under cover in any hole or
trench that can be found. If we should be spotted,
the opposition will make sure we don't stay there
very long. so if you don't want a mortar bomb
landing on yoLl, keep yor.rr head down.



Having, with luck, fixed that lot, we wait for the
next target and then off we go again. Keeps 1ou
very fit this cross country walking.

So if you're in a supporting ship. in a nice u'arn.t
office, with a tin of ticklers beside you and a nice
cup of tea to cheer you up, don't forget that we nriry
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be in a ditch up to our waists in water with the rain
trickling down our backs. So give us any help you
can and don't be surprised if the operating is not
up to its usual standard.

Life is not all as grin-r as painted and most of us

realll enjoy seeing how things are in the Arnty.

My ship is at present in Malta Dockyard and,
being in commission, she is wearing the White
Ensign and a Comnrissioning Pendant. No other
flags are hoisted, but, looking around, it might
seen that she is a nudist amongst a lot of or,er-
dlessed old won'ren. Other ships are lestooned
with flags. I can see a ship in dry dock wearing a

Jack and with 'Novenrber Singly' at lhe masthead.
'Starboard Singly' is very popular, sonle at the
fore, some, because halliards are being refitted, at
the main. 'Code Tango Echo' hangs listlessly from
many a yardarm.

How has this fashion for flags come about? [s it
because the book says that we must hoist them or
is it because w€ do not know our books and, when
we do, fail to interpret them with the flexibility that
is inherent in good signalling'l Whatever the reason,
and I suggest it is mainly the latter, the result is
appalling. It means that the appearance of our ships
is spoiled by untidy, dirty flags. Flags in continuous
use cannot be kept clean and to keep the hoists
clear at all times is a full-time job.

Take the case of the ship in drydock. Q.R. and
A.l. states this: 'The Union Flag is not to be worn
by Her Majesty's Ships in dock and refitting'. This
means either in dock or whilst refitting, the condi-
tions are not required simultaneously.

Again, 'November Singly' m€ans that the ship
is not keeping V/S watch. Would anyone expect
her to be doing so? H.M.C.O.s lay down that a

ship starting a self-maintenance period should
request permission to close down V/S watch.
Refits are not mentioned since, presumably, it is

too obvious. 'November Singly' is a uselul signal
when a ship is in a fleet anchorage but, in Malta,
ships do not move into the Dockyard except very
occasionally, unless self-maintaining or refitting.

'Starboard Singly' means 'out of routine'. This
is also a useful signal in a fleet anchorage because
it shows that your ship may not follow all the
Flagship's motions. In Dockyard, however, ships
are not expected to be in routine. One look at most
of them is sufficient. If a ship happens to be in
Dockyard and in routine it matters little that her
halliards are as free as the ships around her.

And now I come to 'Code Tango Echo'. This
signal has grown so common in use that now, in
Malta, it is the rule rather than the exception. Its
use has grown because nost fleet berths in the
Malta Harbours are in traffic lanes. Ships, boats and
tugs rush past all day long and their wash disturbs
n-ren painting the boot-topping or the cable or
lighters lying alongside. But this signal was seldom

seetr irr the past. It was unnecessary. Coxswains of
boats used their eyes and common sense and slowed
dorrn uhen it was necessary. If they did not do so
they \\ere soon reported to their parent ship and
nlany a nridshiprnan got half a dozen lor his lack
ol courtes)'. A ship ammunitioning hoists 'Bravo
Singly'. a ship operating dil'ers 'Seven', and so on.
Surely these iire suflicient in thenrselves. They are
signals kno*n throughout the fleet and in the
Dockyard. lf you are berthed where there is a

likelihood that merchant ships or non-service
boats will pass you at speed by all means add 'Code
Tango Echo' but not as a matter of course. I think
the height of stupidity had been reached the other
day when I saw a ship in dry dock, floating I will
admit, with 'Code Tango Echo' flying.

My final point, and I must say that all these
opinions are nly own and have no olicial sanction,
is on the red light used as a warning to aircraft. I
think I am right in saying that masts, buildings,
etc. which are over 200 feet and which are near the
approaches to an airfield will be required to burn
a red light. When at sea, with an aircraft carrier,
ships may be ordered to switch on red lights to
assist aircraft. This, and the rare instance of the
ship being anchored near a seaplane flare path
such as Marsaxlokk are the n-rost likely occasions
for the use of the red light at the masthead. Don't
switch them on willy nilly just because the ship is
near an airport. A ship is seldom in the direct
landing circuit and it is almost inrpossible for her
n.)ast to be 200 leet above the runway.

I have mentioned a few of these points which
spring to my mind. I am sure that there are many
others and equally sure of a hearty measure of
disagreement. My plea is for the proper use of
signals, flexibility and not rigidity, for flags used
needfully and smartly and not hanging like rotten
fungi. I would like to see our yardarms kept clear
for real signals. I have no grouse against such
time-honoured signals as Guard and Medical
Guard. They are useful. I would like to see fewer
occasions when signal letters and berlh numbers
are hoisted. I am haunted by the thought that one
day I shall wake up and find Her Majesty's Ships
flying Absentee lndicators.
Elitorial Contnertl.

A re<enI arnantlnenl to the R.N. supplenent to
A.C.P. 175.1 has rcduced lhe use ol Signal letlers
ton.virlerahl.r'. lt i.v nol Itnu)ttttnon .litr H.M. Ships lo
di.spla.r' absantee intlicalors in accordance v'itlt
A.N.S.B. instru(tions tt,hen in cotnpan)'v,ith NATO
Jbrce s.
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H.M.S. "ADAMANT''
3rd SUBMARINE SQUADRON
Bloated from 'home cooking' the Branch settled

down quickly to the task of wet nursing the 'great
unwashed' for the short period before sailing to
Bermuda for "Hourglass". May 29th saw Rothesay
Bay dwindling in the distance and every man
onboard, like Columbus, was looking westwards
intent on the game of discovery and in some cases
re-discovery. The Comnrunication "setup" ashore in
Rothesay headed by the Chief Yeoman was destined
to spend seven delightful carefree weeks in the lap
of luxury-Hotel accommodation and a signal
centre in the bush*-while the remainder rocked
and rolled their way to the New World.

Beautiful Bermuda, what a pleasant sight it was.
When the auto-cycle craze caught on jt was a
familiar sight to behold Jolly Jack in impeccable
number 6's careering about all over the highways
and byways with a total disregard of human life and
civic responsibility. The Sick Bay, by the way, did
a roaring trade and there are at this moment several
ex-members in Mercury bearing the honourable
scars derived from this exacting pastime. Two
members of the Branch wending their weary way
homewards in the early hours were arrested near
the ship by the weak wailing of.-"Adamant Helpl"
and when they managed to focus their optics they
saw a vague figure clad only in underpants hanging
by its hands from the cable, just below the hawse-
pipe-"Drop into the oggin' you silly B," they
chorussed, which it did, to be valiantly rescued by
this doughty pair after a session of-"Afrer you,
Claude".-'"No! After.yorr Cecil". The Commander
commended this pair for their prompt action.

The first week in July saw Adamant on her way
to Rothesay where she arrived on the lSth July after
calling at Plymouth. After the end of term exercises
the Staff once again enjoyed a well earned leave but
alas, there were many changes in their ranks.

On September 26th Adanrant visited St. Nazaire
and for a week a good time was had by all. 150
damsels graced the ship on the first day in and the
Branch with its usual suave and intellectual
approach, cut itself out a tasty and goodly portion,
and from then until the ship sailed -Silence on this
circuit.

H.M. YACHT "BRITANNIA''
How to begin when it is over two years since

last an article was contributed by us? To give a
resume of past events would be both lengthy and
repetitive as nlost of our actions are covered by
our gallant friends. The Press, especially if we
shor.rld give an extra roll as the cameras click.
Which leaves us free to try and give you some
news fror.n a purely communicator aspect, in the
hope that you may find son're of it interesting.

At the monlent we are wearing the Court Flags
of The Duke of Edinburgh; Standard, Union Flag
and the Trinity House Jack in that order of senior-
ity. Sometimes the latter is replaced by the flag of
the Permanent Master of The Honourable Company
of Master Mariners, which usually arouses comment
and often "What is it'}" from any ships in company.
Since leaving England in August, the number of
Standards and flags worn out has been comparatively
small, due in the main part to careful handling and
crafty shifting. We feel that the real wear and tear
is yet to come, during that part of our trip that
takes us around Antarctica, so if we should arrive
back wearing a sealskin Jack, you will know that
our own stocks ran out and we had to improvise.

The latest changes in complement, which took
place just prior to our departure for this tour,
brought forth quite a number of new faces, mostly
old "Mercurial stahchions". Our new Chief Yeoman
now reigns supreme in the V.S. world, and is able to
tie everyone in knots as he is the only Bunting on
board with a ceremonial handbook (marked V.l.
naturally). Then there are the old stagers who will
probably go into the next world still wearing a
Royal Yacht flash and who are now of the idea
that B.R. 70 was produced purely so that GQXC
could be printed therein.

For those who have been in company with the
Yacht, it may be interesting to know that the 'bod'
who pops in and out of our chimney top whenever
we dress ship will no longer be seen. We have
carried out successful trials of a new method of
getting our fore to main up, which, though it
doesn't dispense with our 'dustman' entirely, saves
him having to be right up top amongst all the fumes
that 'Stokes' insists on pumping out right on
executive time for Alfa Yankee. Small touch of
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"Britannia" dressing ship

humour last time the ship was dressed, or about
to be dressed. All the lines were laid out in rcadiness,
but when cane the time lor the big pull, one of the
after lines would go no further than half rvay.
Consternation. until it was discovered that some
well meaning 'deck ape' had thoughtfully hauled
the down-haul nice and taut, secured it, and even
gone to the trouble of cheesing it dorvn. After he
was given his horoscope, it is doubtful if ever he
will touch a dressing line again.

The urge to g€t on still prevails, as witness three
L.Sigs. anC two Sigs. all wanting to have a go at
provisional. One of the test papers given them
brought forth a howler that could only come from
a bunting. The que;tion "Whom does the following
callsign address: 'Flag 6 p5p8"' was ansrverr:d. in
fine style by "Ship holding pennants 58, it is optional
to follow the Senior Oflicer's movements". How-
ever. we hope to be able to produce better results
by the time the exanl. papers are out.

The W/T department has had its hands fairly
full these two nronths and our radio commitments
have been very widespread and include long distance
radio telephone calls and facsimile lransmissions
in conjunction with the G.P.O. and Cable and
Wireless Ltd. These two organisations are a vital
link in the communication plan and calls to London
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with special assistance

via Nairobi, were a common feature of the East
African tour, as are our present daily schedules to
Sydney and Port Moresby. We believe we are the
only ship wearing the Whire Ensign that is fitted
with a Single Side Band transmitter, for telephone
calls, and Muirhead lacsimile for pictures. These
aspects of our communications are a little unusual,
but of course our normal links are the Ship broad-
cast and'Five ton'.

The volume of traffic handled on this cruise has
been quite the heaviest ever. Peak occasions find
every bay nranned and every transmitter in use. We
have sometimes even called on the resources of th€
technical department in the shape of the C.R.E.A.
and he has lound himself on one or two occasions
bashing key on ship-shore. He used to be a C.P.O.
Tel. so of course he loves it. Anyway he isn't quite
unique because we found that the operator with
whonr u'e kept our schedules en route to Mauritius
was none other than C.R.E. Taylor, 'ex P.O. Tel'.
He is a sort ol general factotum at the Wireless
Station thcre.

Getting auay fror.r-r corlmunications for a moment
*e uould like all our shore-based friends who some-
times pull our legs about sea tim€, to know that we
have just about completed the first 20,000 miles of
this 42,000 mile cruise. We actually get about 55 to

\

'Bulletin" otrd "Sutts Pictorial"
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60 days in harbour out of a total of 170. Anyway
Australia draws nigh with the pronrise of three
days leave 'up country' for all, so we must away
and flog up on marchirlg ntanoeuvres so that it will
be possible to get the sheep into some sort of
formation before the drink gets a hotd.

BRITANNIA R.N. COLLEGE
It may come as a surprise to many who have not

read A.F.O. 2782156 that there is an outpost of
Ernpire at Britannia R. N. College or H.M.S.
Dartnrouth to drafters of signals. We thought,
however, that a message from an unoperational,
granite frigate might act as a palliative to Conrmun-
icators in two watches.

A staff of a Lieutenant (C), S.C.C.O., C.Y.S..
C.P.O. Tel. and C.Y.S. (ret'd) form the Communi-
cation Training Staff for a College now consisting
of some 500 Midshipmen and Cadets.

The present "Dartmouth" is very different from
the 'school' for 12-17 year old Cadets. Apart from
Upper Yardmen all candidates for the Ceneral
list enter Dartnrouth at 18. The seven term syllabus
is carried out between the Dartmouth T.S., the
College and 727 Sqdn. at Brawdy.

The communications syllabus is very roughly
half that under the old scheme, where Acting S/Lts.
did a month's concentrated signals at Mercury,
while for VS practical the staff starts the day at
0710-0730 twice a week with a further two exercises
twice weekly at 0820-0840.

On the operational side we can boast a DTN T/P
which has been known to receive messages with
instructions to relay lo Britannia, absolutely no
relation. This we find difficult to comply with as we
only boast a 691 for HIC and a 618 with which, by
kind permission of C.O.2, we hope to join the
R.N.V.(W.)R. net from time to time.

With the end of Term in sight, thoughts turn
examwards and as looking forward involves the
nauseating thought of setting papers let us look
backwards to the Question.

l. What are the duties of an S.C.O.?
Answers received:
(a) Acting as Flag Lielrtenant.
(b) Acting as ADC to the Queen.
(c) Making out Invitation Cards.
(d) Sending signals.
2. What do you understand by V.C.N.S.?
(a) A very confidential naval signal.
(b) A very consumable naval store.

R.N.S.S. CHATHAM
As from lst January 1957, the Signal School will

reduce to the status of a Signal Training Centre;
for the time being it will still be at Prince Arthur
Camp. Its tasks will be to:

(a) Give refresher training for men awaiting
draft and from ships in port and refitting.

(b) Train and exarnine reservists including
WRNVR ratings.

About the middle of 1957 it is planned to move
the S.T.C. from Prince Arthur to the R.N.B. into
the building at present containing the Drafting
Offices. Older readers will recall that this same
building was in fact the S.T.C. in pre-war days.
Technical Facilities will consist of :

A small Transmitting Room.
Morse Typing Room incorporating, Receiving

Bays, RATT Bay and Morse Typing positions for
up to 15.

V/S Procedure and Lecture Room.
Copy Typing Room.
W/T and Voice Procedure Room.
T/P Room.
Machine Crypto Room.

In addition there will be facilities for V/S practical
and Mast alongside the new site.

Cumberland Block will continue to be the livins
block for Communication ratings and this no doubi
will be welcome news to those who know how
much more comfortable it is than the Main Barracks
accommodation.

The run-down of Officers commenced in August
with the loss of Mr. Hooper to Cyprus, followed
by Lt.-Cdr. Brookes to S.C.O. to C-in-C Nore,
Mr. Nash to Ricasoli and Mr. Denny to Hong
Kong W/T. Lieut. Draycott has assumed the chair
of Officer i/c RNSS and is assisted by Mr. Hagger
Vl/Wl and Mr. Waters D.O., CBO and Stores.

The loss in complement billets for Instructors
will be more than compensated by the increased
nunrber ofjobs to be filled at Mercury by Chatham
ratings.

The Command Ratings Married Quarters Estate.
at Walderslade was opened by H.R.H. The Duchess
of Kent on 2lst November. So far only l2 houses
are ready for occupation but building is going
ahead at the rate of 28 a month, and the eventual
number will be 280 houses and 280 flats.

Ratings arriving in Depot from overseas by air
are reminded that under the terms of AFO 2322154
and AFO 279156 a complete compulsory kit is to
accompany you with the exception of tropical kit,
kit bag and hammocks, clews and lashings and
mattress, and if you should therefore arrive without
a good suit for divisions, good No. 8's or boots to
enable you to be detailed for sentry duties, you will
be required to PURCHASE these and any other
necessary iterns of kit.

It is not anticipated that the introduction of
Centralised Drafting and the closing of prince
Arthur Camp will, to any great extent. affect the
number of men passing through the Barracks, and
it is presumed that we will still be able to enter
teams for all the nrajor sporting activities as at
present. The Communicalors have a good record
when taking into consideration that they are out-
numbered by other departments by 3 to I or more.
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H.M.S. "Girdleness"

DARTMOUTH TRAINING
SQUADRON

lst DIVISION 2nd DIVISION
l. Vigilant (Capt. (D)). 4. Jewel
2. Carron 5. Acute
3. Venus

The symbol or funnel badge, "The Torch of
Learning", must now be familiar to many, especially
in the Plymouth, Portsmouth, Portland, Gibraltar
and Dartmouth areas. Whenever you sight this
striking funnel badge, with its black holder, white
band and red flames tipped with yellow. you are
looking at a ship of the .Dartmouth Training
Squadron.

Our purpose is to mould and train luture officers
for the Senior Service. These young nlen, approx-
imately thirty-two to each ship, first come to sea

as cadets during their third term at Dartmouth
Naval College. They come for a whole cruise in
the first division as part of the ship's companies,
to scrub decks, paint ships' side, act as bosun's
mates, M.S.O. messengers, lnotor cutters' crews,
etc., and to live exactly as the renlainder of the
seamen part of the ship's conrpanies.

During their fourth term they make occasional
sea trips in the second division, working from
Dartmouth and improving their knowledge ol life
in a ship and learning how to make one tick.

In their fifth t€rm, they return to the firsl division,
to the same ship in which they served as cadets.

They are now midshipmen and come to a sea for a

three week period to progress the practical side of
their teachings at Dartmouth; Navigation, anchor-
ages, engineering, electronics, gunnery, torpedo
firings, fleetwork, voice and so on.

The first division each carry an additional
Communicator for midshiprnen's and cadets'
communication instructions, an S.L in the leader,
an S.C.C.O. in Carron and a W.I. in Venus. These
are assisted by the ships staffs in the making and
marking of practical exercises, flag hoisting, voice
and other aspects ol conrmunications that are
taught in the squadron. There are no dull or quiet
n'loments during a cruise, one has to keep rnoving.
Talking of moving, the cruise is always a good one.
Rotterdam, Greenwich, Le Havre, Torqual',
Gibraltar, Leixoes were all part of the summer
cruise, fitted in between various exercise periods
in the Portland, Portsmouth, Plymouth and Dart-
mouth areas.

AlthoLrgh the Squadron's primary function is the
training of young officers, communication ratings
are not forgotten or pushed into the background.
They still get regular practical exercises, a fair
share fronr the C.X.M., plenty of cryptography
and examinations as requested.

H.M.S. 'ODELIGHT''
Several changes in the staff of the Delight have

taken place since the last letter written to Mercury,
and even nore are envisaged with the ship paying
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offand recommissioning for the Med. in November.
With the coming of the new centralised drafting
system it appears that the comntunication staff will
consist mostly of Devonport men with the vohtnteers
from Chatham making up the number when the
ship sails in Decenrber for the warmer places of
the Middle East.

Since leaving Chatham ue have carried out A/S
exercises lvith the Royal Norwegian Navy in
conjunction with a small scale landing excercise
North of 70 degs. North (thus qualifying the sraff
as "Bluenoses"l with the 42nd Royal Marine
Commando. This landing was a great success. We
later joined the Home F|eet at Portland, prcceeded
to lnvergordon via Portrush and back for a few
weeks in Dockyard hands at Portsmouth. -F.T.M.

R.N.S.S. DEVONPORT
You will be interested to hear that the Signal

School has been given a new lease of life. It was
originally intended that the School at St. Budeaux
should be closed down and transferred to R.N.
Barracks, Devonport, rvith the status of a Signal
Training Centre. Its sole task was to be the training
of those awaiting draft and reservists, and to afford
facilities to Communication Ratings fron-r ships in
the port. This was to take effect front January, 1957.

Now it has been decided to keep the Signal
School open at St. Budeaux for the training of New
Entry Communicai.iou ratings as wcll, and the first
class join in early January. lt is expected that the
number under training will reach between two and
three hundred at the peak period, so that there will
be a need for quite a large complement of Instruc-
tors. The days of the School are numbered however,
and it is expected that by mid 1958 all training,
other than refresher training, will be carried out at
Mercury. Training of all Wrens, except Switchboard
Ops. and Leading Rates' courses, has already been
transferred lo Mercur),. Some reservists classes will
still continue to come here.

This Term we welcome the International Long
(C) Course to Plymouth. We have four Officers fronr
Thailand, one from Israel, two from lndonesia and
two from Venezuela. They have shown great interest
throughout the course and despite lhe language
difficulty, are showing great promise. Messrs.
Redifon Ltd., who are equipping the Indonesian
ships with the British "600 Series", ha,ue very kindly
invited the class to visit their works in November to
see the equipment actually being made.

We shall miss the cheery encouraging smile of
Commander Durnford to whom we say goodbye
towards the end of this Term when he leaves to
take up a new appointment in Turkey where we
hope he will have a delightlul comrnission. We
welcome Lieut.-Cornmander Hawkins who joins
in late November as our new Officer-in-Charge.

Prior to the Middle East situation we nlanaged
to reach 4th position in the Cricket League bul we
missed very rnuch the services of C.Y.S. Mathieson

who dcserted us for civilian life. ln socccr anci
hockey we ale findirrg it very difficult to field a
team at the moment; thc majority of ratings here
are under instruction and all matches of any
consequence take place jn the afternoons! However,
we are still keeping our heads above water in both
Leagues but have lost our knock-out cup match to
R.N. Barracks, which is no disgrace.

It will be interesting to see how we fare when u'e
have anything up to 200 New Entries here next
1ear. We are, in fact, having a larger cupboard
built in the nrain hall to hold all the trophies we
are practically ccrtaiD of winning.

Of our recently trained Egyptian Signl I ratings,
we observed one in the crew of lhe C( tlesnnr(.
I wonder does that cast anv reflection on our
instructions.

H.M.S. "GANGESO'
We returned this Term to find. Anterhy.s/ anchored

nearby in the River Orwell. dirty and battle-scarred
with Everest Pictures Ltd., in the process of making
the film about the ship's adventures in the Yangtse.
A number of our ship's company and instructors,
living locally, acted as exlras during the leave period
and the Producer, Mr. Herbert Wilcox, said that,
without their professional advice and help and that
of Ganges as a whole, the making of the film rvould
not have been possible.

The underway scenes in which, Teazer acted as

Consort and Concord, Magpie as Anethyst and the
Trinity House vessel Triton as a Chinese river
steamer, were impressive, to say the least, with an
explosives team from Vernon and. the film company's
effects men, producing gunfire, explosions, shell
splashes, flame and general chaos. There would
undoubtedly have been greater chaos had not the
camera and control positions been linked and
controlled by an efficient net ofType 615 portables
manned by the Communicalions department of
Ganges.

The film rvill probably be released early in 1957

under the title of "Glorious Amethyst" and lrom

The unpaid advisers
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The well-paid extras

what we have seen of early "ru.h.r" it will be an
exce llent picture. The Director, Mr. Michael
Anderson, was the man responsible for "Danl
Busters", which is a good enough recommend for
anyone. In the photoglaph you can see the S.C.O.
(Lt.-Cdr. Fitzherbert) "advising" Commander
Kerans, who is the technical adviser to the film
company. The stroppy A.B. to the left of the
stanchion is C.Y.S. Brown picking up 50/6 a day
for his labours.

When Magpie "made up" as Anethyst came here

for the underway shots, it was an unusual sight to
see two identical frigates moored near each other in
Harwich harbour, both blackened and shell-marked,
bearing the same pennant numbers, Fl 16.

Please don't think that we have been spending
our whole time playing film stars, because we
haven't. Our day-to-day work has gone on in spite
of the Anethy'sl and our output of Junior Signalmen

and Telegraphists has continued. Comnlander
A. G. McCrum took over as Commander after
Summer Leave and it did not take him long to make
his presence felt in a nuntber of ways. The S.C.O.
now really has to know what the daily hoist means
*hen it is flown from the mainmast for instructional
purposes.

Centralised drafting has begun to have its effect
on us in t\\'o rvays. Juniors are being drafted to
ships not nranned in the past by ratings of their
particular Port Division arrd Portsmouth senior
ratings are noir being drafted here as instructors.
ln ihe past the instructors have witlr one exception,
cor.ne lrom the Chathant and Devonport Divisions.
We were rerl pleased to welcome back, after a spell
away on a G.S.C.. P.O. Telegraphists Walklett and
Hunter rlhich should be a good enough proof to
anyone considering a draft here that sonle instruct-
ors like the place so ntuch they even conre back for
nrore !

A note of sadness was struck recently when
Mr. Blake. the senior civilian watchkeeper in the
Signal Tower. died in the pinnace while returning
home after a day's watchkeeping. He passed out
ol Ganges as a Signal Boy in l9l4 and returned as

a civilian in 1936. After war service back in the
Navy he returned once again Io Ganges as a Watch-
keeper. He served the Navy well all his life as a
Signalman and passed on. still on the job. in his

60th year.

H.M.S. "HORNET"
Hornet has seen quite a few changes lately, for

at the beginning of this Term ue said goodbye to
the last of the old dog boats when H.M.M.G.B'
5020 paid off. The First Fast Patrol Boat Squadron
is now equipped rvith the new Navy designed

.3r;'

l::iiir

McCrum, S.C.O., and the Instructional Staff, Signal School in "Ganges"Commander
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1. Special Feature Competition
A prize of two guineas will be awarded to the best article
sent in. Illustrations will count towards the prize.

2. Cartoon Competition
A prize of one guinea will be awarded to the best cartoon
sent in.

3. Photograph Competition
Aprize of one guinea will be awarded to the best photograph

2. Cartoon Competition

ALL ENTRIES ntust reach the Editor by 8th March, the Rankf Rating,
Name and Addr"ess of the Competitor must be clearly printed in block capitals.

THE WEMBTEY STORE
303/5 IflNGSWAY, VALLETTA

MALTA, G.C.

Grocery and Provision Merchants

Stockists of Quality Goods

Suppliers to Messes and H.M. Ships

PET SHOP ON THE FIRST FTOOR
PHONE: CENTRAT 5147-5148



"Dark Class" F.P.B. and it has already shown its
paces operationally in exercises off Holland in
October.

The "Darks" are powered by two Dcltic Diesels.
These engines, built by Messrs. Napiers, top the
scales at 5l tons each and can be fitted into anything
from a railway engine to a minesweeper. As far as
the "Darks" are concerned, the Deltics push them
along at a fair pace. Being diesel too is a great
advantage, for in the old petrol boats we found
ourselves sleeping alongside a couple of thousand
gallons of avgas.

The "Darks" also have all the latest equiprnent
in the office, so for the present, "sparks" is free lrom
the harassed bridge cry "Office, the TCS has gone".
ln spite of all mod. cons., the life of a Coastal
Forces telegraphist is still as rugged as ever. 'Watch
on, stop on' during all the opcrdtions, which u'ere
lasting l2 hours or so on the last se1 of exercises,
not to mention a little V.S. thrown in when enter-
ing and leaving harbour.

As ever. the boats have been very busy this Ternr.
The operational squadrons visited Holland for a
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fortnight's exercises, but were weather bound for
the first few days and some of us managed to stray
into Amsterdanl.

Meanwhile, the Target Boat Squadron was
amusing the Home Fleet at Buckie, but we noted
with interest that the Radio Controlled Boats
returned to the base unscathed. It is with regret
that this was the swan song for the R.C.B.s. No
longer shall we see the enraged gunnery officer
glaring into his binoculars at the red capped target
boats .sometimes here, or was it there, but never
just where the shell happens to fall.

Whilst all this was going on, the Trials Squadron
was hard ar ir. Bold Pathfiruler for instance was
having a rugged time in Paris. Apart from the fact
that we lost all forms of comnrunication with her,
Bold Pathfinde,".r crew, on their return, had little to
say. so we asked lor nrore details. They excused
the lack of cornmunications by telling us that the
funnels and nrasts were lowered at Rouen so that
Bokl Path/indel could get under the bridges, and
from then on nothing could interfere with their
heavy social progranlme.

.-'**ugJ
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UlJl(iel Ph(,rogtuph

From top to hottom: H.M, Fast Patrol Boats, "Dark Avenger", "Dark Aggressor", "Dark Biter".



Distortion detected -

The T.D.M.S. 5A and 6A are
portable sets designed to measure
distortion at any point in a
radio teleprinter or line telegraph
circuit without interfering with
normal transmission. The
equipment consists of two units
each l8l" x ll!" x l3l" both
mains driven and electronically
controlled. Either may be used
independently for certain tests or
both may be used in combination
to cover a comprehensive range of
testing operations.

T ransrnr's sion unaffected

You are inz'ited to apply for a copy of a desuiptiue leaflet.

AATOMATIC TELEPHOIIE & ELECTBIC CO. LTO,,
RADIO AND TRANSMISSION DIYIS/ON,

STROWGER HOUSE, ARUNDEL STREET, LONDON, W.C.2,
IELEPHONE : TEMPLE BAR 9262. CABLEGRAIIIS : SIROWGEREX LONOON,

Sends an automtttic test nussage, or characters, or
reversals at ary) tpeed between 2O-80 bauds zcith or
rlithout distortiott. The CRO hqs a circriqr time base

ior distortion medsurements ott s-t'nchronous signals
oill\', or rel.l\' adjustment. W'eight 37 Ib.

For distortion nteasurernents on u'orleing circuits
tithout interrupting serxice. Each element
of a start-stop signal appears separateb) on the
spiral time base display. Adjustable
speeds from 20-80 bauds. Weight 33 Ib.
Higher speed rersions catt be ntpplied to order.

l.D.ltl.S. 5A
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JOINT AiS TEACHER-
LONDONDERRY

Changes have occurred since our last contribu-
tion and th€ present staff consists of P.O. Tel.
Rawlings, Y.S. Cavanagh and Ldg. Sig. Graley.
Political policy permitting and provided the Yeoman
doesn't sign on (R.R. really means "Roll on my
Reliel") there will be an attractive vacancy existing
in one oi our latest type synthetic Frigates: H.M.S.
Nogo in early February. Qualifications for tiris post
differ somewhat from those usually required by the
Drafting authorities ( Pompey please note). You
should be Irish, married, Guinness-minded, fond
of weekends and possess an ability to spcak well
up io ihc rtiiclophoiru. Knowlotige r.il Langirages?

'this should be no deterrent to anyone weaned
on NATO publications. Our main diet since June
has been a liberal dish of NATO's with a sprinkling
of Coastal types. Apart from the 3rd T.S. (our
seagoing stanchions) visitors to J.A.S.T. have
included units fronr thc Norwegian, Netherlands,
Portuguese, Canadian and South African Navies,
the Filth F.S. and Apollo. -fhis is normally our
busiest period but of late it has not been too hectic
arrd I think the Med. Fleet has been calling for
more hands for some reason ot othet. Horvever we
sincerely hope to see rnore ships and "old ships"
in 'Derry during the New Year.

LONDONDERRY W/T
By the halfway mark of the Autumn Term quite

a selection of ships and nationalities has visited
the Joint Anti-Submarine School to exercise at
sea and in harbour the art of A/S warfare. The
first visitors this Term wele ships of the Portuguese
Navy NRP Nuno Tristao, NRP Diogo Gotttes and
NRP Lirra, the Netherland's ship Fric.sland and
Norwegian ships Eergen and Trontlheinr, also the
Norwegian depot ship Salprzr wilh the three
subnrarines Uthoag, Utstain and. l(irzr. This NATO
visit lasted from 20th August to l4th September
and during that period numerous A/S exercises
were carried out with success. It was hearlening
to overcome the language problerr quite easily as
most of the NATO personnel were "well up" in
English.

With the departure of the NATO Squadrons
oLlr ncxt visitors were the Fifth Frigate Squadron
conrprising Torqua1,, llizartl and Whirlv,inrl, and
here again numerous exercises were cauied out
and duly "washed up" at the week end.

Following close on the heels of the Fifth Frigate
Squadron can"re the visit of the First Canadian
Escort Squadron consisting of Alg,tnqrtitr. lt t,rluoi.,.
Mitnn<', and CANCOMCORTRONONE in
Htrron. Qite a few of the Communicators in the
Canadian Squadron were ex-R.N. types and "old
ship" yarns were high on the agenda.
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The weather for the Canadian visit son-rewhat
rr.rined the fulfilment of the major exercises of the
week. Gales, heavy seas and bad visibility reduced
the nunrber of air sorties which could be flown,
nevertheless co-operation was achieved and many
valuable lessons learned. lt was during this series
of exercises that a very unfortunate mishap occurred
to a Neptune aircraft of 36 Squadron Coastal
Command which crashed into a hillside near the
Mull of Kintyre lighthouse with the loss of nine
lives. Our deepest sympathy and condolences are
offered to the relatives and all concerned in this
sad incident.

H.M.S. "ORESTES'O-fhis is our first contribution from our 'ne.w' :ihip
(launched 19.13) after transferring from the old
laithful Rottnla. We haven't a great deal ro report
upon bccause we are still trying to recover from the
blows struck by RATT, nevertheless, we are doing
our best, and hope that we will have nlany more
contributions to our credit in the future.

We have had a few changes in the staff recently,
O/Tel. McDougall being relieved for demob. by
O/Tel. Pound. We also have one extra sparker for
our Icelandic patrol. We also carry a met. officer
rvho, as all fellow sparkers will know, requires quite
a number of "weathers" which means more work.

L/Tel. Criffiths is still with us, much to his
indignation, and will remain so pending the
resignation, or the equivalent, of a certain prominent
Egyptian gentleman.

M.H.Q. PITREAVIE
During the last three months we have had a

tremendous upheaval of old hands, in common
with many other places, and the proverbial cry of
"roll on my draft chit" is not now heard so flippantly
as before, too nlany have had theii words taken
literally and are now crying "Give me the boats
and a bucket".

Life here has been on much the same lines as
before but as exercises have been so curtailed we
have not seen so many new faces as in previous
years. During the last ten days we have been more
closely concerned with the submarine service
having had control of the 3rd Si M Squadron due
to the absence of their parent ship Adantant. Our
own staff rvas backed up by a small number of
submariners for this occasion and in October we
bid them farewell for yet another year.

The MHQ also took part in exercises "East
Probe" and "Gulf Stream" but from a Naval point
of vierv the part u'as ertremely small and at times
it was difficult to inragine we were even partaking.
For once the RAF staff was the most closely
concerned, even to the point of doing all Naval
crypto tralic, which met with mixed feelings in
our department as can well be imagined. Still all
went well eventually and we hope was as much a
success as the powers had hoped.
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V|CKERS-ARMSTRoNGS (ATRCRAFT) HMTTED
Worth-while careers are available for Ex-Royal Navy Personnel
with suitable qualifications in the following categories:-

AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL INSPECTORS
AIRCRAFT ELECTRICIANS

DRAUGHTSMEN

Vacancies are also available for:-
AIRCRAFT FITTERS

TU RN ERS
ASSEMBLERS
and other trades

Modern Factory Excellent working conditions

Apply: Personnel Department,
South Marston Works,

Swindon, Wllts.

Your call

in Molta is

onswered by

BLUE LABEL . HOP LEAF

GROWN ALE . KINNIE .

. CISK LAGER

FARSONS STOUT . LACTO

JIAIL THE BEST FRtlM FARSll]{$''
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H.M.S. '6UNDAUNTED''
As this is the first attempt in the "Communicator

Stakes," I hope we will be received in good heart
by our fellow Conrmunicators.

We are one of the type l5 Frigates, nee-Emergency
Type Destroyer, attached to the 2nd Training
Squadron at Portland. I say attached, because
half the time we never know just who we are
attached to, and we have often earned the nick-
name "Unwanted."

The staff consists of P.O. Tel. Early, Tel. Hosier,
Ord. Tels. Pearson and Hall, Junior Tel. Heaton,
Ldg. Sig. Partridge, Sig. Spencer, Ord. Sigs. Clarke
and Wooler, and Junior Sig. Brown.

From the point of view of sea time, this isn't
quite as good a number as could be expected, but
of course if you like sea timer then you are the
chaps we are after. Nice quiet exercises such as
"Cassex's", and of course trials, for our boffin
friends of C.U.D.E. who are forever fiddling with
the ship's equipment, and who are forever trying
to prove that round is square if used properly, in
fact nrost of our sea time is taken up by the above
named establishment.

Our best signal to date is from the International
Code Vol. I, and read "HPZ--Indispensable -"
instead of "DHZ -keep clear I am engaged in
submarine work -", causing quite a few heads to
turn in Portland among ships present.

Since leaving Dockyard hands in October,
excitements have been very rare. The only one of
interest being the crash of a Venom on the night
of 29th November, during an exercise off Portland.
H.M. Ships Vigilanr (S.O.l, Venus, Carron and.
Keppel, the local lifeboats, Coastal Command,
joined us in the search, which was a hard one as
there was a force nine gale blowing at the time,
all ships did extren-rely well, the 20-in. searchlighls
really took a beating. Communications were
constant on, and here the Tels. really shone,
SHIP/NAS, CCN, HF Distress, 2182 Kcs., -500 Kcs.
(for first four hours only;, TCP and CIP (one in
louch with the remainder of the shipsl, not bad
you nust agree for such a small staff and it reflects
credit on the P.O. Tel. The search was carried on
until 1200/30th, and was finally abandoned.; a
little wreckage was recovered but no further lraces
of the remainde r.

Being the type of Frigate with the closed in
bridge, the Signalman works in the warmth except
for O.O.W. manoeuvres, when he has to venture
onto the rlpper bridge. Our B.W.O. has caused
favourable comnlent, because of its size, the M.S.O.
is also situated in there still learving ar.uple space to
work in.

Oul tin-re is mainly spent in the channel and
exercise areas off Portland, though at the moment
we are in Cib enjoying a little warmer climate.
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OLD WINE IN NEW BOTTLES
Early instruction for Flag Signalling and
Flashing Light and their apparent advantages

oyer 'Voicet.
"For in such an emergency you will not be able

to make use either of the voice or of the trumpet
to communicate what is necessary, because of the
uproar and the tumult, and the sound ol the sea,
and the crash of ship against ship, the noise of oars,
and above all the clamour of the combatants !"
(circa ,t.o. 800)

"Therefore let there be some standard in your
ship, either a banner or a streamer or something
else in some conspicuous position, to the end that
you may be able, thereby, to make known what
requires to be done, and that the rest may set them-
selv€s to carry out the course of action decided on,
whether it be to fight or to withdraw from fight-
ing; to open out to surround the enemy, or to
concentrate to the relief of an endangered portion
of the lleet; to slou' the rowing or increase speed;
to make ambush, or, emerging from an-rbush to
attack the enemy; or in general, whatever the signal
that has its origin in your ship, that the others, by
keeping an eye on her, may be able to execute it."
(circa ,r.o. 800)

"ll being under sail, the said Lord wishes to speak
with the other ships, he will show two lanterns
twice and twice conceal then-r; and the last tinte he
will keep showing until the others have replied by
a similar signal, and each one shall be bound to go
to the said Lord; and if he wishes to speak with
the galleys only, he will show a single lantern over
the stern light, and if the brigantine is to come he
will show two." (circa n.o. 1500)

'Is it rcally necessary for them to type to the rhythm
of 'Elvis the Pelvis', Chief?"
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CHILDREN'S PARTIES
How spontaneous in their delight are these lucky children whose party

has been skilfuily planned.

As specialists in service catering for all occasions, Naafi will be pleased to

prepare your catering arrangements for this very special occasion; for

none know better how to provide all the good things that bring pleasure

to children ofall ages; and none is more experienced in planning for the

youngsters the sort of party that they will remember with relish.

For your children's party call in Naafi today-the experts in catering

with a special way with children.
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The official canteen organisation for H.M. Forces, lmperial Court, Kennington, London, S.E.ll
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H.N4.S. "ALLIANCE''
We of the Alliance are made up of both R.N. and

R.C.N. personnel, comprising L/Tel. Hannam and
Tel. Potter (R.N.), and P.O. Tel. Parson, G. L/Tel.
Reid and L/Sig. Chubb (R.C.N.). This is quite an
average cross section ol the whole crew, as we ale
the first boat to joirr the 6th, with approximately
hall Canadian complement. Both navies co-operate
extremely well, and things run very smoothly.

Our programnle appears 10 give nrore time at
sea than in harbour, on an average 7 days at sea
to every I in harbour.

We joined the Squadron for 18 nronths on
Septernber 8th, and at the time of writing we are
on passage to Newport. Rhode Island, for a two
day visit, thence to exercise in Bermuda waters till
mid Novenrber. Our tin-re is 'devoted to anti-
subnrarine exercises with the R.C.N.

H.M.C.S. "LABRADOR"
Greetings fellow Conmunicators across the sea,

with a few words from the Royal Canadian Navy's
Arctic Patrol Yessel Labrador.

In an article in one ol your Magazines this year,
it was mentioned that very little is heard ol this
Navy and we were "in the sticks" as it was put.
Well contrary to that article, we are civilised in this
great country and we do rrot live in the wilds in log
cabins and hunt our food. That little n-rention is
made of the R.C.N. in Tse Covvurrcrron. is
our own fault of course, so we hope this article will
show that we are alive, and that it is no idle boast
that this is the finest ice-breaker in the Common-
wealth Navies.

The ship sailed from Halifax for Northern
Operations on July 3rd. A two day visit was made
to St. John's Newfoundland, our last fling before
proceeding to the Arctic wastes of northern Canada.
Our first task was to survey and open up Brevoort
Harbor on the east coast of Baffin Island which
at the time was ten-tenths ice. From there we
proceeded to Foxe Basin for Oceanography,
Hydrography, beacon erecting and escorting of
cargo ships to outposts of the Distant Early Warn-
ing station (DEW).

On S€ptemb€r 15th the ship successfully negoti-
ated Fury and Hecla Straits being the first ship to
do so from East to West. Various surveys were
made in Prince Regent lnlet before proceeding to
Resolute Bay our Northernmost point of the
cruise. From there we proceeded around the north
of Baffin Land south to home and Halifax, picking
up the Flag Officer Atlantic Coast off Stephenville,
Newfoundland, for the last leg ol the trip, arriving
at Halifax on October l3th.

Communications during the trip were on the
whole very good, broadcast "Lima", being copied
the entire period, and except for occasional black-
outs and ionospheric disturbances, reception was

acceptable. Ship-shore with Halilax was most of
the tinle out of the question, but radio contact
with Radio Churchill (CFL) in Manitoba was
maintained most of the time.

We read with great amazement that the R.N. is
at last being fitted with RATT which has been used
in the R.C.N. for some years with great success,
especially in this ship. We are also fully equipped
with Facsimile Recorder (incidentally British made)
which gives us all the latest weather information
therefore reducing weather traffic on Broadcast
and RATT.

H.M.N.Z.S. "ROYALIST''
A new lease of life for Royalist is our reward for

having endured the latter portion of an extensive
refit during a winter in the then not too tropical
Guzz Dockyard. Much communication equipment
could have endured a longer stay in that area, but
the natural desire for man to dwell in his own land,
with his own wife, made our commissioning date
lTth April, 1956.

During a short trials period off Plymouth and its
associated Hoe, allegedly to test equipment only,
many illuminating facts came to light. AU credit to
the Dockyard personnel, snags reduced in number
and eventually vanished, with the result that we
departed England's fair shores on l6th July. Modern
equipment did not shake our faith in thc Navigator

-he found the inevitable Malta!
The Mediterranean summer together with a large

portion of political heat, rendered it more than ever
necessary that Royalist become an efficient fighting
unit in a shorter time than is usual, so that our stay
was prolonged and this article is written from Malta.
However we can add, without a boast but with
gratitude to our fellow Communicators in similar
surroundings, that we have achieved a knowledge
far beyond that of our S.C.O.'s original expectations.

H.M.C,S. "Labrador" at Breoort Harbour
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gt th Festizte time, when FoR sERvIcE AND QUALITY

tr adition i s pr e- eminent, w e

extend to all our friends
The Season's Greetings

and Best Wishes for
The Coming Year

*

DAUFMAN
TAILORS and OUFITTERS

TO THE ROYAL NAVY FOR
NEARLY 50 YEARS

SPECIALISTS IN COMMISSIONED OFFICERS OUTFITS AND ALL ITEMS OF
UNIFORM AND ACCESSORIES

CIVILIAN TAILORING TO YOUR INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS

BRANCH BLAZER BADGES 10/6 TIES Striped 6/6, Crested 10/6

20 QUEEN STREET ' PORTSMOUTH
Telephone : Portsmouth 4634

ASK FOR IT 
'N 

THE /I4ESS

[lA[l||[U|ERTO]{

0atm@ail $torlt
BRTNGS ouT THE Zest'* You

Brewed by Watneys

Local Depot: Fitzherbert Road, Farlington, Hants
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FLEET
R.N.A.S. CULDROSE

The new organisation regarding the manning of
air to air voice nets had the immediate effect of
halving our communication complement. The
C.R.R. now wears an uninhabited look. The instal-
lation of tape recorders will complete the change
and automation will have arrived. It is good to know
that there is a job of work for the renraining Conrmu-
nicators. Two and three watches and 'opposite
watch' are terms with which we are again familiar.

We have had the pleasure of accommodating two
radio trial parties. The Rrst team tested VHF equip-
ment for installation in the craft of the Royal
National Lifeboat Institute. A common VHF
channel of communication between aircraft, heli-
copters. ships and lifeboats will be a welcome
facility. The second team were concerned with the
distress calls one hopes to broadcast when the ship
has gone down and there does not appear to be a
telegraphist sharing the raft. The first day trial was
defeated by nral-de-nrer. The ether may be clear
for such trials off the Lizard but the sea is as cruel
as elsewhere. Something was achieved in more
sheltered waters. Your correspondent has the
impression that unless there are plenty of survivors
to ballast the raft it will be very uncomfortable.
In October we welconred a visit by two represent-
atives from A.S.R.E. The gentlemen were, to us,
V.I.P. because they came to look into the provision
of a new control system, UHF and more elbow
room for Comnlunic.rtors in response to staff
requirenrents.

The Wren telegraphists are nrissing the srvift
operating by their opposite numbers in the carriers.
They look forward to the carrier's return and
promise to willingly act as diversion airfield, at any
time of the day or week. Our Wren Sparkers would
like to extend greetings to all the sparkers of the
ships that have done the duty of A.T.T.S. during the
term. They know that when, on advice of our Met..
we cancel flying, close the hangar door and turn in.
your ship has to continue battling the elenrents and
that you have still to maintain watch.

R.N.A.S. LOSSIEMOUTH
On return from Summer leave it was discovered

that our numbers had been sadly depleted, and it
has taken until last week to bring the staff up to a
useful size. For the benefit of our male readers, it
can now be said that we have reached the enviable
state wherein the Wren Sigs. and Tels. outnumber
us males by two to one.

The Term opened with ten days of heavy night
flying by one of our Fighter Squadrons. Then came
the visit of the lst Target Boat Squadron to Buckie,
which added to the busiest period ol the Autumn
Term, the gathering of the Home Fleet at Inver-
gordon. This is not to be confused with the Gather-
ing of the Clans at Braem.ar, which took place on
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AIR ARM
September 6th, and was attended by many from the
station. Anyway, from our end of the line, it
appeared that the Home Fleet only slept at week-
ends. Having only two Tels. and three Wren Tels.,
who joined us from Eglinton just in time, working
hours becane rather lengthy, but as is customary,
the situation was always well in hand -providing
you could find out whose hand it was inl During
the last few days of the exercises we were able to
welcome 831 Squadron (Wyvern aircraft from
Ford) who are attempting to beat the clock, the
weather, and inrpending heavy engine maintenance
in order to complete their practices. So far they ale
holding their own. And linally, at the time ol going
to press, for communication purposes we havo
under our wing the 50th Minesweeping Squadron
who are operating in our vicinity for a while.

One member of our staff, Wren Sig. Coote, has
married since arriving on the station, and we wish
her and her husband much happiness in the future,
although by the ;linre this article is in print, she will
have forsaken the rigours of the C.R.R. and M.W.O.
for the comfort and security of her own home.

P.O. Tel. (Air) Davies testing before taking off in a
Gannet MK IV

NAVAL AIR SIGNAL SCHOOL
No. 33 Tels. Air Course, five strong, are with us

now, and it is known that there are, at the time of
writing, thirteen further volunteers awaiting course.
The F.A.A. requires a few more volunteers for
flying, so if you are keen to get your "wings", apply
in accordance with AFO 904i56.

We were pleased lo see most of No. 3l Tels. (Air)
Course a few weeks ago, when, with No. 820
squadron, they flerv down to Culdrose for the day
in their very snlart new Gannets. We were even more
pleased to see that they maintained comn-runication
on Naval Air Command Net (H.F. wiT) all the way
back to Eglinton on their low powered airbornc
equipment (30 watts output)!

We congratulate L/Tel. G. M. G. Banwell,
D/JX856833, of No. 32 course, who obtained
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UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
A.E.R.E., HARWELL

CAREERS FOR CRAFTSMEN
vacancies exist for lnsrrument Mechanics (Electrical and Electronic)

who are required for a variety of duties including the maintenance of highly
complex plant or the manufacture of prototypes and special eguipment in
wel l-egui pped workshops.

Applications are especially invited from men in the following classes
who are due to be released later this year.

RADIO ELECTRICAL ARTIFICERS
RADIO ELECTRICIANS
ELECTRTCAL/MECHANICAL MECHANTCTANS
ELECTRICAL ARTIFICERS

.. fee_!ications- should be sent to the lndustrial Recruitment Officer, A.E.R.E.,
Harwell, Didcot, Berks., quoting reference number lRl2g156. Anyone requiring more
information should send for a copy of the booklet "A Career in Atomic Energy; which
sets out rates of pay, conditions of employment, housing scheme, etc.

+t +t tt r+ +E ta +F * .)e +s +s x +F te +fr +F +s -)t * x x * * *
Cables: "Kitty Malta" Telephones: Central 4029

* THE*STARS*CO. *
Exclusive Bottlers in Malta and Gozo

t 6s t 5,r. Jij J5 :ji:{;:: L:i,illi.'iffi , MALrA
Molto's First-c/oss Minerol Woter Manufocturirs

OUR SPECIALITY-THE FOLLOWING SOFT DRINKS
PINEAPPLE LEMONADE
ORANGE GINGER BEER

* GRAPE FRUTT * DRY GTNGER *STRAWBERRY TONIC WATER
L|ME f UICE soDA WATER

Suppliers for N.A.A.F.l., Malta

When you are serving in Malta, afloat or ashore, always call for

* STAR'S * REFRESH ERS *
AND SEE THAT YOU GET THEM

*.+ttt*+0*'xt(*-)+tr+)e*)++t*)e**t+
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H.M.S. O'WARRIOR''

After a long refit in Devonport Dockyard we
commissioned on the 2lst August 1956 as the trials
carrier and for special service in the Pacific.

For approximately two months, the S.C.C.O.
comprised the whole communication staff. One
signalman and four telegraphists arrived in July
as the advance party, completing to a much reduced
complement on the 2lst August one month before
we were originally to have commissioned, this being
due to the critical international situation prevailing
at this time.

Up to the time of going to press, we have success-
fully cornpleted the first phase of our commlssion,
as trials carrier, and, in addition, carried out a
recreational cruise to Rosyth and Belfast. This,
although not sounding very exciting, proved to be
a break ue all enjoyed.

We are norv about to have a spell in dockyard
hands, to prepare the ship for her important role
in the Pacific next year.

However, belore this phase, we all hope to enjoy
our Christmas leave rvith our families, the last time
we see them until our return in eight months' time.

Communicators will hear from us in the next
edition of THr. ConauuNlcAroR, from the Pacific,
during phase 2 of our commission, when we are to
take part in the Megaton explosion trials.

81 ,2 per cent aggregate in his wings examination,
the highest score ever achieved by a Tel. (Air) on
cours€.

A re-categorisation of rating instructors at the
school has meant an increase in the number of
Petty Officer Telegraphists (Air) and one is now
allocated to the Tels. (Air) Course and to each
Observer Course, for communication and radar
instructional duties.

There are four Observer Courses under instruction
at the mom€nt. One Fleet Entry Lieutenants'Course
and three Supplementary List Observer Courses. The
two main subjects in the Observer Syllabus are
Navigation and Radio. so that communication
branch personnel have an inherent advantage when
doing the (O) Course, because of their past training
and experience. Amongst those at present on course,
are Sub/Lieut. W. J. Flinde Il, and Sub/Lieut.
J. D. W. Husband, both ex-"sparkers".

Those of you who are under 26, keen to fly,
can muster English or General Knowledge, Maths.,
and any one other H.E.T. subject should consider
applying for a Short Service Commission for
Aircrew duties as an Observer, .in accordance with
AFO r09l/56.

Wren Sigs. and Tels. and Comn-runication Wrens
advancement courses, continue to come through
regularly and thanks to reasonably good weather,
ther- have been able to get quite a bit of flying in
Sea Prince flying classrooms.

t.
\tr'-

I

L1Tel. Stevenson checks his HF aerial before take-off
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A
BEFO

JOB ASSURED
RE you l,eoye the Services is encouroging.

SHORT BROTHERS
AND

HARLAND LIMITED
have the jobs. Have you the quolifications?

We need ENGINEERS
and TECHNICAL ASSISTANTS with University Degrees,
National Certificates or the equivalent, for development woik on
aircraft, servo-mechanisms, guided missiles, auto-pilots and electronic
and hydraulic research, in short, men qualified in mechanical or
electrical engineering, mathematics, physics and with experience
or an interest in aircraft and in related matters. To such as these we
can offer a satisfactory career. lf you are interested why not talk it
over when you are on leave.

Apply giving educationol bockground to: STAFF APPOINTMENTS OFFICER,
P.O. BOX 241, BELFAST, quoting 5.A.92.

VHEN YOU NEXT CALL AT MALTA

visit"' Chez Vency
BAR RE STAURANT GRILL

The Well-known Bar in Malta
for Genuine Drinks and Good Food

English and Continental Kitchen
specializing in "T" Bone Sirloin Steak

and Chicken d la Maryland

Ample rooms for Families and Parties

My Motto: Full Satisfaction Phone: C 4816

42 St. Anne Square IFtORnANA
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An aerial view of H.M.S. "Mercury"
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CHIEFS' CHATTER
Our President remains as before, although we

shall have to be prepared for a change next Term
as Stan Dixon is due for civilian life. The Mess
committee has seen some changes too, but more
of that later. Their life hasn't been all that smooth.

Centralised drafting has begun to make itself
felt in a small way, especially with the West Country
Chiefs. Our first arrival was Chief Tel. Hollett,
who is still here, followed not so long afterwards
by C.Y.S. Bunkin who assumed the duties of
Vice-President only to find that it qualified him for
a foreign draft; in fact Bigbury Bay. Incidentally
Chief Tel. Adams will be its Chief Tel. With "Guzz"
still keeping up the good work we now have Chief
Tel. Sullivan back in the fold.

The Term's activities commenced with the
annual visit of the R.N.V.R. Instructors. First
came the V.S. Branch and the mess played them
at soccer and won 1- '0 and later in the same
evening, those that could still find the energy,
played indoor sports. Once more the Mess was
victorious; but we came to the conclusion lhat
there must be some fine snooker tables in the
various Divisions.

The following week saw us inundated by the

W/T side, but they were fitted in and had a pleasant
week as they always do. with the Mess just about
beating them at soccer. In the evening they found
that their visit coincided with the annual Mess
reunion of past and present members. Sad to
report that it wasn't well patronised this year by ex-
members: but this was possibly due to the weather
rvhich was not good.

Rare birds have visited these shores of late and
we have had the pleasure of what one might imagine
is about half the Communicator Chiefs of the South
African Navy in the persons of Warrant Yeoman
Ellis, and Warrant Tel. 2nd Class Neville, who
unfortunately had to make a hurried departure.
Bob Neville was relieved by Chief Tel. Frost and
for brief visits we have welcomed C.Y.S. Floyd
and Chief Tel. Groger. Apart from friends so far
mentioned, a few NATO gentlemen have found
themselves in our midst for a short period, and we
would like them to know how pleasant it is to have
them with us. G. Van Oosten from Holland,
A. H. Jorgenson and P. Stadsnes both from
Norway.

Indoor sport has now become an established
part of each Term's Mess activities and to the
amazement of everyone Chief Tel. Baldson was
knocked out in the first round snooker by Chief
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Marconi equipment in ships and shore stations
today contributes to the accuracy of navigation,
the efficient operation of both warships and
merchantmen, and the comfort and convenience
of those who trade or travel by sea and the
forces which protect them. The mariner is
warned ofhazards, guided into safe channels
and guarded from "the dangers ofthe sea and
the violence of the enemy" by Marconi's.

art

MARCONI
MARCONT'S WTRELESS TELEGRAPH CO. LTD., CHELMSFORD, ESSEX
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Tel. Sullivan. In the inter-Part soccer we bowed
out to the superior wind of the New Entries and
at hockey to the superior vigour of the Wardroonl.
Nevertheless our soccer team has met with some

success in friendlies thanks to the efforts of C.P.O.
Tel. Cannon and E. R. A. Knowles'

To pension we have said farewell to C.Y.S. Baker
and C.Y.S. Jones, who has been relieved in the
divisional oflice by C.Y.S. Kemp. Congratulations
to this term's pronotions, Chief Tels. Westu'ood,
Henderson and Parkyn and C.Y.S' Veal. Congrat-
ulations also to members of the mess who have

been selected for the Sub.-Lt. (SD) (C) course.

P.O.os PATTER
Once more we've been saying "l'll crack out that

article tomorrow", and of course we didn't. Result?
Another last minute rush, but'at least we've made
the press.

The men-rbership of the Mess seems to be taking
after a Yo-Yo these days, and at the moment of
writing is up to just over70, of whom30 are victualled'

Practically all the Mess officials have changed
since the last issue of Tsr CouvuNIcAToR. "Chick"
Henderson having attained the dizzy heights of
Chief, Yeo. Saint is now President, having neatly
slipped a draft lo St. Angelo. Yeo. Wilcox is the
new Vice-Plesident. Socially, things are going
quite well. Thc rnonthly Social evenings are
regaining a little monentum after the almost
fatal blow dealt by the "monster" called TV'
although the darts club hasn't got under way at
all this Term. We're hoping to revive it after the
Christmas leave.

On the lst November, Joe Hitchcock, the Darts
Champion, gave a show in the Mess and delighted
eueryon" by taking natches, cigarettes, out of
nlouihs. and ears. using his sharpened 4-inch nails.
No flights or anything -just plain 4-inch nails. A
number of "volunteers" played him l'001 up'
straight in double out, and the cry of "140 plays

625 br some such fabulous number. Thank you

sir- a bottle of stingo for the loser", became

rather monotonous after the first half dozen or
so times. "When you can play 1,001 and get out in
about seven throws, you can call yourself a dart
player, my son".

On the sporting side the Mess excelled itself by
winning the inter-Part Soccer Cup and getting to
the finals of the inter-Part Hockey which was lost
4 nil to the Signal School Mess.

At water polo, four members of the Mess were

in tl-re Ship?s team which won the Portsmouth
Command Division 2 Championship' an excellent

achievement as they won every game they played.

The new block is going ahead at a fairly steady
pace and from the blue prints it appears that it
will finish up as a nlost sumptious abode. Accord-
ing to latest reports however, it won't be ready for
about another year. Stitl, if it's worth having it's
worth waiting for. There's no sign yet, though, of
a new accommodation block for us.

SIGNAL SCHOOL MESS
Well these past few busy months have seen a

great purge on the staid hands of Mercury who
were niysteriously weeded out of their quiet numbers
and transplanted nearer the trouble centre at less

ffi@ @ ffi1gr@
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The installation of this super-secret, super-frequency, radio controlled fleetwork teacher in H'M.S. "Mercury"
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has been vetoed by local residents'
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VAGANCIES rN GoYERNMENT sERvrcE

A number of vacancies, offering

good career prospects, exist for . . .

RADIO OPERATORS-/V|oIe

CYPHER OPERATORS-rVIole and Femole

Apply, giving details of education, qualifications, and experience to :

PERSONNEL OFFICER,

G.C.H.Q. (FORETGN OFFTCE),

53 CLARENCE STREET,

CHELTENHAM, GLOS.

MANUFACTURERS OF STEAM AND
ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN

It Winches, Windlasses and Capstans.

O Pumping Machinery.

a Searchlight & Signalling Proiectors.

O Mirrors for deck landing aids, etc,

O Floodlights.

SUPPLIERS TO THE ROYAL NAVY.

CLARKE, CHAPMAN & CO. LTD., VICTORTA \i/ORKS, GATESHEAD,8, Co. DURHAM.
Telephone: Gateshead 72271 (l0lines). Telegrams:..Cyclops", Gateshead.

London Office : Dunster House, Mark Lane, E.C. 3,
Telephone: MlNcing Lane 8345-6-7 Telegrams; " Cyclops ", Easphone, London.
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than a moment's notice, l€aving the school very
bare of the older men, but absolutely swarming
with New Entries whose numbers increase day
by day. But this is not the only thing that has
grown: the camp cinema is now the amazing
Cinemascope, and all we want now is perrnission
from Nasser for an audience.

Owing to the sadly depleted complement, sport
in the school has had to take second place this
Term. but then this did give the P.O.s a chance to
win the Soccer Competition; but, not letting all
the glory leave the mess, we had a resounding
victory in the Hockey K.O. competition.

A number of new sports have been introduced
into the camp, among them being Judo, which is

a great success, and Archery which was also a success

but owing to bad light in the evenings and other
commitments it has been temporarily suspended.
It is hoped in the new Term to introduce organised
instruction in horse riding.

Mercury had bad luck in the Navy Cup, which
they came very close to winning. Maidstone had
to be played three times, the first being a draw
4*4, lhe second abandoned when Mercury was
winning 3-1 and the third time lucky we won
decisively only to lose l-4 in the semi-final against
Dolphin. But we will get it next year.

The New Accommodation block is assuming a

recognisable shape at last and the foundation stone,
which was well and truly laid by the First Sea Lord,
now has a great weight of brickwork above it. It
is hoped the New Block will be completed by
October 1957.

..MEON MAID''
All Communicators, both past and present, will

be glad to hear that an earlier decision has been

rescinded and that Meon Maid will continue to be

allocated to H.M.S. Mercury. Meon Maid finished
second in this year's Monarch Bowl, one point
behind the winner.

TELEGRAPHIST (S) BRANCH
Since our last contribution we have lost one of

the original members of the team -C.P.O.
Telegraphist (S) Couperthwaite. He left us in July
to do battle with life outside, and when last heard
of, he had joined forces with another old member
of the Branch--'ex-L.Te1. (S) Pilley in Poole. Just
prior to C.P.O. Telegraphist (S) Couperthwaite's
demobilisation, a Branch reunion was held at the
"Bird-in-Hand" at which he was presented with a

silver tankard by Lt.Cdr. P. C. Prince on behalf
of the Branch. A remark was overheard to the
effect that it should have been a silver-mounted
whip. Be that as it may, during his seven years in
the Branch, he gave grand service in both an

instructional and a regulating capacity, and his
going creates a gap we shall find hard to fill. He

takes with him the good wishes of us all. Incident-
ally the reunion proved such a success that it is

intended to hold one at regular intervals.

Now to our favourite theme-recruiting. Admir-
alty approval has recently been received to increase
numbers in the Branch, so once more we sing that
old refrain "Do you wish to become a Telegraphist
(S)?" Il any of you are interested in the Branch,
A.F.O. 1497/55 will give all necessary details. We
would stress that anyone with a flair for foreign
languages would do well to consider volunteering
for Telegraphist (S).

We regret that at present only ratings below P'O.
Telegraphist can be considered as volunteers. If at
any time you are in Mercury and wish to know more
of the Branch and its activities, the R.W. Regulating
Office in North Camp is at your service. So come
along and meet the Branch of the future.

..FOR LONGER LIFE''
The horse and mule live thirty years
And nothing know of wines and beers.
The goat and sheep at twenty die
And never taste of Scotch and RYe.
The cows drink water by the ton
And are at eighteen mostly done.
The dog at fifteen cashes in
Without the aid of Rum and Cin.
The cat in milk and water soaks
And then at twelve short years it croaks'
The modest sober bone-dry hen
Lays eggs for nogs, then dies at ten.
All animals are strictly dry,
They sinless live and sinless die.
But sinful, Ginful, Rum-soaked men
Survive for three score years and ten.
But some of us the mightY few
Stay pickled till we are Ninety-two

Mr. C. T. Gower, an ex-Chatham Sparker, writes
to say that he is always pleased to see Communi-
cation Ratings visiting Rome or Civitavecchia.
Visiting Communicators should contact him at
Rome 255628 or through the British Embassy.

BOOK REVIEW
Wrnplrss Wonlo Dnnv, 1957. Price in Rexine

4s. 3d. in U.K., 3s. 6d. overseas (plus postage 3d.)'
Now in its 39th year of publication it contains

80 reference pages plus the usual diary pages. It is

an up-to-date version of the information of previous
years giving base connections for 600 current valves,
design data, frequency allocations, aerials, addresses

ol radio organisation in this country and abroad
and in fact most of the technical and general
information one so often needs but which is seldom
readily availa ble.
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AUTOMATIC

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS
A/so Mokers of-

Rotary Transformers
and Converters,
Wind and Engine-
Driven Aircraft Gener-
ators, High Frequency
Alternators and High
Tension D.C. Gener-
ators.

lndustrial Pattern Automatic
VoltaSe Regulator {or the con-
trol of a.c. or d.c. generator 

-output voltage or as-a series
regulator for voltage stabilisation

A Technical Service
Ultra research and engineering teams are at all ,times ready

to assist in solving problems of design, development

and installation of Electronic, Servo-electric and Communication

Control Equipment to fulfil specific requirements.

ULTRA ELECTRIC LTMITED
\\IESTERN AVENUE, ACTION, LONDON W.3

Telephone: r\COrn 3434
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COMMUNICATIONS GAZETTE
APPOINTMENTS

Eorron's Norz-Altlnugh eterl'endearour is nwtle to ctlsure lhat the infornation in thi.r
section is cot'rc('t, y'e ask reacler'.\ not to trcot il aS autltotitatit'e in lhe slri(t sense.

Name Rank Whence $ hither

C. K. ANrHoNv Lt.-Cdr. ASRE Bulwark
J. S. AusrrN, u.s.c. Lt.-Cdr. RAN Gannet DSD
W. J. B. G. Avnrs Comm. Lt. RNSS Devonport Mercury
E. G. Brr-r S.C.C.O. Staff ol Capt. iic Staff of FOME

Sheerness
A. Brnrow S.C.C.O. Staff of C.-in-C. Staff of FOME

Plymouth
H. S. BsNNrrr ... Lt.-Cdr. Staff of D. 6 ltaly (Language study)
S. F. BenrHoN ... Cdr. President F.C.O. Med.
A. E. P. Bntc;cs A/C.C.O. Mercury Ceylon
R. W. Bnrccs ... Cdr. RAN Loan D.S.D.
E. Bnrsrow, r>.s.u. S.C.C.O. Eagle Mercury
P. C. BnooxrR ... Cdr. J.S.S.C. StaffofC.-in-C. Portsmouth
J. L. BucxrnrDcE, M.B.E. Cdr. DSD S.O.O. to C.-in-C. Nore
M. G. Curcursrrn Cdr. Contest in Cmd Director J.T.S. Malta
T. W. F. Cr-rnxe S.C.C.O. Sanderling Mercury
C. B. ClnxroN S.C.C.O. Pembroke Portsmouth Drafting Office
F. W. Cooprn ... S.C.C.O. Tyne Whitehall W/T
P. J. Corrr-e S.C.C.O. Staff of Capt. i/c ASRE

Portland
C. H. Cox S.C.C.O. Staff ol C.-in-C. Med. Staff of F.O.F.H.
G. A. Cunnrr A/C.C.O. RAN Mercury Mull ol Galloway
F. W. DpNNv ... S.C.C.O. R.N.S.S. Chatham Tamar
P. H. Duvcorr Comm. Lt. R.N.S.S. Chatham O iic R.N.S.S. Chatham
H. DnunuoNo ... A/C.C.O. Mercury Tyne
E. Eowrnos A/C.C.O. Mercury Staff of Capt. (D) Portsmouth
C. J. M. Er-tor... Cdr. Staffof Comedcent SHAPE
C. C. ENNevrR, D.s.c. Lt.-Cdr. B.J.S.M. D.S.D.
R. W. EveNs C.C.O. Ark Royal Sanderling
Miss M. A. EursoN ... 2/O WRNS Victory D.S.D.
P. Fnnnrrrv, o.s.u. S.C.C.O. AWSS Staff of C.-in-C. H.F.
J. Furcsrn A/C.C.O. Mercury TYne
M. J. L. FnerruuN Lt. Mercury Staff of FOME
F. J. B. FnrNcn Lt. RCN Cey'lon Mercury
D. W. GnruN ... S.C.C.O. STC Kranji Eagle
A. Gnirv, o.s.o. Cdr. Aisne in Cmd. D.T.S.D.
H. E. Hares S.C.C.O. Mercury Staff of FOAC
C. W. F. HnuvoNo, D.s.M. ... C.C.O. Royal Prince Bulwark
J. D. HrNnoN ... Cdr. StafTof JSSC Admiralty lor D.C.N.S.
W. E. H.qwrrs ... A/C.C.O. Mercury Defender
R. S. L HrwxtNs Lt.-Cdr. Staff of C.-in-C. H.F. O. iic RNSS Devonport
-1. T. HraooN ... S.C.C.O. Mercttry Ark Royal
R. E. HoopER ... S.C.C.O. RNSS Chathanr Staff ol FOME
.\. E. Hou,rr-r ... C,C.O. Ceylon West WiT Royal Prince
\4iss M. E. Hurrrn ... 3/O WRNS St. Angelo Staff of C.-in-C. Plymouth
.1. A. J. JosNsoN S.C.C.O. Bulwark O i/c S.T.C. Malta
D. A. JoNES S.C.C.O. Newfbundland Mercury
-1. N. KrxNnnD ... Capt. HAFMED Capt. D. 6
.\. Kr:rrerr Cdr. SHAPE President in Cmd.
B. H. Krsr Cdr. Staff Course D.S.D.
D. D. K:rc;sr, r).s.c. Cdr. Mercury Comet in Cmd.
R. B. Ksr<;ur ... Cdr. Dalswinton in Cnrd. Tactical Course
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Tailor
to

Sai lor

When you come to Willerbys for your shore-going clothes (or
your new uniform for that matter) you can be certain of one

thing-real Naval smartness. At Willerbys you'Il find a complete

service, made-to-measure and ready-to-wear; clothes made by

craftsmen, and a splendid range of cloths to choose from;
helpful service and reasonable prices. And what's more, you can

wear while you pay-and pay bV allotment, if you'wish. Why

not write, or call next time you're ashole and ask for the special

folder explaining

the W#ffiffiffiffiffiW L'."y!
LONDON, W.r, AND AT l rr COMMERCIAL ROAD, PORTSMOUTIT. i, LONDON ROAD,

NORTH END, PORTSMOUTH. S.:] ROYAL PAR,ADE, PLYMOUTH. ;5 HIGH S']T.,

CHATHAM. !(J ABOVE BAR, SOUTHAMPTON.



Name

E. H. Lee, o.s.c.
A. G. Lrwrs
D. A. Lonru

E. Mlcrr.Nzle ...
A. M. C. Mrcrlow-Sutrn
N. B. D. MncRnr
W. P. MnN
A. J. MnnoltN ...
E. W. McCuLLoucH. B.E.M.

.1. W. Mrnoows, B.E.M.

.1. B. D. Mtt-t-rn
D. T. MIlt-s
E. C. N. Nnsu
I. H. Nrcsot-sox
I. J. Nrulro
W. Nrpprrno
G. D. Nurr, p.s.c.
P. H. Pncs
H. B. Prnren ...
W. J. P,rnxsn, o.B.E., D.s.c.
W. F. PATTERSoN
H. P. PnvNe
Miss E. M. M. Prrsrnltt
.1. A. PHTLLTPS ...

T. W. PlcK, D.s.c.
R. J. Prrr, M.B.E.
J. E. PopE
M. A. Rtcxrnos
H. H. Rtolen ...
J. J. Rtccs
C. Russv

G. E. SnupsoN ...
P. D. SCHoNFELDT
E. S. SppNcrn ...
Miss D. P. Swlt-low
P. M. SwrNrv. M.B.E. ...
D. L. Svus
L. F. Tlre
R. A. TnonpsoN
K. A. TowNsrNo-GnrrN
P. Tnousntoce...

B. G. VnNn, M.B.E., D.s.c.
J. M. Vrluens, o.8.8....
C. C. Were-Wuxrn
A. E. Wrlxrn ...
R. F. Wrlls, o.s.c.
C. J. WstrrlN ...
P. A. Wtlltnvs ...
J. S. Wllsott
M. L. Woor-t-col.tsr

Rank
Cdr.
s.c.c.o.
Cdr.

c.c.o. R.N.
Lt.
A/C.C.O. R.A.N.
Lt.-Cdr.
s.c.c.o.
c.c.o.
Cdr.

Lt.-Cdr. R.N.
c.c.o. R.N.
c.c.o.
Lieut. R.A.N.
A/C.C.O. R.A.N.
Lt.
Lt.-Cdr.
Lt.-Cdr.
Lt.
Capt.
Lt.-Cdr.
Comm. Lt.
3/O WRNS
Cdr.

s.c.c.o.
Lt.-Cdr.
Cdr.
A/C.C.O.
Cdr.
c.c.o.
Lt.-Cdr.

Lt.-Cdr.
Lt.-Cdr.
Lt.
3/O WRNS
Comm. Lt.
Lt. Cdr.
A/C.C.O.
A/C.C.O.
Lt.-Cdr.
Lr.

Lt.-Cdr.
Capt.
Lt.-Cdr.
c.c.o.
Cdr.
s.c.c.o.
c.c.o.
Lt.-Cdr.
Cdr.

\\'hence

Staff Course
Glasgow
Naval Equery to

H.M. Queen
Staff ol Capt. D. 6
Mercurl
Mercurl
ASRE
Falcon
Delight
Staff of C.-in-C.

Portsmouth
Defender
Mercury
RNSS Chatham
Daring
Mercury
Glasgow
Albion
Staff of F.O. 2 F.E.S.
Mercury
D.D.N.R.
AWSS Fremington
Condor
Mercury
Staff of C.-in-C.

AFMED
Dainty
Mercurl'
D.S.D.
Mercury
Orestes in Cmd.
RNSS Devonport
Staff of Capt. (D)

Dartmouth T.S.

BJCEB
Bulwark
Mercury
Mercury
RNZN Loan
Birmingham

D.S.D.
Bulwark
Staff of F.O. Gib.
Tamar
D.S.D.
Birmingham
RNSS Devonport
Ark Royal
J.S.S.C.

THE COMMUNICATOR t g,s

Whither
Staff of C.-in-C. Portsnrouth
Staff of Capt. i/c Portland
Loch Fada in Cmd.

Staff of FOAC
R.N.C. Dartmouth
Staff of Capt. D. 6

Narvik
Mercury
RNSS Devonport
DSD

Staff of C.-in-C. Nore
Staff of FOAC
Ricasoli
Mercury
Ark Royal
ASRE
AWSS
DSD
Staff ol Capt. F. 3

I.D.C.
Mercury
Collingwood
Staff of C.-in-C. Med.
Staff of C.-in-C. Portsmouth

Staff of C.-in-C. Med.
Armada
St. Vincent
Tyne
Staff of Tactical School
Staff of FOME
Mercury

ECSA Paris
RAN Loan
Tyne
Birmingham
Ark Royal
Staff of Capt. (D)

Dartmouth T.S.
Gannet
Capt. of Fleet H.F.
Girdleness
Mercury
SHAPE
Simonstown W/T
Ceylon West W/T
Staff ol C.-in-C. H.F.
B..I.S.M.

Staff of C.-in-C. Nore J.S.S.C.
Ceylon West W/T Naval Drafting Authority
RNSS Devonport Staff of FOAC
RNSS Devonport Staff of C.-in-C' Med.
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PROMOTIONS

To Admiral of the Fleet To Lieutenant Commander
THE EARL MouNrslrrrN or Bunlre, R. BrNNerr

K.c., p.c., c.c.B., c.c.s.r., c.c.r.E., M. C. E. EVELECH
<;.c.v.o., D.s.o., LL.D., D.c.L., D,s.c. N. F. Flwcerr

A. J. S. Klocren
P. R. MARTINEAU

TO CHIEF PETTY OFFICER IN THE
To Chief l'eoman Signals
R. Avrnv, DIJX 154778
P. Bnnro, P/JX 162359
A. Corrrnrrr-, PIJX 661448
H. G. Fanr*.rrn, P/JX 292106
R. L. Jnnvrs, P/JX 158891
A. MrnrtN, C/JX 155748
R. OveNorN, PIJX 246025
H. Svrrs, P/JX 163399
J. VEar, D/JX 381334

To S.C.C.O.
J. Aonus
G. Fnouo, o.s.lrr.
A. L. K. D. Hrnurr<rf,Cusren
K. MontoN. o.s.v.

COMMUNICATIONS BRANCH
To Chief Petty Officer Telegraphist
R. Buvpsrero, P/JX 155831
F. FrncusoN, PIJX 149027
H. L. Fnv, P/JX 155401
R. Goouv, PIJ)( 158221
R. Hrr.rorR.soN, PIJX 157437
C. KrNc, PIJX 159423
J. MrnsHrr-t-, PIJX 156649
S. P.rrxvN, P/JX 139054
D. QurNN, P/JX 154200
D. R. Sr'rrrs, C/JX 148030
W. Wrsrwooo, P/JX l3l46l

Commander
Commander
Commander
Lieutenant-Co mma nder
L ieutenant-Co m ma nder
Lieutenant-Co mmander
Lieutenant
Communication Lieutenant
s.c.c.o.
s.c.c.o.
c.c.o.

ANSWERS TO CLUES OF.COMMUNICATOR' CROSSWORD
IN SUMMER NUMBER

Across:
l Gneiss. 4. Jews Harp. 9. Niello. 10. Intaglio.

12. Oswestry. 13. Bow Tie. 15. Agio. 16. Lightships.
19. Fosterling.20. Shed. 22. Rochet. 24. Detached.
27. Occupant. 28. Oppose. 29. Gleaning. 30. Warden.

Down:
l. Gondola. 2. Edelweiss. 3. Solus. 5. Erne-

6. Seahorse. 7. Allot. 8. Proteus. ll. Braille.
14. Whinger. 17. Ichthyoid. 18. Peter Pan. 19. Fur-
long. 21. Dudgeon. 23. Cache. 25. Alpha. 26. Anon.

fllinner: Act-Yeo. E. Btcr-aNo, Colombo, M.S.O.l

To Acting-C.C.O.
A. E. P. Bntccs, PiJX t57404 C.Y.S. W. E. Hawres, C/JX 15855 I C.Y.S.
G. A. Cunntr, 30804 C.Y.S., R.A.N. N. B. D. Mrcnnl, 27602 C.Y.S.. R.A.N.
H. DnuuuoNo, D/JX 292431 C.Y.S. I. J. Nrrr.ruo,29311 P.O. Tel. R.A.N.
E. Eow.rnos, PIJX 159674 C.P.O. Tel. M. A. Rrcsanos, D/JX 581909 P.O. Tel.
J. Frercurn, DIJX 712140 P.O. Tel. L. F. Terr, CIJX 170278 C.P.O. Tel.

R. A. TnonpsoN, C/JX 292720 P.O. Tel.

RETIREMENTS
F. D. Mrlrrn
P. Devrr
THr HoN. J. C. EoruoNosoN, D.s.c.
J. S. K. Onau
M. H. Lrrsnnrocr
D. B. SnNorns .,
W. R. D. RossoN
E. J. WruseR
I. Pernre
R. Crnlyrr
E. S. Cosa

A.F.O.'s AFFECTING
THE COMMUNICATION BRANCH

The following recent A.F.O.'s concern the
Communication Branch.
2349156 Supply of Bookshelves Patt 3088 for

wireless offices of Coastal Minesweepers.
2350156 Introduction and allowance of improved

Hether Signalling Lantern.
2373a156 Drafting- -Centralisation of Communica-

tion Drafting.
24431 56 Advancement -Examination for Advance-

ment to Leading Rate.
2447156 Drafting-General Service Ratings-

Cessation of Allocation to Port Divisions.
2782156 Centralised Drafting .Drafting Preler-

ence Cards.

Prined by Liverpool Letterpress Limitetl, Literpool, iil conjunctk)a with Edgar Sercombe, Fanthot, Surrey
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FOR YOUR NEXT REMOVAL
Experi enced Stafr ' Mod ern Veh icl es' Sati sfaction G uaranteed

AMPLE WAREHOUSING ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE IN:
PORTSM O UTH . EMSWO RTH. FARE HAM - PETERSFIELD
LO N DO N. CHATHAM - PLYMO UTH. SO UTHAMPTO N

RYDE (|SLE OF WIGHT)

Registered Office:-13 CLARENDON ROAD, SOUTHSEA Portsmouth 208{5

& SONS.I.TP

ffi BnuNswroK
the best quality and seruice fo,

DRY CLEANII\G
tAUI\{DERII\G
CARPET CLEAI\NG
DYEING

Finest u,orltnanship, Lowest prices

BBUitrSftrrorr
ffi ffffii"^mT"lT,i::",lllt {#



DISTIIVCTIO]V . ..
Given the opportunity, there is much

we can do to a man's appearance.

Those who have consulted us now

walk with pride, creating an im-

pression as they go and facing every

moment with renewed confidence.

We shall

our wide

styles.

be delighted to show you

range of fine cloths and

May we send you a copy
of our latest

GIFT BROCHURE
You will find it full of

interest.

COMMUMCATOR
BLAZER BADGES

COLOTJRED SILKS

10/3 each

GOLD WIRE

5E/6 each

A. FLEMING & CO.
(Outfitters) LTD.

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

Local Portsmouth Branches:

11 EDINBURGH ROAD and TRAFALGAR
INSTITUTE, EDINBURGH ROAD

Head Offices and Mail Order Department:

HAY STREET and PORTLAND STREET, PORTSMOUTH
Portsmouth 74352 (2 lines) Grams: "NAVSERGE" PORTSMOUTH

Branches also at:

DEVONPORT . CHATHAM - WEYMOUTH - DUNFERMLINE . GIBRALTAR

..THE CAMP SHOP''_ H.M.S. "MERCURY''
also at H.M.S. Blackcap and H.M.S. Gamecock

Members of the lnterport Naval Traders' Association

MALTA

COMMUNICATOR
BRANCH TIES

RAYON

6i6 each

SILK

1213 each


